Chapter 6

RADIATION GASDYNAMICS
In Chapter 2 the conservation equations for a radiating gas were
developed and similarity parameters were discussed. These conservation
equations are used in this chapter to study several problems in the
rapidly expanding field of radiation gasdynamics. Much of the recent
interest in radiation gasdynamics has been produced by the problem
of very high velocity reentry, although radiation gasdynamics also has
application to astrophysical problems and to nuclear explosions.
Accordingly, in Section 6-1 we investigate the conditions under which
radiative transfer has important effects on the flow about a reentry body.
The approximations used for the radiative transfer are discussed in
Section 6-2. The specific problems of the effect of radiant-energy
transfer on acoustic waves, shock wave structure, shock layers, and
boundary layers are discussed in Sections 6-3 through 6-6, respectively.
6-1

Radiative transfer during reentry

At sub-satellite reentry velocities the radiant heat transfer is less
than the aerodynamic heat transfer to the vehicle, and the radiant-energy
loss in the shock layer is far too small to affect the flow field. However,
as the reentry velocity is increased, radiation heat transfer rapidly
overtakes the aerodynamic heat transfer (cf. Section 2-IF). At velocities
greater than the earth parabolic velocity (^parabolic = 11.19 km/sec =
36,650 ft/sec) the radiation can appreciably affect the flow field. To
illustrate this fact, the parameter Γη is given in Fig. 6-1.1 (from
Goulard 1 ) as a function of altitude and velocity for a blunt body;
Γη = 4aTQksA/pO0VO0hs, which is the ratio of the radiant-energy flux
emitted from an optically thin shock layer of thickness Δ to the enthalpy
flux across the shock front. It is observed from the figure that for a
* Chapter 6 is by D. B. OLFE.
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reentry vehicle of 1-ft nose radius, Γη approaches 10~2 for a moon
satellite and unity for a Mars probe. Thus as the velocity of a blunt
reentry vehicle increases above the parabolic value, the radiant energy
loss from the shock layer approaches the magnitude of the flow energy.
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FIG. 6-1.1. The radiation-convection parameter Γη for a blunt body with a 1-ft nose
radius, from Goulard.1

In order to determine the importance of absorption within the bluntbody shock layer, Goulard 1 has constructed the diagram shown in
Fig. 6-1.2. In this figure the transparent gas approximation is assumed
to be good until the optical depth τΔ of the shock layer reaches the
value 0.2. For an "optically thick" gas, the Rosseland diffusion approximation will be good until the optical depth rf of the thermal boundary
decreases below the value 5. When the Rosseland approximation is valid,
instead of Γη the appropriate parameter is F^jp^VoJi^ , where Fw is the
radiant-heat flux to the vehicle surface. Goulard shows that the ratio
Fwlp»VJ*B is equal to (ΓΛ/2ττ)ΐ/*, where ΓΗ =
(16σT s 4 /3p^VJi^l/k^)
(see Section 6-5B). When the optical depth is too small to validate the
use of the Rosseland approximation but too large for the gas to be
optically thin, the radiant-energy flux to the vehicle will be approximately
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Radiative transfer regimes for a blunt body of 1-ft nose radius, from

the blackbody value, so the relevant parameter is the reciprocal of the
Boltzmann number Bo'1 = aT^jp^V^h^. These radiative transfer
regimes are illustrated on the velocity-altitude plot shown in Fig. 6-1.2.
Yoshikawa and Chapman2 have carried out calculations for a hypersonic normal shock wave to determine the regimes in which decay
(energy depletion by radiative transfer) and absorption are important.
They define a heat transfer coefficient Aw 8 = Fw J^p^V^, where F is
the net radiant-energy flux to the surface (subscript w) or to the region
upstream of the shock front (subscript s). Since \V\> ~ hs for a strong
shock, λ corresponds to the parameters used by Goulard, which are
discussed above. In Fig. 6-1.3 λ is given as a function of velocity and
altitude for a shock standoff distance L of 0.1 ft. The characteristic
length (L c = 1 ft = 10L) shown in Fig. 6-1.3 equals the absorption
length (L a b s Ξ= 1/2ÄS) at low velocities and equals the decay length at
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high velocities (Laec = p^VJiJAk^aT^,
which is approximately the
flow distance over which a gas element loses all of its energy by radiation).
Thus, at low velocities the characteristic length Lc = 1 ft in Fig. 6-1.3
divides the absorbing region [L > (1/10) L a b 8 ] from the nonabsorbing
region [L < (l/10)Z/ abB ], whereas at high velocities Lc = 1 ft divides
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FIG. 6-1.3. Radiative transfer regimes for a shock standoff distance of 0.1 ft, from
Yoshikawa and Chapman.2

the region of decay [L > (1/10) L d e c ] from the region of nondecay
[L < (1/10)L d e c ]. The curves of constant λ in Fig. 6-1.3 are seen to be
in fair agreement with the two curves of Goulard shown in Fig. 6-1.2.
Yoshikawa and Chapman summarize their results by stating that for
the altitude range of severe heating for shallow entry trajectories of
manned vehicles (60 to 80 km), neither decay nor absorption of radiation
is important for a standoff distance of 1 ft or less and entry velocities
of about 11 km/sec (corresponding to entry upon return from the
moon).* At higher entry velocities of about 15 km/sec (corresponding
to entry upon return from a relatively short-time trajectory from Mars),
decay of radiation is important but absorption is not. For objects such
as large meteorites, which enter at higher velocities and also at relatively
steep angles, the most severe heating occurs at altitudes of about 20 to
40 km, where both decay and absorption are important.
* Recent calculations described in Hoshizaki and Wilson28, indicate that decay and
absorption can be important for an Apollo-type entry.
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Entry speeds well in excess of parabolic speed are required if
interplanetary travel times are to be appreciably shortened (cf. Fig. 6-1.4).
As discussed above, at these high entry velocities the radiant-heat
transfer to blunt bodies becomes prohibitively high, so the use of
relatively slender, pointed bodies is indicated. The heat transfer to
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conical bodies at high entry speeds has been studied by Allen et al.,s
whose results are shown in Figs. 6-1.5 and 6-1.6. The energy fractions
VIJ Vty le > a n d ^n f ° r laminar convection, turbulent convection,
equilibrium radiation, and nonequilibrium radiation heat transfer,
respectively, are defined as the fractions of the vehicle kinetic energy
which appears as heat transfer to the vehicle during an entry trajectory.
Neglecting the acceleration of gravity during slowdown, the change in
vehicle kinetic energy equals the integral of the drag force along the
trajectory:
\mVl ~ A j C D \pV2 ds = CDA j \9V* dt,
H

mVl

S j qw dt
COA$ïPV*dt

(6-1.1)

Here C D is the drag coefficient; A and S are the cone base and surface
(excluding the base) areas, respectively; H = S J qw dt is the total
radiative and convective heat transfer to the conical body. Therefore,
when radiative heat transfer is dominant, η corresponds to the "average*'
value of the heat transfer coefficient Aw = Fw/^pVs times S/COA (we note
that S/COA ~ (2 sin 3 0 J - 1 for a cone of half-angle 0O). From Fig. 6-1.5
it is seen that for a fixed cone angle the equilibrium radiation will sharply
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FIG. 6-1.5. Variation of the energy fractions ηι, ηχ, ηβ , and ηη with entry speed for
a 30° half-angle cone with a Teflon ablator, from Allen et al.3 (a) Laminar flow, ballistic
parameter = 200. (b) Turbulent flow, ballistic parameter = 20.
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become the dominant form of heat transfer for entry velocities greater
than a certain value. The boundary layer will be laminar for large values
of the ballistic parameter and turbulent for small values of the ballistic
parameter; the ballistic parameter B is defined by B = COp0A/ßm sin y,
where p0 is the sea level density, ß the inverse of the atmospheric scale
height, m the entry mass, and y the flight path angle measured from the
horizontal. If the entry velocity is large enough for a given cone, the
radiation can affect the flow field (radiation decay). However, the heat
transfer can be minimized by reducing the cone angle as the entry
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FIG. 6-1.6. Variation of the total energy fraction η with entry speed for cones having
Teflon ablators and various half angles, from Allen et al.3 (a) Laminar flow, ballistic
parameter = 200. (b) Turbulent flow, ballistic parameter = 20.
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velocity is increased (see Fig. 6-1.6). Recent measurements 4 of radiation
from the shock layers of 30° half-angle cones traveling at 7 km/sec in
a free-flight facility verify the large reduction in radiant-heat transfer
for cones compared with that for blunt bodies at comparable free-stream
conditions. We expect, however, that the regime where radiation affects
gasdynamics will be important for pointed bodies such as cones, as
well as for blunt bodies.

6-2

Approximations for the radiative transfer t e r m

Adding the effects of radiative transfer to gasdynamics problems
results in increasing the complexity by so much that usually solutions
can be obtained only if approximations are made. One approximation
which is used in a number of problems is to treat the radiation as a
perturbation, with the radiant-energy flux determined from the unperturbed flow field. When the radiative transfer is too large to be considered
as a perturbation, approximations are made for the radiative transfer
term V · F, which appears in the energy equation [see Eq. (2-3.16)].
The general solution to the transfer equation gives F in terms of an
integral over the unknown flow field [cf. Eqs. (2-1.21) and (2-1.22), or
Eq. (6-2.7) below]. This integral is eliminated in the approximations
which will be discussed.
6-2A
T H E PLANCK AND ROSSELAND LIMITS; THE DIFFERENTIAL
APPROXIMATION. Probably the most common approximation, which

also results in the greatest simplification, is the transparent or optically
thin gas approximation (Planck limit). The transparent gas approximation
is applicable when the photon mean free path is large compared with
the dimensions of the emitting gas. The radiant-energy emission per
unit volume reduces to
V-F=4aT4ÄP,
(6-2.1)
where kF is the Planck mean absorption coefficient (see Section 2-2A).
At the other limit, when the photon mean free path is small enough
for the gas to be "optically thick," the Rosseland or diffusion approximation holds:
4 σ
F = - — -=- V714
3 kK
or
V F = - - ^ a V - ( i - VTA ,
V
3
*R
/

(6-2.2)
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where kR is the Rosseland mean absorption coefficient (see Section 2-2B).
It should be noted that the diffusion approximation is not valid near
surfaces, where higher-order derivatives of T 4 are important.
As observed from Eqs. (6-2.1) and (6-2.2), the radiative transfer term
becomes greatly simplified in the Planck and Rosseland limits, with the
spectral variation of the absorption coefficient being accounted for by
the use of the appropriate average absorption coefficient. In situations
where both small and large optical depths are important, no simple
average absorption coefficient is adequate, and generally the problem
must be solved for a particular spectral variation of the absorption
coefficient (see Section 2-6). The simplest and most widely treated case
is that of a gray gas, defined by an absorption coefficient which does
not vary with frequency, i.e., kv = k = constant. A gray gas may often
be used as a first approximation for a gas with a slowly varying spectral
absorption coefficient, such as that produced by photodetachment or
free-free transitions. When strongly non-gray radiation is dominant,
such as that produced by molecular bands, atomic lines, or bound-free
transitions with large absorption edges, then the use of a gray-gas model
may give completely erroneous results. In this section we consider a
differential approximation to the equation of radiative transfer which
is appropriate for a gray gas. Later, in Section 6-2E, we shall consider
modifications of this differential approximation for application to (1)
slightly non-gray gases, and (2) gases with radiation in a gray band,
which may approximate a bound-free continuum or a band of welloverlapped lines.
The equation of radiative transfer for a gray gas in local thermodynamic equilibrium is (see Section 2-1)

¥{S=B-I,

(6-2.3)

where / is the frequency-integrated specific intensity (steradiancy)
propagating in the direction s, and B = σΤ*/π is the blackbody
steradiancy. Inclusion of the photon travel time at the velocity of light
c would introduce the time derivative (kc)-1 dl/dt to the left-hand side
of Eq. (6-2.3); however, this term will be completely negligible for the
time scales of interest in the problems considered in this monograph.
The net radiative flux in the ^-direction may be obtained by taking
the component of / in the ^-direction and integrating over solid angle
[cf. Eq. (2-1.9)],
F{=

f π cos 0f / dQy

(6-2.4)
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where 0{ is the angle between the direction s of / and the ^-direction
(see Fig. 6-2.1 for the one-dimensional case), and dQ is the element of
solid angle, which is integrated over 4π sterad. By appropriately
averaging Eq. (6-2.3) over all directions, the following differential
approximation to the transfer equation may be obtained:

T Wt (T ~ai~) = T ~τ^ + 3Fi '

(6 2 5

"·)

where the subscript i denotes i = 1, 2, or 3, and the appearance of the
subscript j twice in the first term indicates summation over the components j = 1, 2, and 3. For one-dimensional problems, Eq. (6-2.5)
reduces to the following form:
d2F

dT*

7μ=*>^Γ

+*

(«.6)

where dr = k dx is the element of optical depth in the ^-direction.
The above differential approximation is often called the "Eddington
approximation" in the astrophysical literature, and in the Soviet
literature it is called the "diffusion approximation/' which is not to be
confused with the Rosseland diffusion approximation.
Equations (6-2.5) and (6-2.6) are relatively simple differential equations
for the net flux. For the one-dimensional case, integration of the transfer
equation (6-2.3) and substitution into Eq. (6-2.4) yields the following
exact integral equation [cf. Eqs. (2-1.21) and (2.1-22)], which is much
more difficult to utilize than is the approximate differential equation
(6-2.6):
F = 2σ ί Τ*Ε2(τ -t)dt-2o\Q

T*E2(t - τ) dt

+ 2π

J-(0) [exp(- r/cos 0)] cos Θ sin θ άθ
0

+ 2TT Γ

J+(T 0 ) [exp {(T0 — r)/cos 0}] cos 0 sin 0 άθ,

J TT/2

(6-2.7)
where the tabulated 5 · 6 exponential functions En(t) are defined by
En(t) = i 1 ,*-«[exp(- t/μ)] άμ.
J

(6-2.8)

0

In the derivation of Eq. (6-2.7) the gas is assumed to lie between τ = 0
and τ 0 , with the boundary walls emitting or reflecting the specific
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intensities I~(0) and / + (r 0 ) at τ = 0 and τ 0 , respectively. When the wall
radiation is diffuse, i.e., independent of Ö, then the last two terms in
Eq. (6-2.7) reduce to 2πΙ~(0) Ε3(τ) and — 2πΙ+(τ0) Ε3(τ0 — τ), respectively [if the walls are blackbodies at temperatures Tx and T2 , then
J-(0) = σΤΐΙττ and J+(T 0 ) - σΓί/ττ]. Thus J-(0) and 7+(r0) will be
known, or can be related to the radiative flux incident on the surfaces
(in the case of reflection).
The appropriate boundary conditions for the one-dimensional form
(Eq. 6-2.6) of the differential approximation are
dF_
dr

IF + 4σΤ4 - 4F-(0)

(6-2.9)
-IF

dr

where JF~(0) and
That is,

at r = 0

F+(T0)

+ 4σΤ4 +

at τ = τ0

4F+(T0)

are the radiant fluxes from the boundary surfaces.

F-(0) Ξ 2π J" /-(0) cos Θ sin θ άθ
°

(6-2.10)

F+(r0) = 2ττ Γ 7+(τ0) cos θ sin θ άθ
which reduce to F~(0) = σΤ* and F+(T0) = —<JT\ for black walls at
temperatures 7\ and T2 , respectively. For the three-dimensional case,
the boundary condition at the surface xi = 0 is
1 r)F

y ^

= 2F<+4a7,4-4FT(0)

at xt=09

(6-2.11)

where JFV(O) is the flux from the surface.
In the next three sections, the one- and three-dimensional differential
approximations, as well as the boundary conditions, will be derived by
various methods. Each of these methods involves a first-order directional
averaging of the transfer equation.
6-2B

THE

SCHUSTER-SCHWARZCHILD

AND

EDDINGTON

METHODS.

The first approximate method of solving radiative transfer problems
was developed by Schuster 7 and by Schwarzchild. 8 This method,
commonly called the Schuster-Schwarzchild method, yields an equation
identical to Eq. (6-2.6) except for a different (less accurate) constant in
the last term. An analysis of the errors in the Schuster-Schwarzchild
method has been given by Milne. 9
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The Schuster-Schwarzchild method involves consideration of the
total intensities from the left and right directions for a one-dimensional
problem. That is, for a gray gas, the following quantities are defined:
1

»2π

-π/2

Ijür) = - ± - f /(τ, θ) άΩ = Γ /(τ, 0) sin 0 J0
7 8 (τ)

Ξ

Ζπ

J η

J η

Γ

/(τ, 0) sin 0

(6-2.12)

^

J -ir/9

where the subscripts 1 and 2 are used to denote the total intensities
from the left and right directions, respectively (see Fig. 6-2.1). The
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FIG. 6-2.1.

x

o

Geometry and notation for one-dimensional radiative transfer calculations.

basic approximation of the Schuster-Schwarzchild method is the replacement of | cos Θ | by the average value of \ whenever the product
7(r, Θ) cos Θ is averaged over 2π sterad, i.e.,
Γ 7(r, Θ) cos Θ sin θάθ =
Jo
f

\Ιχ{τ)

(6-2.13)

7(τ, Θ) cos Θ sin θ άθ = - £/ 2 (τ).

J *r/9.

In view of Eqs. (6-2.13), the net flux given by Eq. (6-2.4) may be
written as
F = 2π f J( T , θ) cos θ sin θ άθ = π{ΙΎ - 72).
Jο

(6-2.14)
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The integral of the specific intensity over 4π sterad is
J0 = Γ /(τ, θ) άΩ = 2n(Ix + J2).
J
o

(6-2.15)

For one-dimensional problems the transfer equation (6-2.3) becomes
cos Θ ^ti3.

= B

- 7(τ, Θ).

(6-2.16)

OT

Integrating Eq. (6-2.16) over the angles Θ = 0 to π/2 and -π\2 to π,
1 dlx
=
2 dr

B-I,

1 dl2
=
2 dr

B-I2.

(6-2.17)

By adding and subtracting the above equations, and using Eqs. (6-2.14)
and (6-2.15), the following equations are obtained:
f

= 4 ^ - /

0

,

F = - l § ,

(6-2.18)

where the identity B = σΤ^\-π has been used. Elimination of I0 from the
above equations gives the differential approximation (6-2.6), except with
the last term 3F replaced by 4F. For some problems it may be more
convenient to work with I0 rather than with F (see Section 6-2F).
It should be noted that the first of Eqs. (6-2.18) is the exact integral
of the transfer equation, whereas the second equation is an approximate
equation of the diffusion type. This result has led Soviet authors to call
Eqs. (6-2.18) the diffusion approximation (here the flux is proportional to
the gradient of J 0 , rather than to the gradient of B> as in the Rosseland
diffusion approximation).
The boundary conditions (6-2.9) are obtained for the SchusterSchwarzchild method by adding Eqs. (6-2.17), evaluating the result at
T = 0 and τ 0 , and identifying π/^Ο) and πΙ2(τ0) with ^"(0) and
- J ^ - ( T 0 ) , respectively [cf. Eqs. (6-2.10) and (6-2.13)].
Reference to Eqs. (6-2.17) shows that the Schuster-Schwarzchild
approximation may be considered as a division of the photons into two
streams traveling in opposite directions. Chandrasekhar 10 has generalized
this procedure in the "method of discrete ordinates," which treats 2n
streams (opposing streams at n different angles). The transfer equation is
reduced by this method to a system of 2n linear differential equations.
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The Eddington 11 method, which involves a more accurate directional
averaging procedure than the Schuster-Schwarzchild method, yields an
equation identical to the differential approximation (6-2.6). In the
Eddington method it is the integral over solid angle of /(τ, 0) cos2 0,
rather /(τ, 0) cos 0, which is approximated. Namely,
Γ Ι(θ) cos2 0 sin θάθ~ (Ix + I2) f
0

TT/2

cos2 0 sin θ άθ = JI 0 .

(6-2.19)

«Ό

Integration of the transfer equation (6-2.16) over 4π sterad gives
dF
-^ = 4σΤ4 - I0 .

(6-2.20)

Now multiplication of the transfer equation by cos 0 and integration
over 477- sterad, using Eq. (6-2.19), yields

Elimination of I0 between Eqs. (6-2.20) and (6-2.21) gives the differential
approximation (6-2.6). Eddington also carried out a second approximation (Eddington, 11 p. 332).
6-2C

T H E SUBSTITUTE KERNEL METHOD.

Equation (6-2.6) for the

differential approximation may be derived by a substitute kernel method
(also called the exponential approximation), which is used often in
radiation-gasdynamics problems (see, e.g., Vincenti and Baldwin 12 ).
For diffuse wall radiation, the integral expression (6-2.7) for the flux
involves the E% function for the wall radiation, as well as integrals over
the E2 function for the gas radiation. T h e basic approximation of the
substitute kernel method is the replacement of E2(t) by the exponential
me~nty which also implies E3(t) c^ me~ntjn since dEs(t)/dt = —E2(t).
Appropriate values for the constants m and n will be determined later.
In terms of the approximate exponential kernels, the integral expression
for the flux becomes
F ^ 2τησ \ f Γ 4 exp{- n{r — t)} dt - ί Τ4 e x p { - n(t - r)} dt\
+ 2 ~ [F-(0) exp{- nr) + F+(r0) e x P { - n(r0 - r)}].

(6-2.22)

By differentiating Eq. (6-2.22) twice with respect to r, and using
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Eq. (6-2.22) to substitute for the resulting integrals, the following result
is obtained:
d2F
dT* , 9ΤΛ
-ττ £ = 4τησ —
h n2F.
(6-2.23)
dr

ατ

In order that this equation reduce to the correct optically thin and
Rosseland limits, the values m = 1 and n = \/3 must be chosen; the
resulting equation then agrees with Eq. (6-2.6). Some authors choose
values of m and n which give the Rosseland limit (n2 = 3m), and which
approximate the radiative transfer at intermediate optical depths (giving
an m value less than unity).
The boundary conditions are determined by evaluating the first
derivative of Eq. (6-2.22) at the walls, and using Eq. (6-2.22) to
substitute for the resulting integrals. For the values m = 1 and n = \/39
the boundary conditions (6-2.9) are obtained, except with the terms
±2F replaced by ±\/3F.
6-2D

THE

SPHERICAL

HARMONICS

AND

MOMENT

METHODS.

The

spherical harmonics method was developed for astrophysical 5 and
neutron-transport problems, 13 and has been used in radiation gasdynamics problems. 14 In the first approximation, the spherical harmonics
method gives the three-dimensional differential approximation (6-2.5)
and the boundary condition (6-2.11).
The procedure for this method starts with the expansion of the
specific intensity in terms of the spherical harmonics Υψ(Ω),
/(r,fl) = £
1=0

Σ ΑΤ(τ)Υ?(Ω),

(6-2.24)

m=-l

where the coefficients A™(r) are to be determined. The spherical harmonics Υψ(Ω) are related to the associated Legendre functions
Pf (cos Θ) by
ΥΤ(Ω)

=

[(7TS)T]1/2

eim9p

?(«»

0),

(6-2.25)

where the angles Θ and φ are shown in Fig. 6-2.2.
In the transfer equation (6-2.3) the derivative dljds may be expressed
as cos 6j dl/dxj, where cos θ$ are the direction cosines, and the appearance
of j twice indicates summation over j = 1, 2, and 3. The spherical
harmonics method proceeds with the substitution of the expansion
Eq. (6-2.24) into the transfer equation. The resulting equation is
multiplied by the complex conjugate of a particular spherical harmonic
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FIG. 6-2.2.

Coordinate system for three-dimensional radiative transfer calculations.

function Υψ, and integrated over 4π sterad. Application of the orthogonality and recurrence relations for the spherical harmonics yields an
equation involving Αψ and partial derivatives of A^1, A7?^1, Α ^ , AfSi,
AT+1, and Ati ·
The first approximation consists of using only the first four terms in
the expansion equation (6-2.24), i.e., only the terms A%Y$ ,
Α^Υΐ1,
A%Y%, and A\Y\. Substitution of this four-term expansion into the
transfer equation, multiplication in turn by the complex conjugate
functions F g , F f \ F J , and Ϋ\, and integration over 4π sterad gives
the following equations:

. 3A\\ _ J _ id A?

/ = 0, m = 0:
Λ/2

\ dxi

dx2 /

/=1,

m = 0:

/=1,

m = l:

1 idAl

.8AI

3x2 /

y/2 * ##i

^/ = 1, m = - 1:

. a^r]

3 M

&(%+>%)+»?-<>■

s +

3kaT*
7Γ

- = o,
(6-2.26)

Sv4»

V- + kA» = 0,
dx.
V2

Now substituting the four-term expansion into Eq. (6-2.4) for Fi and
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into the defining relation, Eq. (6-2.15), for I0 , the following relations
are obtained:
70=4*4»,

F^m^iA^-Ai)
(6-2.27)

ρ2

=

-{^ψί{Α^

+

Α\),

Ft =

±A}.

Use of the above equations to substitute for the A's in Eqs. (6-2.26)
yields

ig-w-/.. '. — i f . («*>
which reduces to the three-dimensional differential approximation,
Eq. (6-2.5), upon elimination of I0 .
The relations, Eqs. (6-2.27), may be used to transform the expansion
for / into the following expression:
/ = — (70 + 3F1 cos φ sin Θ + 3F2 sin φ sin Θ + 3F 3 cos 0).

(6-2.29)

This equation may be used to compute the outward flux at a wall, say
O ( Λ ι , Xo , v/, ί ) aL Λο

v/,

/.2π

ΛΤΓ/2

F^(x1 , x2 , 0, t) =

^~(*i > ^2 > 0, £) cos 0 sin 0 ί/0 ί/φ
JoJo

- έ/οΚ , *2. 0, ί) + iF 8 (*i. *2 » 0, ί)-

(6-2.30)

Upon substituting for I0 from the first of Eqs. (6-2.28), the boundary
condition, Eq. (6-2.11), is obtained.
By using more terms in the expansion (6-2.24), the spherical harmonics method may be applied in a straightforward manner to obtain
higher degrees of accuracy. I n one-dimensional problems, however,
the discontinuity of the intensity at the boundaries may be more easily
accounted for by using separate expansions in the positive and negative
directions, i.e., by using two half-interval expansions over 2π sterad
each, rather than the full-interval expansion over 4π sterad (see Wilson
and Sen 15 and LeSage 16 ).
The moment method 17 ' 18 involves a procedure which is very similar
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to that used for the spherical harmonics method. First, the following
moments of the specific intensity are defined:
I0=

\ldQ

Ilti = j I cos et dQ = Ft
(6-2.31)
I2ij =

I cos 0f cos Θό dû

InJj = j /(cos θ^'1 cos θ, dû,
where the cos 6i are the direction cosines, and the integration is taken
over 4π sterad. After expressing dljds as cos θ$ dl/dxj, the transfer
equation (6-2.3) may be integrated to give

Multiplying the transfer equation by cos Qi and integrating, we obtain
1 dloa
k

dxj

■Ilti = -Fi

(6-2.33)

for i = 1, 2, and 3. This procedure may be continued by multiplying
the transfer equation by progressively higher powers of cos 6i and
integrating, yielding equations involving higher-order moments.
In the first approximation, only Eqs. (6-2.32) and (6-2.33) are
considered. T h e number of unknowns is reduced and made equal to
the number of equations by establishing a relation between the I2ij and
70 . T o obtain such a relation, it is noted that if the specific intensity is
expanded in terms of the first four spherical harmonics, then evaluation
of the I2 ij and I0 gives
h.u = W « >
(6-2.34)
where δί;· is the Kronecker delta, defined by δί;· = 0 if i Φ j and
8tj = 1 if i = j . Substitution of Eq. (6-2.34) into Eq. (6-2.33) yields the
differential approximation. T h e derivation of the boundary conditions
for the moment method follows the procedure given above for the
spherical harmonics method.
6-2E MODIFICATIONS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL APPROXIMATION. In this
section we consider two types of modifications to the differential
approximation: (1) a modification which correctly accounts for external
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radiation sources, and (2) modifications which account for "slightly
non-gray" radiation and "gray band" radiation.
Reference to Eq. (6-2.5) shows that the Rosseland expression (6-2.2)
is recovered under optically thick conditions when the first term may be
omitted from the differential approximation. For an optically thin gas,
the last term in the differential approximation may be neglected, and
integration of the remaining terms gives the optically thin expression
(6-2.1) plus a constant of integration. This constant can approximately
account for external radiation in one-dimensional problems; however,
the modification discussed here will improve the accuracy near the
optically thin limit (see the example in Section 6-2F). The modification
will often be necessary in two- and three-dimensional problems, where
the unmodified differential approximation may introduce very large
errors if the external radiation varies with position (see Olfe19). The
modification consists of dividing the flux at a point into two parts: the
flux contributed by the external radiation and the flux contributed by
the gas emission. The flux F e x t contributed by the external radiation
sources may be directly computed from the transfer equation with the
emission term B omitted [for the one-dimensional case of boundary
walls at τ = 0 and τ 0 , the flux F e x t is given by the last two terms in
Eq. (6-2.7)]. The flux Fg contributed by the gas emission may be adequately calculated by the use of the differential approximation (6-2.5),
with the boundary condition for Fg being given by Eq. (6-2.11) with
the external radiation term F^(0) omitted. T h e total flux is given by
F = Fext + Fg, which is to be used in the energy equation (see
Section 6-2F for the example problem of radiative equilibrium in a
one-dimensional slab).
We now consider a modification of the differential approximation for
a slightly non-gray gas, i.e., a gas with a slowly varying spectral absorption coefficient. When the absorption coefficient varies slowly with
frequency, the gas will become optically thin or thick for nearly the
same geometric length at each frequency; i.e., the gas will not be optically
thin at some frequencies and strongly optically thick at other frequencies.
Therefore, the differential approximation should be adequate for this
slightly non-gray case, provided that we can identify the gray-gas
absorption coefficient with the Planck and Rosseland mean values in
such a manner that the correct Planck limit (6-2.1) and Rosseland
limit (6-2.2) are recovered. This result is achieved by writing the differential approximation in the following form given by Traugott 20 :

dxi \ kP

dxj /

dxi
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A similar method has been used by Sampson, 21 who carried out calculations using the one-dimensional, gray-gas integral formula for the flux
with an effective optical depth reff = [(b + rR)/(b + τ ρ )] τ ρ , which
reduces to the appropriate Planck and Rosseland limiting values r p and
T R , respectively (b is a constant of order unity, drp = kp dxy and
drK = kR dx). By comparing with numerical calculations for free-free
radiation, Sampson found that his approximation gave quite good
results, even under conditions for which the gas was more than "slightly
non-gray"; e.g., his approximation gave results which were accurate to
within a factor of 2 for all optical depths when the spectral dependence
was so severe that kF ~ 30&R .
The above methods utilizing the Planck and Rosseland mean absorption coefficients will not be adequate for the "strongly non-gray"
radiation associated with atomic lines, molecular bands, or bound-free
transitions. For strongly non-gray radiation the particular spectral
dependence of the absorption coefficient must generally be taken into
account. Here we shall consider a modification of the differential
approximation for a "gray band" model, i.e., for an absorption coefficient
which is constant between two fixed frequencies, say νλ and v2, with
zero absorption outside of this frequency band. Ryhming 22 ' 223, has shown
that the gray-band model may be applied to the bound-free (dissociation)
continuum of molecules such as oxygen. Clarke 23 has indicated that the
bound-free (ionization) continuum for atoms may often be approximated
by gray-band radiation extending from the ionization limit vx to v = oo.
In addition, molecular bands consisting of well-overlapped lines may be
approximated by the gray-band model (see Penner, 24 Chapter 11).
The transfer equation for the spectral intensity Iv is the same as
Eq. (6-2.3), except with /, B> and k replaced by / „ , Bv, and kv,
respectively. For the gray-band model, all of the emission and absorption
takes place between frequencies vx and v2 , where kv takes on a constant
value. Integration of the spectral transfer equation from vx to v2 gives
Eq. (6-2.3), but with B replaced by the integral of Bv from v1 to v2.
The differential approximation therefore has the form of Eq. (6-2.5),
but with 4σΓ 4 = 4ττΒ replaced by b(T), where
b(T) = 47T Γ Bvdv.

(6-2.36)

We may also consider a gas with two gray bands having different
absorption coefficients. By applying the differential approximation to
the flux in each band, we obtain two equations. These equations may
be combined to yield a single differential equation for the total flux;
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however, this resulting equation is of fourth order and therefore much
more difficult to utilize than the single-band differential approximation.
It should be noted that the modifications discussed in this section
may be combined to treat more general problems. That is, we may
substitute the function b(T) for 4σΓ 4 in Eq. (6-2.35), with Jzp and kK
representing respectively the Planck and Rosseland mean values taken
over the frequency band vx to v2. In addition, the external radiation
may be treated separately, as discussed above. Such a combination of
modifications would be applicable to a gas having a slightly non-gray
band, with the external radiation having arbitrary spectral and spatial
distributions.
6-2F
EXAMPLE PROBLEM: RADIATIVE TRANSFER IN A FINITE, PLANEPARALLEL MEDIUM. Here we consider the one-dimensional problem of

a stationary gas bounded by parallel, black walls which are separated
by an optical depth r 0 and held at the temperatures 7\ and T2 . This
situation is shown in Fig. 6-2.1, with 1^(0) = aTf and —F+(r0) = σΤ2.
First, the flux and temperature distribution within the gas will be
determined in the limit of radiative equilibrium by using the differential
approximation. A more accurate expression for the flux will then be
obtained by using the modified differential approximation, in which the
external radiation is treated separately. In the last part of this section
the transient radiant heating and cooling of the gas will be considered.
The steady-state or radiative equilibrium condition exists when
V · F = 0. This equation for radiative equilibrium may be derived
from the transfer equation by equating the energy emitted by a gas
element to the energy absorbed; the equation may also be obtained by
taking the steady-state limit of the energy equation (2-3.16) for a stationary gas, with diffusion and heat conduction neglected. For our
one-dimensional problem, the radiative equilibrium condition gives
F(T) = F = constant. Therefore, the first term in the differential
approximation (6-2.6) vanishes, and after integration,
4σΓ4 = - 3FT + C,

(6-2.37)

where C is the constant of integration. For constant F the boundary
conditions (6-2.9) give the following relations, after using Eq. (6-2.37)
to evaluate 4σΤ 4 at τ = 0 and r 0 :
IF + C - 4σΓί = 0
(6-2.38)
- ( 2 + 3r 0 )F + C - 4 a r 2 4 = 0.
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Addition and subtraction of Eqs. (6-2.38) yield expressions for F and C,
which may be substituted into Eq. (6-2.37) for the temperature
distribution. The results are

afâ-TJ)

(6-2.39)

and
/ T* - T* \
\ T\ - T\ )

/ 2 + 3τ \
U + 3r0 ;

(6-2.40)

It should be noted that the optical depth τ is the natural independent
variable for radiative transfer problems. The geometric depth x may
be determined as a function of r by inverting the defining relation for τ
and integrating, viz.,

x=

f0W)

(6 141)

'

where the gray absorption coefficient k(T) is given as a function of
optical depth by using Eq. (6-2.40) for Τ(τ).
It is seen from Eq. (6-2.40) that at the wall there will exist temperature
discontinuities, which become vanishingly small in the limit τ 0 -> oo.
In the limit r 0 —>■ 0, the temperature becomes constant throughout the
gas. These optically thick and thin limits will now be investigated.
For the optically thick case, integration of the Rosseland approximation
(6-2.2) for constant F yields Eq. (6-2.37). With the boundary conditions
T(0) = 7\ and T(r0) = T2, Eq. (6-2.37) gives F = - 4 σ ( Γ | - Τ*)/3τ0
and ( Γ 4 — Tf)/(T% — Tf) = τ/τ0 , which become equivalent to Eqs.
(6-2.39) and (6-2.40), respectively, in the limit of large r 0 . As mentioned
in Section 2-5C, the Rosseland approximation may be used with "slip"
boundary conditions to give Eqs. (6-2.39) and (6-2.40) exactly. 25 ' 26
These slip or jump boundary conditions are: T4(0) = Tf + K(dT*/dr)
and T 4 (r 0 ) = T\ — K{dT^jdr)y where the constant K is set equal to §
in order to give the correct flux when there is no gas between the walls
(r 0 = 0). We note that for F constant the slip boundary conditions are
the same as the boundary conditions obtained for the differential
approximation by using Eq. (6-2.6) to substitute for F in Eqs. (6-2.9).
Thus the radiation slip method constitutes solving the Rosseland
equation using the boundary conditions derived by the more accurate
differential approximation; the formalism is the same as that of solving
the ordinary heat conduction equation with "radiation" boundary
conditions, as given in Carslaw and Jaeger. 27 Although the radiation
slip and differential approximation methods yield identical results in
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this radiative equilibrium limit, the radiation slip method will be less
accurate in more complicated problems, such as the transient problem
discussed below.
For the optically thin limit, equating the emission AoT*k dx
from a slab of thickness dx to the absorption 2σ(Τ\ -f- TQ k dx gives
Γ 4 = \{Tt + T% which agrees with Eq. (6-2.40) in the limit r 0 -+ 0.
This constant gas temperature may be used in the integral expression
(6-2.7) for the flux, which becomes for τ 0 —► 0,
F=-

σ(Γ 4 - T\) (1 - r 0 ).

(6-2.42)

Now Eq. (6-2.39) is seen to give the correct limit at τ 0 = 0 (no
intervening gas), but it does not correctly give the term of order τ 0 .
The modified differential approximation discussed in the preceding
section may be used to derive an expression for the flux which does
reduce to the correct optically thin result (6-2.42) through order r 0 .
In the modified differential approximation method the flux F e x t
contributed by the wall radiation is first determined from the last two
terms of Eq. (6-2.7),
- 2σΓ24£3(τ0 - τ).

Fext = 2σΤΧ(τ)

(6-2.43)

The differential approximation is used for the flux Fg contributed by
the gas radiation,
Ί£

= *>^

+ *'

(6-2.44)

with the boundary conditions
^

= 2Fg + 4σΤ*

at

r = 0

dr
di

(6-2.45)
= - 2Fg + 4σΤ*

at

Now substituting Fg = F — F e x t , where the total flux F is constant,
Eq. (6-2.44) is integrated to yield an expression for 4σΤ 4 . Upon application of the boundary conditions (6-2.45) the following result is obtained:
F

= - nT^Fév

t1 + £ 3(T 0 ) - *Et{To)l

(6-2.46)

which reduces to Eq. (6-2.42) as r 0 —► 0. Although Eq. (6-2.46) is an
improved expression for the flux, the previous result (6-2.39) was
already accurate to better than 5 % , 26,28 On the other hand, for two- and
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three-dimensional problems having external radiation which varies with
position along the boundary, the modified procedure is often required
since the pure differential approximation may lead to completely
erroneous results (see Olfe19).
In the remainder of this section we shall consider the transient
radiant heating and/or cooling of the gas. The gas is assumed to be
at a constant temperature T0 at time t = 0, with the boundary walls
at x = 0 and x0 being held at temperatures 7 \ and T2, respectively,
for all times t > 0. The gas temperature and flux are to be found as
functions of x and ty from t = 0 to t = oo, when the steady-state or
radiative equilibrium solution determined above will be established.
By setting t = y/u0 , the results of this one-dimensional, time-dependent
problem will apply to the steady, two-dimensional problem of constant
velocity (w0) flow in a channel of width x0 , provided the transverse
radiative transfer dFJdx predominates over transfer dFy/dy in the flow
direction.
Neglecting diffusion and heat conduction, the one-dimensional,
time-dependent energy equation for a constant pressure process becomes

where cp is the specific heat at constant pressure. The density p may be
related to T by an equation of state at constant pressure. In this problem
it is found to be more convient to use I0 as the dependent variable,
rather than T or F. Therefore, the differential approximation given by
Eqs. (6-2.20) and (6-2.21) is used to substitute for T and F in the above
energy equation, yielding the following differential equation for I0 :

dtdï

+

\—p^~!~ô^~3~dÎ

= 0

·

(6

"2·48)

where k has been assumed to be constant, with τ = kx and r 0 = kx0 .
Vetlutskii and Onufriev 29 have considered the problem of radiative
cooling (7^ = T2 = 0), with linearization being achieved by assuming
pcp proportional to T 3 in addition to k constant. Here we linearize in
the same manner, defining η = (16σΤ 3 /ρ£ ρ ) t. The linearized equation
for I0 is
W

o

df] dr2

+

^

3τ2

_

3

^ = o.

3η

(6-2.49)

The differential approximation given by Eqs. (6-2.20) and (6-2.21) may
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be used to put the boundary conditions (6-2.9) and the initial condition
Γ(τ, 0) = T0 into the following forms:
2
^-I0+4aTt
3

0

at

r = 0

(6-2.50)

2
3

0

at

T - r0

(6-2.51)

at η = 0.

(6-2.52)

1

-§&-+/.-4σ7ϊ
Ά

- /„ + 4aTi

3 3τ

The differential equation (6-2.49), with the above conditions, may be
solved in a straightforward manner by the Laplace transform method,
or more simply by constructing a solution out of elementary solutions
which decay exponentially with η and vary sinusoidally with τ. This
second method of solution was used by Milne 30 to solve the similar
problem of time-dependent radiative transfer within a gas composed of
two-level atoms with transitions between the levels occurring by
radiative processes only.
The total solution for I0 will involve an infinite sum of transient,
elementary solutions plus the steady-state (radiative equilibrium)
solution considered above. Assuming elementary solutions of the form
eXn\An sin cnr + Bn cos cnr)y substitution into Eq. (6-2.49) shows that
λ η = —c%l(Cn + 3). The 4σΤ{ and ΑσΤ\ terms in the boundary conditions (6-2.50) and (6-2.51), respectively, are cancelled by the steady-state
solution. For the transient part of the solution, Eq. (6-2.50) gives
Bn = \cnAn , and Eq. (6-2.51) yields the following equation for the
eigenvalues cn :
cot cnr0 = y ( y cn — -^-J .

(6-2.53)

Using this equation, it can be shown that the elementary solutions are
orthogonal over the integration interval τ = 0 to r 0 . The coefficients
An may now be determined by applying the initial condition (6-2.52)
for the total solution, and using the orthogonality of the elementary
solutions. The solution for I0 is thus determined with F and T being
calculated from Eqs. (6-2.21) and (6-2.20). The following expression is
obtained for the flux:
+ 2 " Σ [(^o4 - Tt) - ( - »)" (Tt - T*)]

F(r, η) = - l ^L ' a T ?
K

1 4 0>/

v ~™ /

= ln

C

^

\

fo»

SilÎ CnT

~

C0S CnT

((. 1 *Λ\
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Let us now consider the accuracy of Eq. (6-2.54). At large time,
η :> 1, we recover the radiative equilibrium solution, which is accurate
to better than 5 % , as mentioned above. If the more accurate expression
given in Eq. (6-2.46) is used for the steady-state term in Eq. (6-2.54),
then the correct optically thin limit will be obtained, which reduces
to Eq. (6-2.42) as t —> oo, and to the following expression at t = 0:
F(r, 0) = ~σΤ*[1-

2(τ 0 -

τ)] + σΓ 4 (1 -

2τ) + 2σΓ*(2τ -

r 0 ). In the

optically thick limit, Eq. (6-2.54) gives the following value for the flux at
t = 0 and r = 0: F(0,0) = -4σ(Γ* - T 4 )/(2 + V3) ~ - 1 . 0 7 σ ( T j - 7\4),
which is in error by 7 % . It should be noted that the computed temperature distribution will be exact at t = 0, since the initial condition
T(r> 0) = T0 was used in the solution of the problem.
If the Rosseland expression (6-2.2), together with the boundary
conditions T(0) = 7\ and T(r0) = T2, is used to obtain a solution
in the optically thick case, the computed flux becomes accurate at large
times, but it takes on the value infinity at t = τ = 0. Now if the
"radiation" boundary conditions (6-2.50) and (6-2.51) are used with the
Rosseland formula, the computed flux becomes more accurate, but at
t = T = 0 it is too large by a factor of 2 (the solution in this case has
the same form as the conduction solution with radiation boundary
conditions given in Carslaw and Jaeger 27 ). We therefore conclude that
the full differential approximation is required in order to obtain
relatively accurate flux values near t = τ = 0.
Numerical methods of carrying out calculations for this transient
problem are described by Vetlutskii and Onufriev 29 and Einstein. 31

6-3

The propagation of acoustic waves in a radiating gas

Early work on the effect of radiation on the propagation of acoustic
waves was carried out by Stokes, 32,33 more than a century ago. Stokes
showed that radiation does not affect the propagation of sound waves
under ordinary conditions. To compute the radiative transfer, he
assumed a transparent gas surrounded by an infinite reservoir at the
temperature of the undisturbed gas. Considerable advancement beyond
Stokes' work has occurred only during the past decade, with investigations being carried out both in the Soviet Union 34 ' 35 and the United
States. 12 « 22,36 " 38
The equations of motion for unsteady flow including the radiantenergy flux F are

£+'£-«■

(«■■>
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where p is the density, ut the velocity component in the xi direction,
p the pressure, h the enthalpy per unit mass, and D( )jDt the substantial
derivative: D( )jDt = d( )/dt + u^ 8( )ldxj (summation is indicated by
the subscript j appearing twice in a term). In the above equations the
radiation pressure and energy-density terms have been neglected, as
these terms are completely negligible under most conditions for the
problems considered in this chapter (cf. Section 2-4). The acoustic
approximation consists of treating the variations in flow quantities as
perturbations on the rest values; i.e., p = p0 + p\ p = p0 + />', etc.,
where p0 is the constant rest value of the pressure and p' is the perturbation. Thus for one-dimensional problems the above equations reduce
to the following linearized equations (u0 = 0):

*£+£-«■

and
dh'

dp' , 8F'

*lTa

+

l*

= 0

.

·

<«·5>
.. . .,

(6 3 6)

- ·

Specializing to the case of a perfect gas,
h, =

yRr_
y- 1

^ ( L · p>_h
At
y - 1 \ p0
pi !

(6.3.7)

where R is the gas constant.
Most authors find it convenient to introduce the potential function φ
defined by

—'-£· *--*£·

8

<«- >

With this definition for φ, Eq. (6-3.5) is automatically satisfied, whereas
Eqs. (6-3.4), (6-3.6), and (6-3.7) may be combined to yield
8\
dfi

a

8V
° ex* -

(y-l)aF'
8x'
Po

(6 3 9 )

·
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where a0 = (γϋToy/2 is the isentropic speed of sound. The temperature
derivative dT'jdt may be related to the potential function by means of
Eqs. (6-3.4), (6-3.7), and (6-3.8):
-R-dt--dfi-JW'

(6 3 10

" · )

where ajy1/2 is the isothermal speed of sound. It is convenient to
introduce the following notation:

and

In order to obtain an equation in terms of the single dependent variable <p,
the equation of radiative transfer must be linearized and expressed in
terms of 99. T o accomplish this, Eq. (6-2.7) is first linearized, then
differentiated by the operator d2/dt dx> with the dT'jdt terms eliminated
by the use of Eq. (6-3.10), and the result is substituted into the time
derivative of Eq. (6-3.9) to yield

~ J7 i^w)ΕάΚ{χ' -x)) dx']

(6 3 13)

"·

for an infinite gas with no boundaries, and 12

^=-^^i/;(^)^-,)>- JJ lew) w - *» " + [<{*%- + w^)
-2ra Γ0 vw^) EÀk^,] dx']Ez{kox}
- rs f ( - ^ - ) E2{k0(x' + *)} <k'j

(6-3.14)

for a semiinfinite gas with a wall at x = 0 which has a temperature
variation dT'^jdt, an emissivity e, and reflectivities r d and rB for diffuse
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and specular reflection, respectively. Application of the substitute
kernel method on Eq. (6-3.13) or Eq. (6-3.14) yields the following
result, which may also be obtained directly by differentiating the
linearized form of Eq. (6-2.23) with the operator d2/8t dx and using
Eqs. (6-3.9) and (6-3.10) to eliminate the dF'jdx and dT'jdt terms,
respectively:

with We and WT given by Eqs. (6-3.11) and (6-3.12), respectively; the
constants m and n occur in the substitute kernel, Ε2(τ) ~ me~nT.
Equation (6-3.15) represents a single linear differential equation for the
potential function φ.
In Section 6-3A the above equations are used to study monochromatic
(periodic) waves, whereas in Section 6-3B the propagation of a wave
produced by an impulsively moving wall is studied.
6-3A

MONOCHROMATIC WAVES.

Periodic solutions are obtained by

substituting φ oc Re[exp(iW + cœx/a0)] into Eq. (6-3.15) and solving
for the complex constant c = — (δ + ζλ), with — δ and —ιλ being the
real and imaginary parts of c. T h e wave speed is therefore v = a0/Xy
and the wave is damped accordingly as exp(—8ωχ/α0). Substitution of
the trial solution into Eq. (6-3.15) results in a fourth-order algebraic
equation for c, which has the solutions
*i)
c 2\

=

_ Γ - (1 - ß2 - iKß) T [(1 - β2 - iKßf + ψ{\
I
2(1 - iKß/γ)

-

ζΚβ/γψγ
J'
(6-3.16)

where the upper sign goes with cx and the lower with c2 . Following
the notation of Vincenti and Baldwin 12

β = !*&.,
ω

K^\6(y-\)aTlm_
PQRÛQ

n

v

'

The quantity β is equal to η/2π times the ratio of the wavelength Ιπα^ω
of the sound wave to the photon mean free path k^1. T h e quantity K
is equal to 16γτη/η times the reciprocal of the Boltzmann number Bo - 1 ,
defined in Section 6-1 as the ratio of the blackbody radiant-energy flux
GTQ to the convected enthalpy flux ρ0α0γΚΤ0/(γ — 1). In Eq. (6-3.16)
two roots equal to —cx and —c2, respectively, have been dropped
without loss of generality since they represent leftward-moving waves
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identical to the rightward-moving waves cx and c2.
semiinfinite gas to the right (positive ^-direction) of
at x = 0, as considered in Vincenti and Baldwin, 12
cx and c2 are present.
As shown in Fig. 6-3.1 for K = 4, the c± root

For the case of a
an oscillating wall
only the solutions
corresponds to a
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FIG. 6-3.1. Wave speeds versus the nondimensional
a)lnk0a0 = j3_1, from Baldwin.36
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100

frequency

of

oscillation

modified-classical wave since the wave travels at the isentropic speed of
sound (^χ/^ο = ^Γ 1 — 1)> unless the wavelength is near the magnitude
of the photon mean free path (a>lnk0a = j8 _1 near unity), in which case
the wave speed approaches the isothermal speed of sound. The behavior
of the modified-classical wave can be explained by the fact that for
β-1 == ω/ηΙζ0α0 <^ 1 radiation becomes absorbed by the time it travels
to a small fraction of a wavelength from the point where it was emitted;
thus the radiant energy is not lost from the wave and the wave accordingly
travels at the isentropic speed. For β~χ = œ/nk0a0 ^> 1 the product
Κβ = 16γ/ζ0σΤ$Ιρ0ερΤ0ω becomes much less than unity, which means
that radiated energy in this optically thin case is much less than the
convected energy, so the wave speed again equals the isentropic value.
Thus only for j8 _1 near unity can the radiative transfer tend to produce
an isothermal situation. As one would expect, for larger values of K
(greater radiant-energy transfer) the speed of the modified-classical
wave more nearly approaches the isothermal speed over a larger
frequency region; whereas for smaller values of K the wave speed
deviates less from the isentropic value. These results are illustrated by
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the calculations Vincenti and Baldwin 12 shown in Fig. 6-3.2. The
distances X on the horizontal scales in Fig. 6-3.2 have been plotted
according to the formula X = 2j8/(l + ß) for e < ß < e'1 with e <^ 1,
whereas for ß < e and ß > e _ 1 the horizontal scales have been expanded
arbitrarily to provide adequate visualization of the results.
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FIG. 6-3.2. Damping and wave-speed parameters versus the nondimensional period
of oscillation jS, from Vincenti and Baldwin.12

The c2 root given in Eq. (6-3.16) corresponds to a radiation-induced
wave which has no classical counterpart. As seen from Figs. 6-3.1 and
6-3.2, the speed of this wave varies between zero and the velocity of
light (taken to be infinite in this problem). The radiation-induced wave
reaches the velocity of light at a certain critical frequency, above which
the wave does not exist. Curves are given in Fig. 6-3.2 for the damping
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parameters δχ and S2 of the modified-classical and radiation-induced
waves, respectively.
Ryhming 22 ' 22a has studied the problem of a gas which is dissociating,
as well as radiating. He considers properties appropriate for oxygen,
and shows that the ultraviolet continuum can be approximated by a
constant absorption coefficient acting over a known frequency region
(see Section 6-2E). This gray-band radiation defines a value of K.
The results of calculations for the modified-classical wave at small
values of K are shown in Fig. 6-3.3. The small values of (λλ — 1)
12 τη—ι
II
10
9

■ 111 i—ττη—ι—ττη—ι

ι ι n ι—ι ii|

1

"I

I

3

T0 = 6000°K, />o= 1-5 x l O ' V c m
T0 = 6500°K, p0 --1.5 x I0" 5 g/cm 3
- o — o — o - T0 = 7 0 0 0 % p0 = 1.5 x I0" 5 g/cm3

H5

8

~

6

DAMPING DUE TO RADIATION

DAMPING DUE TO RELAXATION

FIG. 6-3.3. Damping and wave-speed parameters versus angular frequency of the
wave, computed for dissociating oxygen, from Ryhming. 2 2 a

indicate small departures from the isentropic speed of sound. The
damping 8± produced by the dissociation process is seen to peak at
ultrasonic frequencies and decrease at the higher temperatures. The
damping produced by radiation, on the other hand, peaks at low audible
frequencies and increases with increasing temperature; i.e., the radiation
damping is proportional to K, as also illustrated in the bottom right-hand
diagram of Fig. 6-3.2. Prokofev 34 has carried out calculations which
show that in moist air at standard conditions the damping produced
by radiation will be important at low audible frequencies, and at
subaudible frequencies radiation damping will dominate over damping
produced by viscosity and heat conduction.
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In their analysis, Vincenti and Baldwin 12 consider the generation of
acoustic waves by an oscillating wall which has a periodic temperature
variation of the same frequency as the periodic wall motion. In addition
to solving for the two wave speeds and damping parameters, the relative
importance of the two waves can be determined as a function of the
boundary conditions. To determine this effect of the boundary conditions, the potential φ is expressed as a linear combination of the solutions
for the two waves,
9 (*,

t) = ^-

γα)

Re | \CX exp {^-)
( L

\

ÜQ

/

+ C2 exp (^^L)}
\

CLQ

I

\

M

)

,

(6-3.18)

where the constants C1 and C 2 determine the strengths of the modifiedclassical and radiation-induced waves, respectively. Substitution of this
expression for φ into Eq. (6-3.14) [for a black wall and Ε2(τ) ~ me~nT]
yields the expressions (6-3.16) for cx and c2, where it is recognized
that the leftward-moving waves —cx and — c2 will not exist in this case
of a semiinfinite gas to the right of an oscillating wall. In addition the
following relation between Cx , C 2 , and the wall temperature variation
T^(t) must hold for Eq. (6-3.14) to be satisfied:

-1- ' K'+i) (eh) -.+('+f) (wh)c·] -i - ψ ■
(6-3.19)
The gas velocity d<p(0, t)/dx at the wall must follow the wall motion;
therefore
RetfoCi + c2C2) é«t] = Z^à-.
a0

(6-3.20)

Since the wall temperature variation T^(t) and wall velocity uw(t) are
sinusoidal functions of time with angular frequency ω, Eqs. (6-3.19)
and (6-3.20) can be solved to determine the values of C1 and C 2 in
terms of given amplitudes for the wall temperature and velocity
variations. For nonlimiting values of K> it is found that both kinds of
waves will be produced by either pure wall motion (T^ = 0) or by
pure wall temperature variation {uw = 0). For pure wall motion the
modified-classical wave predominates at all conditions, but the radiationinduced wave is present to some extent. On the other hand, for pure
wall temperature variation, the radiation-induced wave predominates at
high values of K, with the wave strengths becoming comparable at
lower K values.
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The two-dimensional, steady flow of a radiating gas over a wavy wall
has been studied by Cheng 14 (also see Olfe19). In contrast to the situation
for a nonradiating gas, the two-dimensional, steady equation for a
radiating gas has a form which is different from that for one-dimensional
unsteady flow given by Eq. (6-3.15).
6-3B

THE

ACOUSTIC DISTURBANCE PRODUCED BY IMPULSIVE WALL

In this section we consider the effect of radiative transfer
on the propagation of an acoustic disturbance produced by impulsive
wall motion, i.e., by a wall which is instantaneously set in motion at a
constant velocity. Our discussion will follow Baldwin, 36 who expresses
the disturbance as a superposition of monochromatic waves of all
frequencies, and uses Fourier transform theory to determine the relative
contributions from the various frequencies. This problem has also been
investigated by Lick, 37 who used the Laplace transform method to
carry out solutions for large Ky and by Moore, 38 who obtained solutions
for the specific heat ratio y near unity.
The potential function is expressed as a superposition of the
monochromatic potentials (6-3.18) by
MOTION.

φ , t)= f Re j / J l [ C l exp ( - ^ ) + C2 exp ( ^ ) ] +* d*,\ ,

(6-3.21)

where cx and c2 are determined from Eq. (6-3.16). The frequencydependent coefficients Cx and C 2 are determined from the boundary
conditions,

* i- ' J: [(■+i) kh)c'+(■+f ) (ïh) c>] - H - ψ
(6-3.22)

and
Re [ Γ {c1C1 + c2C2) ë™1 dœ] = ^- uw(t).

(6-3.23)

The wall is assumed to move impulsively with the wall temperature
held fixed; i.e., uw(t) = 0 for t < 0, uw(t) = U for t > 0, and
T^(t) = 0 for all t. Baldwin also considers the case of a fixed wall with
an impulsive temperature variation, for which the velocity disturbance
is found to be small compared to that for the case of impulsive wall
motion involving comparable gas temperature variations. For a real
function uw(t) which is zero for t < 0, the Fourier transform üw(a>)
is given by
üw(a>) = — f° uw(t) e-^1 dty
77

J

n

(6-3.24)
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and the inverse relation may be written in the form
uw(t) = Re [ Γ üw(co) e*»* dœ] .

(6-3.25)

Substitution of Eq. (6-3.25) into Eq. (6-3.23) gives the result
(6-3.26)
qCi + c2C2 = ^ uw(a>),
a0
and expressing T^(t) is terms of its Fourier transform Τ^(ω) reduces
Eq. (6-3.22) to

(6-3.27)
For the case of impulsive wall motion with fixed wall temperature,
üw(a>) = —iU/πω and T'w(œ) = 0. Equations (6-3.26) and (6-3.27) are
easily solved for C^œ) and C2(o>), which are substituted into Eq. (6-3.21)
to give φ(#, t). The flow variables can then be determined from φ(#, t)
by partial diiFerentiation; see Eqs. (6-3.8) and (6-3.10). The complex
integral (6-3.21) for φ(χ, t) cannot be evaluated exactly for all values
of the parameters. Accordingly, Baldwin first considers limiting cases,
then he determines the following approximate, closed-form solution for
the gas velocity (which agrees well with numerical calculations):

^H-['-M-Î)]K^V-G#)]
+TM--S·)—»Ml
(6-3·28)

+ i - exp(- X) [l + \TTZ®\] ■
The above quantities are defined by
*

I

Κ'
2

+

2

\1/2

[("2~)

L

+1

/

]

'
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x =

\1/2

I.

[W*-i]K'€>
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and
ly + h 1 / 2 K
Equation (6-3.28) was used by Baldwin to calculate the gas velocity
as a function of the dimensionless time r and the dimensionless distance
ξ from the wall. Figure 6-3.4 shows curves of u/U versus r at various
distances ξ, computed for K' = 3 and y = 1.4; these values of K' and y
correspond to the value K ~ 4 used in Fig. 6-3.1. In order to provide
good visualization of the various regions, the coordinate axes shown in
Fig. 6-3.4 have been broken at several points, with different linear
scales being given between the breaks. It is seen that the disturbance
starts out as a discontinuity propagating at the isentropic speed of sound,
given by the curve τ = ξ. The jump in gas velocity at the discontinuity
dies out exponentially with distance from the wall; i.e., radiative transfer
rapidly smooths the wave front into a continuous variation in gas
velocity. The center of the disturbance shifts toward the path of an
isothermal signal, r = y 1 / 2 | , at intermediate distances, and then shifts
back to the isentropic path at large distances from the wall. The center
of the disturbance is taken to be the point where the gas velocity reaches
half of its final value, and is indicated by a heavy vertical line in Fig. 6-3.4.
The above results can be easily explained on a physical basis. At
small distances ξ from the wall the wave front is so sharp that its width
is small compared to a radiation mean free path, which is equal to
approximately unity in units of ξ. Thus radiative transfer is negligible
within this thin wave, and the disturbance travels at the isentropic
speed of sound. At intermediate ξ the width of the wave becomes of
the order of a photon mean free path, so radiative transfer occurs
within the wave, tending to make the wave isothermal. Thus the speed
of the disturbance approaches the isothermal sound speed. At large ξ
the wave becomes so dispersed that reabsorption occurs near the region
of emission, therefore little radiant energy is lost from the wave front,
and the disturbance again travels at the isentropic sound speed. These
results are consistent with the description of monochromatic waves
given in the preceding section: at small ξ the disturbance is primarily
made up of high-frequency waves, traveling at the isentropic sound
speed; at intermediate ξ the most important contributions come from
waves of intermediate frequencies, which travel at speeds near the
isothermal sound speed; at large ξ the low frequencies are predominant,
so the disturbance travels at the isentropic sound speed.
At low values of K' the radiative transfer is not great enough to
change the disturbance speed appreciably from the isentropic value,

FIG. 6-3.4. The propagation and dispersion of a disturbance produced by impulsive wall motion; plotted for the intermediate
radiation value K' = 3, from Baldwin.36

>

FIG. 6-3.5. T h e propagation and dispersion of a disturbance produced by impulsive wall motion; plotted for weak radiation,
K' = 0.001, from Baldwin. 36
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FIG. 6-3.6. T h e propagation and dispersion of a disturbance produced by impulsive wall motion; plotted for strong radiation,
K' = 1000, from Baldwin. 36
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and the wave front does not become dispersed until ξ becomes large,
of the order of \jK'. These features are illustrated in Fig. 6-3.5, where
the axes denote K'r and Κ'ξ.
Figure 6-3.6 shows that for large K' the disturbance will travel at
the isothermal sound speed, except at very small and very large values
of ξ. The dispersion of the wave front is illustrated for three ranges
of distance from the wall.
6-4

The structure of shock waves in a radiating gas

There has been a considerable amount of work in recent years on
the structure of radiating, one-dimensional shock waves. After a brief
discussion of the problem, we present in Section 6-4A the simple,
approximate treatment given by Raizer. 39 Then, in Section 6-4B, the
numerical solution of Heaslet and Baldwin 40 for a gray gas is described.
Finally, in Section 6-4C we briefly outline calculations for non-gray
gases with nonequilibrium ionization.
Including the radiant-energy flux term dF/dx, the steady, onedimensional equations of motion for a viscous, heat-conducting fluid are
^ M = 0 ,
du

dp

(6-4.1)

d / du\

ox

(6 4 2)

"·

'"Έ + Έ-ΈΨΈ)'

and

uM_u<fydFl=

dx

dx

dx

/du\2
\dx)

d_ Λ dT\
dx \ dx ) '

In these equations μ represents the coefficient of viscosity and λ is the
thermal conductivity. Ionization effects are neglected here. Integration
of the above equations yields
(6-4.4)
Pu = PlUl,
(pi"i) U+P~^'£

=

ft^i '

( 6_4 · 5 )

P^*

(6-4.6)

and
Ρι«ι(Λ + W)

+F

~tMUfa~X~dx~==

'

where the constants of integration cx and c2 are determined by the shock
velocity and the state of the gas ahead of the shock wave (p1 == p^
and u± = Too).
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Let us first consider the results obtained from
of the Rosseland diffusion approximation (6-2.2)
radiation and heat conduction terms accordingly
so the structure becomes the same as that for
wave which has an effective conductivity,
Aeff^A+^^.
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a formal substitution
into Eq. (6-4.6). The
have the same form,
a radiationless shock
(6-4.7)

This increase in effective conductivity produced by the radiation term
results in a spreading of the shock front on the upstream side. 4 1 - 4 3 Since
the photon mean free path for any real gas is much greater than the
thickness of a viscous, heat-conducting (radiationless) shock front, this
diffusion approximation analysis is applicable only for weak shock waves
with radiant-energy transfer great enough to smooth out the shock front
completely. Under these special conditions the ordinary heat conduction
and viscosity may be neglected, and, therefore, the problem reduces to
that of a conducting shock with the conductivity given by the radiation
term in Eq. (6-4.7).
For most conditions radiation will not completely smooth out the
shock front, so that the above diffusion analysis will not be applicable.
Under these conditions of incomplete radiation smoothing there will be
imbedded within the over-all profile a viscous, heat-conducting shock
wave, which is sometimes referred to as a "shock within a shock."
Here the over-all shock wave profile extends over the radiatively heated
region ahead, as well as the region of radiative cooling behind the
imbedded shock wave. The ordinary Rankine-Hugoniot relations for
normal shock waves apply across the over-all profile, since, by definition,
radiative transfer occurs only within this profile. Since the photon mean
free path is much greater than the width of the imbedded shock (which
is of the order of several molecular mean free paths), radiative heat
transfer between the imbedded shock and the surrounding gas will be
very small. Accordingly, the Rankine-Hugoniot relations apply across
the imbedded shock to a high degree of accuracy. The radiation correction to the imbedded shock structure (and Rankine-Hugoniot relations)
will be of the order of the ratio of molecular to photon mean free paths,
with the absorption of radiation from the surrounding optically thick
gas being as important as emission in this optically thin imbedded
shock. 44 The Rankine-Hugoniot relations can be modified to include
the effects of changes in radiation pressure, radiation energy density,
radiation flux, and magnetic fields43'45; however, only the ordinary
Rankine-Hugoniot relations are required for the problems considered
in this monograph.
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Since the photon mean free path is much larger than the width of
the imbedded shock, the imbedded shock may be replaced by a
discontinuity. The resulting over-all profile is often called a ''radiationresisted' ' shock wave, as all the structure will be produced by the radiation. The radiation-resisted shock wave was first studied in the Soviet
Union by Prokof'ev, 46 who obtained incorrect results because he
neglected the possibility of a discontinuity; i.e., he assumed that the
discontinuity (imbedded shock front) is always smoothed out by the
radiation. Zerdovich 47 showed that a discontinuity usually occurs, and
outlined the correct manner of calculating the shock structure. Approximate calculations were then carried out by Raizer. 39 I n the West,
Clarke 48 independently obtained the same results as Prokof'ev. Heaslet
and Baldwin 40 corrected Clarke's work by including the discontinuity
when it occurs, and they computed numerically the resulting radiationresisted shock structure. In Sections 6-4B and 6-4C we mention recent
studies, which include non-gray radiation, real-gas effects, and nonequilibrium ionization.
6-4A
WAVES.

A N APPROXIMATE, ANALYTICAL TREATMENT FOR STRONG SHOCK

In this section we follow the treatment of Raizer39 for determining the temperature and radiant-energy flux distributions through
a strong, radiation-resisted shock wave. Consideration of a strong shock
means that the internal energy of the gas ahead of the shock may be
neglected, and consideration of a radiation-resisted shock means that
viscosity and heat conduction may be neglected. Accordingly, Eqs. (6-4.4)
through (6-4.6) reduce to
(6-4.8)
Pu = 9xux,
p + pu2 = Plu\,

(6-4.9)

and
pu(h + \u2)+F

= \Plu\.

(6-4.10)

For a perfect gas the enthalpy is given by
h=YRTI(Y-l),

(6-4.11)

and the perfect-gas equation of state provides the following relation
between p, p, and T:
p=PRT.
(6-4.12)
The above equations can be combined to yield the following
expressions for the temperature and the flux at a point in terms
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of the compression η —
ΞΞ pjp at the point and the compression
l)/(y
+ 1) across the over-all shock wave:

y2 = PIIP2 = (r -

T =-- Τ2η(1 - η)/η2(1 - τ?2),

(6-4.13)

and
F = PlUlRT2{\ -η)(η-

η2)Ι2η22(1 - η2\

(6-4.14)

where T2 is the equilibrium temperature behind the shock, which is the
same as the temperature behind a radiationless shock of the same
over-all strength. The above quadratic equations each give two roots
for 77, which correspond to values in the regions ahead of and behind
the discontinuity, respectively. In the region ahead of the discontinuity,
elimination of η between Eqs. (6-4.13) and (6-4.14) yields the following
relation between F and T:
— F~

P^RTKY

— \)=

pYuxe,

(6-4.15)

which is good through order η2 ; e.g., for y = 1.25 the error made in
omitting terms of order η\ is less than 2 % . Equation (6-4.15) shows
that the radiant energy absorbed ahead of the discontinuity goes only
into raising the internal energy e of the gas; i.e., the work of compression
and the change of kinetic energy cancel each other through order η2 .
Raizer first considers the case of weak radiation, for which the gas
ahead of the discontinuity does not become heated by so much that
reradiation needs to be included. The gas will accordingly be heated
to only about two photon mean free paths ahead of the discontinuity,
and radiative cooling will occur for about two photon mean free paths
behind the discontinuity, as illustrated in Fig. 6-4.1. Since the radiation
flux directed upstream at the discontinuity is approximately σΤ\ , the
T+

-3
FIG. 6-4.1.

Temperature profile for a strong shock wave with weak radiation.
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absorption of this flux by a gray gas leads to the following variation
of flux ahead of the discontinuity [cf. the last term in Eq. (6-2.43)]:
-F~2oTtE,{\r\\

(6-4.16)

where the exponential function E3(\ τ |) is given by Eq. (6-2.8), with
r being the gray-gas optical depth measured from the discontinuity
(r is taken as negative upstream of the discontinuity, as shown in
Fig. 6-4.1). Substitution of Eq. (6-4.16) into Eq. (6-4.15) gives the
following temperature distribution ahead of the discontinuity:
T = T_2E3(\ T |),

(6-4.17)

where the temperature T_ of the gas just ahead of the discontinuity
is given by
Τ^
T2

(γ-1)σΤ*
PlUlRT2

y

ι oT\ x
\p1u1h2)'

^

Λ 0 )

The ratio T_j T2 is thus equal to y times the reciprocal of the Boltzmann
number Βο~λ = oT\\p^u^h2.
For the above weak radiation treatment to be valid, it is required
that the emission 4σΤΐ by the gas just ahead of the discontinuity be
appreciably less than the local intensity I0 ; i.e., the local radiation
energy density I0/c is assumed to be contributed by the radiation from
the shocked gas, with the local equilibrium radiation energy density
AoTtjc being small. Let us now define a temperature T^ as that value
of T_ at which the radiation energy density approaches the local equilibrium value. Since 70(r = 0) = —2F(r = 0) when F is contributed by
the shocked gas, an approximate value of 2 \ may be computed from
the following relation:
AaTt = - 2F(r = 0) = 2Plu1RTyLl{Y - 1)
or

which corresponds to a Boltzmann number Bo = p^h^/σΤ^ equal to 2y.
For strong shocks propagating into air at standard conditions, T^ is of
the order of 300,000°K; however, the value of T^ decreases at lower
densities due to the p\/s dependence given in Eq. (6-4.19). Raizer finds
that the weak radiation treatment gives good results up to values of
T_ which are very close to 7k . It should be noted that when T_
approaches Τ^ , then T_ also becomes close to the value T2 ; e.g.,
Eqs. (6-4.18) and (6-4.19) give T_\T2 = (1/2)1/*
{T_jT^fl\
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Considering now the region behind the discontinuity, elimination of η
between Eqs. (6-4.13) and (6-4.14) gives the following relation, which
is accurate through order η2 :
•F =

PlUlR(T

- T2) (y + l)/(3 -γ)(γ-

(6-4.20)

1).

The flux distribution behind the discontinuity is approximated by the
flux in a radiating, isothermal gas, which is given by Eq. (6-4.16) if
T now denotes the (positive) optical depth behind the discontinuity
[derived from Eq. (6-2.7) by setting T = T2J I~(0) = 0, 7+(τ0) = 0,
and τ 0 = oo]. Accordingly, the following temperature distribution is
determined from Eqs. (6-4.16) and (6-4.20):
T2 =

(6-4.21)

(T+-T2)2E,(T),

where
T+

γ

\γ+ΐ)

\p,u,hj
PiuiK

(6-4.22)

l y ++ 11// T2
\γ

From the above equation we see that the temperature difference
T+ — T2 behind the discontinuity is nearly equal to the temperature
in front for y near unity.
Raizer also gives an approximate treatment for the strong radiation
case (T_ ~ T2 > 7\), which is illustrated in Fig. 6-4.2. For this strong

-30

FIG. 6-4.2.

-20
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Temperature profile for a strong shock wave with strong radiation.
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radiation case the gas upstream of the discontinuity is divided into two
regions: — oo < τ < Tk in which T < !F k , and r k < τ ^ 0 in which
T > T k . In the region — oo < r ^. τ^ only absorption is important,
so the solution takes on the form given above; i.e.,
r=rk2£3(|T-Tk|)

for

- oo < r < r k .

(6-4.23)

In the region Tk < τ ^ 0 reradiation is as important as absorption; i.e.,
the radiation energy density is nearly the equilibrium value at the local
gas temperature. Therefore, it is appropriate to use the Rosseland
diffusion approximation (6-2.2) together with Eq. (6-4.15) to determine
the temperature in this region

which integrates to
T = T k [l + * (τ - rk)]i/3

for

r k < r < 0.

(6-4.25)

The optical depth Tk is determined from Eq. (6-4.25) by the condition
that T = T_ ~ T2 at τ = 0; therefore

*=-I-[(£■)'-1!·

<6-4-26>

As discussed above, when the gas just ahead of the discontinuity heats
up to the temperature T k , then T2 is close to the value T k . As T2 is
increased above T k , the temperature ahead of the discontinuity follows
the temperature T2 very closely; see Zerdovich 47 and Raizer.39
As the imbedded shock thickness is much less than a photon mean
free path, the flux is continuous across the imbedded shock (represented
as a discontinuity here). Therefore, the temperature T+ just behind the
discontinuity can be determined by equating expressions (6-4.15) and
(6-4.20),
T+ = 47V(y + 1).

(6-4.27)

If the exact relations (6-4.13) and (6-4.14) are used instead of the
approximate relations, the value obtained is T+ = (3 — y) T2, which
differs from the above value by an amount of order η\, or by less than
2 % for y = 1.25. In this strong radiation case the temperature
equilibrates from T+ to T2 in a fraction of a photon mean free path
behind the discontinuity. Since this temperature peak is very thin
optically, it will not contribute much to the local radiation energy
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density, and we may therefore approximate I0 ~ A<JT\ . Thus the
integral of the transfer equation given in Eq. (6-2.20) may be written
in the following form after using Eq. (6-4.20) and (6-4.19):

s-'e-ïîH^)·

(6 428

-· »

The above equation may be directly integrated, or more simply,
dropping the initially small constant term on the right-hand side and
integrating gives a decrease to temperature T2 in the approximate
distance J r , where

This expression shows that the thickness of the temperature peak
decreases rapidly with increasing value of the ratio T2/ T^ .
In order to discuss Raizer's treatment further, let us consider the
differential approximation (6-2.6) in combination with the fluid dynamic
relations (6-4.15) and (6-4.20):
d2T

8ι

Τ \ 3 dT

^ + hd^- 3 r = 0

for T<0

(6 430)

-

and
dr2

\y + 1/ \ T k /

dr

(6-4.31)

For the weak radiation case, {TjT^f <^ 1 and the middle (emission)
terms in Eqs. (6-4.30) and (6-4.31) may be neglected. The remaining
terms, together with the boundary conditions, give solutions proportional to e^3T for T < 0 and e ~ ^ T for τ > 0. These solutions
correspond to the exponential approximations for the Z?3 functions
occurring in the previous solutions, Eqs. (6-4.17) and (6-4.21). For
strong radiation, the gas ahead of the discontinuity (r < 0) becomes
optically thick so that the first term in Eq. (6-4.30) may be neglected,
yielding the Rosseland formula for T > T t (for T < T^ the middle
term may be neglected, so that the first and last terms again give the
weak radiation solution at large distances ahead of the discontinuity).
Now for the strong radiation case behind the discontinuity, where
T > Tk everywhere, the gas in the radiative cooling region becomes
transparent so that the last term in Eq. (6-4.31) may be neglected.
Integration of the first two terms in Eq. (6-4.31) gives Eq. (6-4.28),
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which represents an optically thin gas with blackbody external radiation
at temperature T2 . Since Eqs. (6-4.30) and (6-4.31) are nonlinear,
simple analytical solutions covering the entire radiation range (all T^
values) cannot be obtained.
Kogure and Osaki 49 have obtained an approximate solution by first
assuming a crude form for the source function B(r) = σΤ\τ)/π,
which
is substituted into the differential approximation [Eqs. (6-2.20) and
(6-2.21)] to obtain expressions for I0 and F. The expression for F is
then substituted into the fluid dynamic relations (6-4.15) and (6-4.20)
to obtain the temperature distribution Γ(τ). Kogure and Osaki consider
a finite total optical depth ahead of the discontinuity. They accordingly
assume a quasi-steady situation since the changing total optical depth
ahead of the advancing discontinuity means that an increasing amount
of radiation is lost upstream to infinity, resulting in a decreasing shock
wave velocity. Using the results of this quasi-steady analysis, Kogure 50
carried out numerical calculations for the unsteady shock problem
(also, see Olfe51 for a calculation of unsteady shock wave propagation
in the limit of a radiation loss which is small enough to be treated as a
perturbation).
Using the differential approximation for radiation from a gray band,
we obtain differential equations similar to Eqs. (6-4.30) and (6-4.31), but
with T 3 dTjdr in the middle terms replaced by (16σ) - 1 db(T)jdr where
b{T) is defined by Eq. (6-2.36). In a recent paper, Olfe and Cavalleri 51a
have compared Raizer-type solutions with solutions obtained using the
full differential approximation for a single gray band. In addition, a gas
radiating in two bands is analyzed. For a single gray band, the particular
case of b(T) proportional to T results in linear equations, with the
solutions being exponentials. Although the assumption b(T) proportional
to T corresponds to the rather unrealistic situation of a band at low
frequencies {hvjkT <^ 1), calculations for this linear case are instructive.
For this linear case Fig. 6-4.3 shows that Raizer's approximate solution
gives good results for the strong and weak radiation cases (large and
small Γ values) and adequate results for the case of an intermediate
amount of radiation. The strength of the radiation is measured by
Γ = b(T2)lp1u1e(T2); and the calculations are carried out for γ = 1,
although formulas are given by Olfe and Cavalleri 51a for y unspecified.
For a gray gas Γ = 2( T2j Tk)sy and numerical integration of the nonlinear
differential equations yields the temperature profiles shown in Figs. 6-4.4
and 6-4.5. Again the Raizer solution is seen to give quite accurate
profiles. Results are also given for the case of a gray band at large
frequencies {hvjkT ^> 1). The analysis produces a suitable procedure
for matching the weak and strong radiation solutions in the intermediate
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full differential approximation; dashed curves: Raizer's approximate method; from Olfe
and Cavalleri.51a

radiation regime. [The equations given below Eqs. (21) and (22), and
the middle equation of (22) in Olfe and Cavalleri 51a are incorrect as
printed; however the correct forms will be evident to the reader, and
the temperature profiles were calculated with the correct equations.]
The two-band analysis by Olfe and Cavalleri 51a involves gray bands
with a constant ratio a between the absorption coefficients: £ 2 /^i = a > 1,
where the subscripts denote values for the two bands, with band 2
chosen as the more strongly absorbing band. The differential approximation is applied separately to each band, and the resulting equations are
combined to give a differential equation for the net flux F = F± -f- F2 .
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Use of the fluid dynamic relations (6-4.15) and (6-4.20) then yields
differential equations for T which are of fourth order, as compared with
the second order equations for the single band case. The case of bx(T)
and b2(T) both proportional to T yields linear differential equations
which have solutions consisting of sum of two exponentials. The
coefficients of these exponentials are determined as functions of oc and
the band radiation parameters 7 \ and Γ2. In the limit of weak radiation,
^ ι ^ Ι anc ^ A <^ 1> t n e effect of radiation on the temperature profile
is equal to the sum of the radiation contributions determined by using
the single-band analysis for each band. For the both bands radiating
strongly, Γ± ^> 1 and Γ2 ^> 1, the form of the temperature profile will
depend on the parameter Γ1Γ2/οί. For /γΓ^/α ^> 1 the temperature
profile becomes identical to a single band profile with the absorption
coefficient given by the Rosseland mean value in the optically thick
upstream profile, and by the Planck mean value in the optically thin
downstream profile. On the other hand, for a sufficiently large that
ΓΊ-Γ2/α ^ 1 t n e profile divides into a double profile representing the
profile of band 2 imbedded within the profile of band 1. For values of
riy
Γ2, and oc yielding Γ^Γ^/α = 0.1, Fig. 6-4.6 shows that the
temperature profile is quite close to the dashed profile which was
obtained by superposing the single-band profiles. The increase in the
upstream temperature above the equilibrium downstream value T2
results from the fact that for /γΓ 2 /α <^ 1 the radiation directed
upstream in band 2 is characteristic of the higher temperatures in the
cooling profile of band 1. In Olfe and Cavalleri 51a an approximate
2.0
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FIG. 6-4.5. Downstream temperature profiles for b(T) oc T 4 and y = 1. Solid curves:
full differential approximation; dashed curves: Raizer's approximate method (the dashed
curves for Γ = 10 and 20 fall on the solid curves). Note the scale change at τ = 0.05; from
Olfe and Cavalleri.51a
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method of solution similar to Raizer's single-band method is achieved
by considering the two most important terms in the differential equation
for each optical depth regime along the temperature profile. Analysis of
the nonlinear cases shows that the temperature profile is determined
by the sum of single band effects in the weak radiation limit; in the
strong radiation case the parameter /γΓ 2 /α again determines whether
the profile is given by the single-band profile with the appropriate
mean absorption coefficients, or by a double structure representing the
profile for one band imbedded within the profile of the other band.
6-4B NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS FOR A GRAY GAS. Most of the discussion
in this section follows the paper by Heaslet and Baldwin. 40 The gas is
assumed to be gray, and the exponential approximation me~nT is used
for E2(T), as discussed in Section 6-2C. In terms of the variables ξ = ητ
and ν(ξ) = ufa)/^ , Eqs. (6-4.4) through (6-4.6) yield the following two
equations for the temperature T and gas velocity v of a radiationresisted (μ, = λ = 0) shock wave in a perfect gas:
T = (cî/R) (v - v2),
and

--^Γ)·+1£ΪΪ)|

(6-4.32)
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where sgn(£ — ξ) denotes + 1 for ξ' < ξ and — 1 for ξ > ξ. A radiation
parameter K is defined by

^^32(^l)^4i:
\y + 1/ npxuxR*
= i2 (-?L\ !
(y + i ) 5 ( y ^ r + i ) 6
j/ ^
\
2
U / (y [(y - 1) M» + If [2γΜ\ - (y - l)]3j I p A /* 2 / '

, fi 4 ^
^ ' ^

where Μλ is the shock wave Mach number relative to the undisturbed
gas upstream, and oT\\p^u-Jii2 is equal to the reciprocal of the Boltzmann
number. Equation (6-4.33) may now be written in the form
- (vx -v)(v-

v2) = y £

(v - v*f sgn(£ - ξ') Γ Ι Η Ί άξ\

(6-4.35)

where vx = u1/c1 and v2 = u2/c1 are the values of v ahead of (ξ = — oo)
and behind (£ = + oo) the over-all shock wave, respectively. In terms
of c Ic^

with the subscripts 1 and 2 being associated with the + and — signs,
respectively.
Since the right-hand side of Eq. (6-4.35) is proportional to the radiation
flux, which is continuous across the shock profile, (v± — v)(v — v2) is a
continuous function of ξ. Heaslet and Baldwin find it convenient to
introduce the continuous variable 0(£),

= [(^

T

)-,]2.

(6-4.37)

The zero value of ξ is set at the point where u is equal to the local
isentropic speed of sound; therefore ξ is zero at a discontinuity, if one
exists. Inverting Eq. (6-4.37),

Equation (6-4.35) can be put into the form,
θ(ξ) = ί . + ΐ Γ
J —oo

Η{θ{ξ')} sgn(| - ξ') e-K-ί'ΐ # ' ,

(6-4.39)
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where

<sgn S)

»w - j [(jnny + ÇTT)

"'" - Ί'·

(M

·*»

and

■<■*-·*-c-Ufcäfcn]·

Μ 4ι

< ·>

Numerical calculations are most easily carried out by replacing the
integral equation (6-4.39) by an equivalent differential equation. This
replacement is achieved by first differentiating Eq. (6-4.39),
= H - i- f

Η{θ(ξ')} e-li-Π αξ\

(6-4.42)

and

S = f I + T / I W » ■*<* - Γ) ,Η,-Π ^.

(6.4.43)

Now using Eq. (6-4.39) to substitute for the integral appearing in
Eq. (6-4.43),

*?_

( f l

_

n

= * ^

(6-444)

The reduction to the above differential equation constitutes the substitute
kernel method described in Section 6-2C; i.e., Eq. (6-4.44) can be
obtained directly from Eq. (6-2.23) by changing the variables F, Γ 4 ,
and r to 0, / / , and | , respectively.
Now let the integral term in Eq. (6-4.42) define a function G(0),
which is continuous in both 0 and ξ\ i.e.,
G(0) =

tf(0)-|.

(6-4.45)

Using the above equation to eliminate the α2θ/αξ2 and άθ/άξ terms in
Eq. (6-4.44), the following result is obtained:
[Η(θ) - G(6)]^jp-=

(θ„ - Θ).

(6-4.46)

The boundary conditions on G(0) are determined by the fact that άθ/άξ
goes to zero for ξ —► ± ο ο ; therefore Eq. (6-4.45) yields
f=-oo:

0= ^,

G = # a (0 œ )

f = + oo:

0 = 0.,

G = Hb{ß»\

(6-4.47)
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where the subscripts a and b denote the two branches of Η(θ). Equation
(6-4.40) shows that the two branches of Η(θ) meet at 0 = 0, as illustrated
in Fig. 6-4.7. The parameter K' given in the figure is defined by

R' =

2V2(y + l)7
y

3(y _

1}

01/«.

(6-4.48)
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FIG. 6-4.7.

The functions Η(θ) and G(0), from Heaslet and Baldwin.40

To obtain the two branches of G(0), corresponding to the branches
of i/(0), Eq. (6-4.46) is integrated from the two points representing
£ = ± o o . These two points are saddle points through which only the
integral curves Ga(0) and Gb(6) shown in Fig. 6-4.7 provide a realistic
solution, which may contain an imbedded compression shock. Since
G and Θ are continuous functions of £, the transition from Ga(0) to
Gb(9) occurs at the point ξ = 0 where G a (0) equals Gö(0). If this
transition point occurs at a nonzero value of 0, then H and v will change
discontinuously from curve a to curve b; cf. Eqs. (6-4.38) and (6-4.40),
and Fig. 6-4.7. Therefore, only under conditions for which the Ga(0)
and Gh(ß) curves meet at 0 = 0 (right-hand plots in Fig. 6-4.7) will
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the over-all shock profile be continuous. Once the G(0) curves are
computed, άθ/άξ is obtained from Eq. (6-4.45), which gives θ(ξ) upon
integration. The velocity ν{ξ) may then be determined from Eq. (6-4.38),
and the temperature from Eq. (6-4.32).
The calculations of Heaslet and Baldwin for the profiles of the
dimensionless velocity v = u\cx, temperature T, and flux P are shown
in Fig. 6-4.8, where
T EE

RT

( ywi
\ 'RT
yM\
+
1/
u\
\vM?

(6-4.49)

and
F =

- W - D G M\#T)

^WEAK RADIATION 0.2I3K'
—IT

1.061 K'

(6-4.50)
PA
STRONG RADIATION 5.305 K1

SHOCK

FIG. 6-4.8. Profiles of dimensionless velocity v> temperature T> and radiation flux P
through radiation-resisted shock waves, from Heaslet and Baldwin.40

The computed temperature profiles for a strong shock show the same
features as Figs. 6-4.1 and 6-4.2 in the weak and strong radiation limits,
respectively. Weak radiation is seen to affect the flow variables out to a
distance of about two photon mean free paths on either side of the
discontinuity at ξ = 0, with the net flux being symmetrical about ξ = 0.
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As the radiation becomes stronger, the net flux and resulting changes
in flow variables increase to farther distances upstream. For strong
shock waves the net flux is nonzero only to very small distances behind
the discontinuity. On the other hand, weak shock waves will be smoothed
out by strong radiation, with the net flux and changes in flow variables
extending many photon mean free paths downstream from ξ = 0.
It is only for rather weak shocks that a continuous profile can exist.
Mitchner and Vinokur 52 have shown that the profile must be discontinuous if
Ml > (2γ - l)/y(2 - y),

(6-4.51)

which becomes Μλ > 1.21, 1.46, and 2.05 for y = 1.2, 1.4, and 1.67,
respectively. Even at values of M x below the above limit the profile can
be discontinuous if the upstream temperature is sufficiently low.
Mitchner and Vinokur have also shown that a transverse magnetic
field will inhibit the smoothing tendency of the radiation. Ryhming 53
and Emanuel 54 have studied radiation-resisted shock structure including
dissociation and vibrational nonequilibrium effects, respectively.
Traugott 55 has analyzed the equations of shock structure in a radiating
gas including the viscous and heat-conducting terms.
By direct numerical calculation, Pearson 56 has shown that the
approximation of E2{r} by me _nT , as used by Heaslet and Baldwin,
results in velocity profile errors of less than about 1 % . In addition
to the numerical calculations described above, Heaslet and Baldwin
obtained closed-form solutions by carrying out expansions of Eq. (6-4.46)
for small and large values of K. For small K> their results are similar
to those derived in the preceding section following the more physical
development of Raizer. This weak radiation limit has also been studied
by Ryhming. 57
6-4C

SHOCK WAVES WITH IONIZATION AND NON-GRAY

RADIATION.

Consider a monatomic gas which may become singly ionized to produce
the atom, ion, and electron number densities ηΆ , ni, and ne = ni,
respectively. The degree of ionization oc = ni/(ni + wa) will enter into
the calculation of the thermodynamic functions. Accordingly, the state
equations (6-4.11) and (6-4.12) are to be replaced by the following:
h = f (1 + oc) RT + eel + «RTi

(6-4.52)

and
p = {\ +oc)PRT,

(6-4.53)
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where RTi = hvjm^ is the ionization energy [h is Planck's constant,
which is not to be confused with the enthalpy h appearing in Eq. (6-4.52);
ma is the mass of the atom and vi is the frequency of the photoionization
absorption edge; i.e., Αι^ is the minimum photon energy which will
produce ionization of the atom]. The electronic energy eel of the atoms
and ions often may be neglected.
If the density is sufficiently high that collisions establish local
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), then the degree of ionization is the
equilibrium value a E given by the Saha equation,

( T ^ - ^ t ) < - > - - ( - £ ) · <«-<«
·>
Here me is the mass of the electron, k the Boltzmann constant, and
Q0 and Q1 the partition functions for the atoms and ions, respectively.
A number of investigations of radiative cooling have been carried out
in this L T E limit. The radiative cooling of optically thin argon was
calculated by Petschek et al.,58 who used Unsold's approximate formula
for the continuum radiation. The calculations of Petschek et al.
compare favorably with their shock tube measurements, in which the
shocked argon reached temperatures up to 18,000°K. Pomerantz 59 has
extended the analysis for argon to higher densities by calculating the
absorption using a gray-band model, and by accounting for the lowering
of the ionization potential in a plasma. Using the continuum emission
for a transparent gas, Whitney and Skalafuris60 calculated the radiative
cooling for hydrogen at the low densities of interest in astrophysical
problems. For the conditions occurring in the experiments of Petschek
et al.y58 Sevastyanenko and Yakubov 61 have computed radiative cooling
profiles including line radiation as well as continuum radiation.
Yakubov 62 also studied line radiation and absorption effects in hydrogen
for the conditions considered by Whitney and Skalafuris.
Clarke and Ferrari 23 have calculated radiative cooling under conditions
for which the degree of ionization oc departs from the local equilibrium
value ocE . That is, the collision rates considered are not high enough
to ensure equilibrium ionization as the gas cools by means of free-bound
(recombination) radiation [however, the collisions are assumed to
establish translational equilibrium among the species, i.e., T(atoms) =
T(ions) = T(electrons)]. Nonequilibrium ionization often occurs in the
precursor region ahead of the discontinuity. The precursor region has
been studied by Clarke and Ferrari, 23 Wetzel, 63 Whitney and Skalafuris,60
Largar'kov and Yakubov, 64 and Yakubov. 62 In order to study nonequilibrium ionization, the ionization rate equation must be considered.
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The net ionization rate is equal to the difference between the
radiative ionization (photoionization) and recombination rates plus the
difference between the collisional ionization and recombination rates.
The ionization rate equation may be written in the following form 23 :
Doi

„

> Dt = -

WaV

r F ^

' J nt

dv

, pa r(l — a) al

ol

+ Vc t V ^ t f - *\ ■

(6 455)

'

For steady, one-dimensional problems the substantial derivative Da/Dt
reduces to u doc/dx [ = p - 1 d(puoc)/dx since continuity gives pu = constant].
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (6-4.55) gives the difference
between the radiative ionization and recombination rates, expressed in
terms of the radiative flux Fv in the ionization continuum v = vi to oo.
The collisional ionization and recombination rates are expressed in
terms of the characteristic time r c and the equilibrium degree of
ionization a E (the ionization and recombination rates are equal at
oc = OLE). The ionization rate is proportional to a(l - oc) as it involves
collisions between electrons and atoms, and the recombination rate is
proportional to a 3 since it involves electron-ion-electron triple collisions
[ni = ne oc oc and wa oc (1 — a)].
The equation of radiative transfer must be used to obtain a relation
for the flux Fv to be substituted into the ionization rate and energy
equations. The transfer equation may be written in the form 23

§=Μ β , (^) Λ ·-( 1 -"> / ']·

(6 4 56)

-·

where kv is the absorption coefficient per unit mass of neutral atoms.
The emission is proportional to oc2 since it consists of ion-electron
recombinations, whereas absorption is proportional to (1 — a) since it
involves photoionization of the atoms. The flux Fv is obtained by
multiplication of Iv by the direction cosine and integration over Α-π sterad
[cf. Eq. (6-2.4)].
Equations (6-4.52) through (6-4.56) may be combined with the
conservation equations (6-4.4) through (6-4.6) to solve the radiationresisted shock structure with nonequilibrium ionization. In the precursor
region, the collisional ionization and recombination will usually be
unimportant if the degree of ionization is not too great. 23,60 ' 62 Neglecting
collisional ionization and recombination, integration of Eq. (6-4.55) for
steady flow with oc <^ 1 gives23
r°°F
p^RT^OL

— 0t1)=—

hVi J

-j£ dv

=-1/-* I1+0 (-£-)]·

<6-4-57)
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where the relation RT{ = hvjm^ has been used. For the conditions of
shock tube experiments, T/Ti<^ 1 and the ionization o^ infinitely far
upstream is negligible. If radiative recombination (emission) is negligible
in the precursor region, then Fv may be calculated easily from the
transfer equation by considering only absorption.
At the other extreme, Goldsworthy 65 suggests that very strong
radiation of the right spectral quality might establish a "radiative
ionization front' ' upstream of the discontinuity. The gas becomes fully
ionized and therefore nearly transparent to the radiation as it passes
through such a front. Goldsworthy has theoretically studied the properties of ionization fronts, and their existence has been indicated by the
electromagnetic shock tube experiments of Medford et al.QG
In the analyses of Whitney and Skalafuris60 and of Clarke and
Ferrari, 23 the precursor region is joined to the radiative cooling region
by applying the conservation equations across the discontinuity, with
no change in the degree of ionization. As mentioned above, Whitney
and Skalafuris consider a transparent radiative cooling region which is in
local thermodynamic equilibrium. Therefore, directly behind the
discontinuity there exists a short region of internal relaxation to the
equilibrium degree of ionization a E . Skalafuris67 has studied this internal
relaxation region by allowing for the different translational temperatures
of the electrons, ions, and atoms. The inelastic (ionizing) collisions cool
the electrons, which then cool the ions through elastic collisions, with
T, = 300°K
p, = IO"3atm
V T 4 = 10
M, = 28.9

—T = 72,300°Κ

ΑΛ ■ ' «
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FIG. 6-4.9. Shock structure for argon, which has the value Tx = 182,000°K; from
Clarke and Ferrari.23
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the strong ion-atom interaction resulting in nearly equal atom and ion
temperatures.
In their analysis, Clarke and Ferrari consider a radiative cooling
region characterized by translational equilibrium, nonequilibrium
ionization, and nontransparent radiation given by the recombination
continuum. An iterative procedure is used to combine the precursor
and radiative cooling calculations. Clarke and Ferrari solve for T and oc
from the conservation equations and Eqs. (6-4.52) through (6-4.55),
using the flux F and the electron source function J^ (Fv/hv) dv computed
from the previous iterative step. Their zeroth approximation is the
radiationless shock, which has constant properties ahead of and behind
the discontinuity. Calculated profiles of the shock structure in argon
and helium are shown in Figs. 6-4.9 and 6-4.10, respectively. The element

FIG. 6-4.10. Shock structure for helium, which has the value Ti = 285,000°K; from
Clarke and Ferrari.23

of optical depth is defined by dr = (1 — oc) k dx, where k is the (atom)
absorption coefficient at the peak of the absorption edge at vi. The
normalized flux quantities are defined by

i s - (fwRTiT1 CF. dv=Ft = - Ο,ΑΑΓ,)- 1 Av, f

(■£-) dv.

{p^RT^F
(6-4.58)
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Reference to Eq. (6-4.57) shows that a = F± for negligible collisional
ionization and recombination, since ax = 0 for the conditions considered.
In Fig. 6-4.9 collision effects in the precursor region are small, giving
a difference between a and Fx of only a few percent at the discontinuity.
On the other hand, collision processes are dominant behind the discontinuity, producing an ionization which rapidly approaches the equilibrium value. Radiative cooling changes the variables out to about τ = 2;
however, cooling effects are small because the radiative flux is small
compared with the total flow energy for the conditions considered
(F = 0.111 at the discontinuity). For the profiles shown in Fig. 6-4.10,
it is seen that collisions are unimportant in the precursor region (a = Fx)9
and the collisional relaxation length behind the discontinuity is not
small compared with the photon mean free path. For this case, radiative
cooling is very small (F < 0.01).

6-5

Radiating inviscid shock layers

The three-dimensional aspects of the shock layer problem introduce
significant differences from the purely one-dimensional shock structure
problem considered in the preceding section. First, the absorption of
radiation ahead of the transparent shock front (discontinuity) will
generally be unimportant since the photon mean free path in the
unshocked gas is usually much greater than the body dimension; i.e.,
very little of the energy radiated upstream through the shock front will
be absorbed by the portion of gas which flows into the shock layer.
Accordingly, absorption of radiation ahead of the shock front is neglected
in shock-layer studies.
Three-dimensional aspects of the problem are also of prime importance
behind the shock front, affecting the distribution of radiation, as well as
the flow field. For example, the simplest approximation to the shock
layer of a blunt body, as considered in Section 6-5A, is one-dimensional
flow through a normal shock wave, with no absorption ahead of the
shock front, and emission of radiation occurring only over a distance
L behind the shock front. Thus in this first approximation the flow
model is kept completely one-dimensional, but the length of the radiating
region represents the finite shock layer thickness, which is produced
by the three-dimensional aspects of the real flow problem.
The shock layer flow in the stagnation region of a blunt body is
determined in Section 6-5B by an approximate analytical method, which
reduces the energy equation to a one-dimensional form. Numerical
blunt body solutions are reviewed in Section 6-5C. The shock layers of
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wedges and conical bodies are analyzed by a perturbation treatment and
by a thin shock layer treatment in Sections 6-5D and 6-5E, respectively.
Similarity solutions for slender bodies are considered in Section 6-5F.
6-5A

A SIMPLE, ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL FOR BLUNT BODIES.

Here

we consider the one-dimensional model for shock layer flow given by
Yoshikawa and Chapman. 2 In their analysis, absorption ahead of the
shock front is neglected, and the gas is assumed to radiate to a distance L
behind the shock; i.e., a porous, cold, blackbody wall represents the
blunt body at a distance L behind the shock wave. A perfect, gray gas
is considered, with thermal conduction assumed to be negligible
compared with radiant-energy transfer. As discussed in Section 6-1,
radiant-energy transfer affects the flow field only for bodies traveling
at hypersonic speeds; thus we consider a strong shock, behind which
A>è"2.

(6-5.1)

For this inviscid strong shock case, the continuity (6-4.8) and momentum
(6-4.9) equations yield the following inequality:
dp
dx

du
dx

<6-5·2)

<τ>

where V^ == ux is the (hypersonic) shock velocity relative to the undisturbed gas. Thus behind the shock we have essentially constant pressure
flow. In view of the above inequalities, Yoshikawa and Chapman
approximate the energy equation (6-4.10) by
_
~p0°

dh_dF_
°°dr - dr
= ^- ha f T\t) E2(T -t)dt-2a

Γ

W

= 4σΤ\τ) - 2σ Γ T\t) Ελ{\ t - τ \) dt,
J
o

T\t) E2(t - T) dt\
(6-5.3)

where TW = j k(x) dx is the optical depth from the shock front at
x = 0 to the porous wall at x = L. In the above equation radiation
from the wall surface is neglected because the wall is assumed to be
relatively cool.
After we divide by 2σΤ\τ) and integrate, Eq. (6-5.3) takes on the
following integral form:
flips, h8;h)=f2(TW,T),

(6-5.4)
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where
flip* > V, *) = ^oo^oo J" ' -Tj-fi

(6-5.5)

and
£ " Γ«(ί) £ x (| ί - r ' l ) Λ] A·'.

A K , r) = J*^ [2 - ^

(6-5.6)

The subscript s denotes values just behind the shock front.
Yoshikawa and Chapman utilize a method of successive approximations to solve Eq. (6-5.4). F i r s t , / ! can be determined as a function of T
and p by the use of tables of equilibrium air properties; or conversely,
T may be expressed as a function of/ x and p. The following truncated
series is used:

— = a0 + tfi/j + a2f\ +

aj\

s

x

Poo v oo 6î) s '

with the an being known functions of the shock layer pressure.
The first approximation to / 2 is obtained by taking T to be constant.
Then direct integration of Eq. (6-5.6) gives
/ a (r w , T) - i - £ 3 W - E3(r) + £ 3 (r w - r).

(6-5.8)

In order to simplify calculations E3(r) is approximated by the exponential
^ e - 2 r , so the first approximation to / 2 becomes
1 Γ 1 - 2£ 3 (r w ) 1

^-T^TÎl-exp(-2xw)]

X {1 - e x p ( - 2r w ) - e x p ( - 2τ) + e x p [ - 2(rw - r)]},

(6-5.9)

which reduces to Eq. (6-5.8) at τ = r w . The energy equation (6-5.4)
g i v e s ^ = / 2 ; thus replacing fx in Eq. (6-5.7) by the right-hand side of
Eq. (6-5.9) gives the first approximation to the temperature distribution
This first approximation to the temperature distribution is then used
to determine the value of / 2 at the wall and the derivatives of / 2 at the
shock front and at the wall; i.e., the following integrals are evaluated:
Aw = / 2 ( T W , r w ) = J^W [2 -

ψ ^

f^

T\t)

EM t - r ' \ ) dt\ dr\

(6-5.10)
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/ i = / i ( r w , 0) = 2 - 1 Γ Γ*(0 ^(f) Λ,

(6-5.11)

and
A'w = / i ( r w , r w ) = 2 - — ^

fW Γ«(ί) ^(rw - t) dt,

(6-5.12)

where T"(TW) is temperature of the gas adjacent to the wall.
The following function is used for the second approximation to f2 :
Λ Κ τ , T ) = b{\ — exp(— η2τ„) — exp(— ηττ) + exp[— 77 2 (T W — r)]},

(6-5.13)

which takes on the values
/2W = b[2 — e x p ( - T;2TW) — e x p ( - ^ r w ) ] ,

(6-5.14)

/2s = δ|>7ι + V2 exp(— ^2Tw)],

(6-5.15)

and
/2'w = *hi exp(— ^ r w ) + 77J.

(6-5.16)

The values of the constants i, ηχ, and 173 for the second approximation
to f2 may be determined by matching the values of f2w , /2s » a n d / 2 w
given by Eqs. (6-5.14) through (6-5.16) to the values computed using
the first approximation to the temperature distribution in Eqs. (6-5.10)
through (6-5.12). For the determination of b, η1, and η2 , Yoshikawa
and Chapman find it more expedient, however, to use a mean slope
f2w instead of/ 2 w in order to compensate for small but sudden changes
of temperature near the wall.2 The value of f2 at τ = 0.95r w is found
to provide a good mean slope to use for f2w . The second approximation
to f2 is substituted for fx in Eq. (6-5.7) in order to yield the second
approximation to the temperature distribution T 4 (r). This second
approximation to T\r) could be used in Eqs. (6-5.10) through (6-5.12)
to give further approximations f o r / 2 w , / 2 s , a n d / 2 w (or / 2 w ) ; however,
it was found that the values computed from the first approximation
to T\T) give sufficient convergence so that no further iterations upon
these values is necessary. 2
The upstream flux F8 at the shock front and the downstream flux Fw
at the wall are computed from the temperature distribution by means
of the formulae,
Fs = - F(rw , 0) = 2σ Γ T\t) E2(t) dt

(6-5.17)

Fw = F(r w , TW) = 2σ fW T\t)

(6-5.18)

and
J

0

E2(TW

- t) dt.
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Yoshikawa and Chapman have carried out calculations using tabulated
values for the Planck mean absorption coefficient and thermodynamic
properties of equilibrium air. Plots of the radiation fluxes FJ2aT% and
FW/2OTQ versus the shock layer optical depth r w are given in Fig. 6-5.1.

0.4

(= = 10 atm

Fs/2aTs4

Ts = I5.000°K

Fw/2aT«

► 1st approx.
a 2nd approx

0.3

"

ET"

0.21-

0.1

FIG. 6-5.1. First and second approximations for the radiation fluxes Fa and Fw as
functions of the optical thickness TW , from Yoshikawa and Chapman.2

It is shown that accurate flux values may be computed from the first
approximation to the temperature distribution; this result indicates the
accuracy of the / 2 w , f'2s, and /^ w values computed from the first
approximation to Τ 4 (τ), as discussed above. The calculated values of the
nondimensional radiation fluxes λ8 = FJ^p^V^ and Àw = F^j^p^V^ are
presented on altitude-velocity charts such as the one shown in Fig. 6-1.3.
Temperature profiles behind the shock front are shown in Fig. 6-5.2,
with check points illustrating the accuracy of the second approximation.
It is seen that optically thin shock layers have a linear decrease in
temperature behind the shock front, whereas optically thick layers have
temperature variations only within about two photon mean free paths
of the shock front or the wall.
6-5B
APPROXIMATE, ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS FOR THE STAGNATION
REGION OF A BLUNT BODY. In the shock layer of a blunt body, the peak

temperatures and therefore the greatest radiant-energy losses occur near
the stagnation point. Accordingly, in this section we shall consider the
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Pe = 10 atm
,000°K
2nd approx.

?-- 12,0001

10,000^
FIG. 6-5.2. Temperature profiles for shock layers of various optical thicknesses TW ,
from Yoshikawa and Chapman.2

stagnation flow of a radiating gas as described by the approximate
model developed by Goulard.1»68'69
As in the preceding section, hypersonic flow conditions are of interest,
with the shock layer dynamic pressure pV2 and kinetic energy \V2
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being small compared with the static pressure p and static enthalpy A,
respectively. Thus the pressure can be treated as constant across the
shock layer; cf. Eq. (6-5.2). In addition, the shock layer thickness δ
will be small compared with the nose radius R of the blunt body, as
illustrated in Fig. 6-5.3.

FIG. 6-5.3.

Geometry and notation for stagnation flow, adapted from Goulard.69

For nonradiating hypersonic flow, the shock layer near the stagnation
point is nearly of constant density, with the vertical ( V) and horizontal
( U) components of velocity approximating the incompressible, potential
flow values,
V=-

(pnVJpsA) Z

and

U = \ (pJTJpiA) r.

(6-5.19)

Here Z is distance from the surface, Δ the shock layer thickness, and
ps the (constant) density for the nonradiating case. When radiation
losses become important, the cooling of the gas as it approaches the
stagnation point produces an increased density, resulting in a shock
detachment distance δ which is smaller than the value Δ for the nonradiating layer. Although the temperature and density will vary across
the shock layer, the pressure will remain essentially constant, as
indicated above. Therefore, the velocity field should not differ appreciably from that for the nonradiating case, provided radiation losses
are not too great. Accordingly, Goulard assumes that the vertical
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component of velocity v will be approximately independent of r for
radiating stagnation flow. T o the same approximation the enthalpy will
depend only on z, since for v = v(z only), the time over which a particle
has been radiating behind the shock depends only on z. Only the stagnation region is considered here, so the shock front is essentially normal to
all the streamlines. In addition, since the shock layer thickness δ is
assumed to be much smaller than the body nose radius i?, the radiative
transfer will be described approximately by the one-dimensional
equation (6-5.3), with the optical depth τ = f k(z') dz' now measured
from the surface.
The approximations described above reduce the energy equation to
the following one-dimensional form:

f S=i7=4σΓ4(τ) -2σ Cτν) £i(| * - τ !) dt' ( 6 - 5 · 2 ο )
where τ δ is the optical depth from the surface at z = 0 to the shock
front at z = δ. In order to integrate the above equation, the conservation
equations for mass and momentum are used to relate the variables in
the radiating flow to the variables in the corresponding nonradiating
flow. Conservation of mass gives (see Fig. 6-5.3),
Poo Vao*rc = pVTrr2 = 2TTT
J
o

pu dz'\

(6-5.21)

whereas for the nonradiating case, the potential flow result is
pazVajrrl = psVnr2 = 2τττρ8υΖ.

(6-5.22)

From the above equations, the following relations are obtained between
the radiating and the nonradiating stagnation flows:
pv(z)=p8V(Z),
pudz'=p8UZ

or

(6-5.23)
pudz = pBU dZ.

(6-5.24)

To obtain another relation, Goulard notes that the pressure gradient
in the r-direction (as given by the Newtonian value, say) will be the
same in the radiating and nonradiating cases. Since du/dz <^ du/dr and
dU/ΘΖ <^dU/dr [cf. Eqs. (6-5.19)], the momentum equations in the
r-direction for the two flows give
dp

du

Tr

dU

,r _ ^_.
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As p is independent of r to the first approximation, the above equation
integrates to
pWu = Py2U.

(6 5.26)

Eliminating u and U between Eq. (6-5.26) and the differential form of
Eq. (6-5.24) yields the relation
dz = W/>)1/2 dZ.

(6-5.27)

Integration across the shock layer gives the reduced thickness δ of the
radiating shock layer,
(A(p3lPy;*dz.

J

(6-5.28)

0

The left-hand side of Eq. (6-5.20) may now be expressed in terms
of py T, and Z by means of the relation dh = cp dT and Eqs. (6-5.19),
(6-5.23), and (6-5.27),
o V / o x1/2 c

rTs

8T

^τ- Or) τζι>ζ=4σΤ* -2σ J0 Tiw ΕΛ * - * i) *· <6-5·29>
The specific heat cp and the absorption coefficient k are assumed to
have the following power law variations:
T \&
(Α./Γ.) ~ \T~S

(IT)

(6 5 30)

-·

and
k

KO

^s

K

sPs

-i-trw\ W + ! / T \P

ID

* ps

where κ is the mass absorption coefficient, and the subscript s denotes
the values just behind the shock front. Since the pressure is essentially
constant across the shock layer,

— ^ -Ï?-.
Pa

*

(6-5.32)

Substitution of Eqs. (6-5.30) through (6-5.32) into Eq. (6-5.29) yields
f (s-0+n_4+i)£

| |

=

Γη

[j _ _ ^ _ Ç* T 4 W El(\t-T\)dt\,

(6-5.33)
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where T = T/Ts and Z == Z/A. As given in Section 6-1,
^ _ 4σΓ 8 4 Μ
PaoVoohs

= 4τΑ · Bo" 1

(6-5.34)

is the ratio of the radiant energy flux emitted from an optically
shock layer with no radiative cooling to the enthalpy flux flowing
the shock layer.
For an optically thin shock layer the integral on the right-hand
of Eq. (6-5.33) becomes negligible so direct integration along
stagnation streamline gives the following temperature profile:
T = [l+(&-ß

+ n-3+i)rnln

£p/<*-5+n-in-i>e

thin
into
side
the

(6-5.35)

This temperature profile may be used to obtain (/οθ/ρ)1/2 = T1!2 in terms
of Z for substitution into Eqs. (6-5.27) and (6-5.28), which upon
integration yield z as a function of Z, and δ in terms of A, respectively.
The temperature profile (6-5.35) may also be used to compute the
reduction in stagnation point radiant-heat transfer Fw produced by the
radiative cooling. If Fw 0 is the radiant-heat transfer for no cooling, then

Fw^p-=

f 2aT%dz
λ
° T,bA
= f Trê-W) dZ.

(6-5.36)

If the change in shock detachment distance were not accounted for, use
of the nonradiating velocity field (as in Goulard 68 ) would give the above
results, except that the \ would be absent from the (α — fi -\- n — 3 + i )
and (jS — n + 3 + \) terms in Eqs. (6-5.35) and (6-5.36), respectively,
and Z would represent the actual coordinate z.
The relations (6-5.35) and (6-5.36) constitute an approximate solution
to the problem of radiating stagnation flow in the limit of an optically
thin gas. Since the velocity field for the radiating flow was assumed to
differ by little from that for the corresponding nonradiating flow, we
would expect this approximate solution to be accurate only under
conditions of relatively small radiative cooling; i.e., the above analysis
is essentially a perturbation calculation in terms of the (small) parameter
Γη . It is shown below, however, that Eq. (6-5.36) gives good results
even when Γη is not very small. The validity of this treatment for
moderate values of Γη is indicated by the numerical calculations of
Section 6-5C, which show that the velocity and pressure fields are
relatively unaffected by the radiative transfer.
Let us now consider values of Γη so small that Eq. (6-5.35) can be
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expanded with powers of Γη higher than the first being neglected. The
temperature profile becomes
f ~ 1 + Γη In Z ~ 1 + Γη In (*/δ).

(6-5.37)

Simplified results for δ and Fw are obtained from Eqs. (6-5.28) and
(6-5.36), respectively:
8ΙΔ ~ 1 - \Γη

(6-5.38)

ΐV - 1 - (jff - n + 3 + « Γη .

(6-5.39)

and
It is evident that Eq. (6-5.35) will give inaccurate temperature values
very near the body, namely when (a — β -\- n — 3 + \) Γη In Z becomes
of order unity. For small values of Γη , however, this boundary region
of inaccurate temperature will be so thin that no appreciable errors are
introduced into the calculation of δ and Fw . An accurate treatment of
the flow near the body should include the viscous boundary layer;
however, we shall defer discussion of viscous effects until Section 6-6.
In the purely inviscid problem, the gas flowing along the stagnation
streamline will take an infinite length of time to reach the stagnation
point, where the gas must accordingly be in radiative equilibrium with
its surroundings. If the radiation flux from the optically thin shock
layer is completely negligible, then the gas at the stagnation point will
have the temperature 71w/(2)1/4, where Tw is the wall (body surface)
temperature. On the other hand, if the flux from the optically thin
shock layer is comparable to that from the wall, both fluxes must be
included in the calculation of the stagnation gas temperature. In either
case the calculated gas temperature at the stagnation point will be a
small fraction of the temperature directly behind the shock front.
Chin and Hearne 70 consider stagnation flow, as well as conical flow
for a transparent gas. They approximate the velocity field by the
incompressible, potential flow values. T h e radiative and thermodynamic
properties are assumed to have the following power-law variations at
constant pressure: AT4 = κρΤ* oc A^3-1 and p oc A -1 . In order to
account for the variable density, the Howarth-Dorodnitsyn variable
άΖΆ = (p/ps) dZ is used, nondimensionalized as άη = dZJA^ , where
J a = j (p/ps) dZ\ cf. Eqs. (6-5.27) and (6-5.28). For stagnation flow
the results are
h = A/Äs = [1 + (1 - β) Γη In 7j]i/<i-0>

(6-5.40)

and
Fw=

\lWdv.

J

o

(6-5.41)
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The above equations have the same form as Eqs. (6-5.35) and (6-5.36).
Let us compare these equations for a perfect gas: h/hs = T/Ts or
5 = 0; thus the temperature variations (6-5.30) through (6-5.32) show
that ß — n + 4 is equivalent to ß. Accordingly, Goulard's equations
(6-5.35) and (6-5.36) give the above results, but with (1 — ß) in
Eq. (6-5.40) replaced by ( f — ß), the symbol ß in Eq. (6-5.41) replaced
by (ß — ^), and η replaced by Z. These differences will not be important
as far as calculated enthalpy and heat flux values are concerned.
Figure 6-5.4 shows that the stagnation point radiant-heat flux calculated
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FIG. 6-5.4. Stagnation-point radiant-heat flux JPW as a function of the radiation
cooling parameter Γη , from Chin and Hearne. 70

using Eq. (6-5.41) agrees quite well with the numerical calculations of
Wilson and Hoshizaki 71 and Howe and Viegas, 72 which will be discussed
in Sections 6-5C and 6-6C, respectively.
Kennet 73 has calculated radiative cooling effects in a transparent
spherical shock layer, including cooling along streamlines which are
quite far from the stagnation streamline, as shown in Fig. 6-5.5. T h e
enthalpy distribution in the radiation cooled shock layer was obtained
by integration of the energy equation along streamlines, using LighthüTs
(constant-density) solution for the velocity field past a sphere in
hypersonic flow. T h e calculation involves a numerical integration in the
final formula for the enthalpy distribution. This analysis does not
include the change in detachment distance and shock front shape
produced by radiative cooling.
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SHOCK
BODY

Ro= 15.6 χ Δ

FIG. 6-5.5. Radiative cooling in the shock layer of a spherical body of 1.88-ft radius
traveling at 28,000 ft/sec at an altitude of 65,000 ft; from Kennet. 73 (a) Streamline pattern
around a spherical cap. (b) Enthalpy loss due to radiation.

So far only transparent gas solutions have been discussed. For shock
layers of finite optical depth Goulard 69 approximately accounts for
self-absorption by replacing the T\t) in the integrand of Eq. (6-5.33)
by the local temperature T\r). If radiative cooling is small, this
approximation should be good, except very near the body surface.
Carrying out the integral over Ex{\ t — τ |), the right-hand side of
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Eq. (6-5.33) becomes \Γη[Ε2(τ) + Ε2(τ8 — τ)], which is approximated
by ΓηΕ2(^τδ) to within 5 % for k8A ~ τ δ < 0.3. Therefore, for moderately self-absorbing gases with small amounts of radiative cooling, the
transparent gas results given above are applicable, but with Γη replaced

by rnE^t).

Goulard 69,74 discusses the case of an optically thick shock layer, for
which radiative losses occur in two boundary layers, adjacent to the
shock front and wall, respectively, as sketched in Fig. 6-5.6. T h e
A
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Temperature profile in an optically thick shock layer, from Goulard.69

constant temperature T2 of the interior region can be estimated from
the energy equation (6-4.6) with μ = λ = 0 and ux = — V^ . In the
interior region (subscript 2) the net flux is zero, and at a point upstream
from the shock front (subscript oo) the flux is approximately σΤ2 .
Therefore,

h2 + \Vl = h„ + Wl

^5- .

(6-5.42)

P o o * oo

For a strong shock \V\ <^ h2, so T2 can be obtained directly from the
above equation [h2 = h2(T2)> which becomes h2 = cpT2 for a perfect
gas]. When the strong-shock assumption cannot be made, Eq. (6-5.42)
can be combined with the conservation of mass and momentum equations
to obtain an effective Rankine-Hugoniot relation for T2. The term σΤ2
in Eq. (6-5.42) underestimates the radiation lost upstream through the
shock front since the gas near the shock front will be at a temperature
higher than T2 ; see Fig. 6-5.6. However, as discussed in Section 6-4A,
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T8 becomes appreciably larger than T2 only for strong shocks with large
rates of radiative cooling, for which the thickness of the cooling region
is much less than a photon mean free path. Thus the flux remains
nearly equal to σΤ\ , and Eq. (6-5.42) should give an estimate for T2
which is only slightly above the real value. Since we can assume that
the shock front is approximately normal in this stagnation flow problem,
the shock boundary layer can be approximately described by the profiles
of flow variables behind the infinite one-dimensional shock considered
in Section 6-4. Therefore, for this optically thick case we need to consider
only the boundary layer at the wall (body surface).
If the width of this wall "radiation" boundary layer is not appreciably
larger than the viscous boundary layer, one should consider the radiating
viscous boundary layer and the radiating viscous shock layer problems,
as described in Sections 6-6B and 6-6C, respectively. Only the inviscid
problem is described here. When the thickness of the wall boundary
is small (less than a few photon mean free paths), the radiation flux
to the wall is approximately σΤ\ . On the other hand, when the thickness
of the boundary layer is large (a number of photon mean free paths),
the Rosseland diffusion approximation (6-2.2) may be used to determine
the temperature profile and radiant-heat transfer. By studying the
thermal boundary layer using the diffusion approximation, an estimate
can be obtained for the condition of transition from the diffusion to
the blackbody limit. This problem is similar to the transient problem
considered in Section 6-2F.
Replacing the right-hand side of Eq. (6-5.29) by the diffusion
approximation, and transforming from z to Z by means of Eq. (6-5.27),
the following expression is obtained:
\!/ 2

„dT

(p

\i/2 d [ΙβσΤ*/ p \V2 3T

Goulard obtained a simple solution for T in the constant density problem
by assuming kK oc T 3 . In the varying density problem above we achieve
the same result by considering kK oc T3/)1/2. For this special form of kK ,
Eq. (6-5.43) reduces to

where
16σΓ*

1

3/000^00^8 kR>sA

\6Bo~
?>ΤΔ

(6-5.45)
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The following solution of Eq. (6-5.44) gives the temperature profile
from the wall value Tw to the value T2 in the shock layer interior region:

^Wt = erfc (j(2^)v) '

(6 5 46)

"-

where erfc denotes the complementary error function,
erfc(#) = 1 — erf(#) = 1

2 rx
j=

ex

P(— f2) άξ.

The radiant-heat flux to the wall becomes
16σΤ! i 3T \
3kR g \\ dZl
dZ *z=o

32aTlT2 1
3£ R S δ *
32σΤ* ι P2 \i/i 1
5
3^R,2 ^ Ps ' δ *

m'h-

<-«)

The ^thermal boundary layer thickness'' δ* is given by
8

-[i-(TwiTjy

( 6 " 5 · 48 )

which reduces to Α(2ΤΓΓ^)1/2
for Tw = 0. From Eq. (6-5.47) it is seen
that the flux increases to the blackbody value σΤ\ as the optical depth
£ Κ)2 δ* decreases to about 10(ρ2/ρθ)1/2· Therefore, Eq. (6-5.47) should be
replaced by Fw ~ oT\ for ÂRj2ô* <> 10(p2/p8)1/2. Although the above
analysis was for the restrictive condition kK oc T^ 1 / 2 , it should describe
the essential features of the temperature profile near the stagnation point
in an optically thick, inviscid shock layer. Goulard utilized the above
type of analysis to calculate the radiation regimes shown on the altitudevelocity plot in Fig. 6-1.2.
In a recent paper, Olstad 75 discusses stagnation-point solutions which
he has obtained for several limiting cases. He obtained a uniformly
valid small perturbation solution by using the P L K perturbation of
coordinate procedure to eliminate the singularity at the wall [which
caused the divergence of the solution given above in Eq. (6-5.35)].
By using the differential approximation (substitute kernel procedure)
to substitute for the radiative transfer term in the energy equation,
Olstad also studied (1) the slightly absorbing case, (2) the optically thick
case, and (3) the radiation-depleted shock layer. T h e solution for the
slightly absorbing shock layer was obtained by retaining only the first
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two terms in the expansion of the exponentials. For the optically thick
case, conventional boundary layer analyses were carried out near the
wall and near the shock, with solutions being obtained by an integral
method. The method of matched inner and outer expansions was used
to obtain a solution for the radiation-depleted shock layer (in this limit
of large radiative cooling, the Boltzmann number is the small parameter
used in the expansions).
6-5C NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS FOR BLUNT BODIES. Here we consider
the numerical calculations which have been carried out for radiating,
inviscid shock layers of blunt bodies. All of these calculations assume
the shock layer to be optically thin.
The first calculation was carried out by Bird, 76 who modified his
earlier adiabatic calculation 77 to account for radiant-energy losses. In
this simple computation, performed on a desk calculator, Bird starts
with a prescribed shock wave and by a step-by-step procedure constructs
a network of streamlines and flow normals behind the shock, using only
the elementary forms of the equations of motion. Radiation is included
as an energy loss term in the one-dimensional energy equation, which
is applied along each streamtube. Results are described for a parabolic
shock wave of 5-ft nose radius traveling at a Mach number of 20 in
air at 220°K and 1 atm. For these conditions no detectable changes in
the velocity or pressure fields are found, but significant changes in the
temperature occur near the body surface. These results are a justification
for the approximate analytical calculations described in the preceding
section, since little or no departure from the nonradiating velocity or
pressure field was assumed in each analytical study.
The relative independence of the pressure and velocity distributions
on radiation losses permits the use of an approximate streamtube
calculation. Hearne et al.18 have utilized an approximate streamtube
method, obtaining results which are in good agreement with the more
exact calculations of Wilson and Hoshizaki, 71 discussed later in this
section. In terms of the streamtube coordinates (s, y) shown in Fig. 6-5.7,
the conservation equations for a transparent gas are
pur

v

dy = dm,

du
dp
*>* = -■£,

(6-5.49)
„ „Λν
(6-5.50)

/jr

and
Pu

* * + **> = - 4koT',

(6-5.51)
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FIG. 6-5.7.

Geometry and notation used for streamtube calculations, from Hearne et <z/.78

where dm is the mass flow rate in the streamtube, and v = 0 and 1 for
two-dimensional and axisymmetric flows, respectively.
Hearne et al. introduce the following approximations: (1) the local
velocity vector is parallel to the surface, (2) the normal pressure variation
across the shock layer is small, (3) the surface pressure distribution is
given by the adiabatic (nonradiating) flow solution, and (4) the shock
layer is thin compared with the body radius. For these approximations,
Eqs. (6-5.49) through (6-5.51) may be integrated to give
ry
j «

rn

p V
pudy = ~~^r

J

ft

f

..22
„22 _
Ί1 i
U — U4 = — 2

r\ dr{ =

\

dp

p ds

Poo Fco r\+
(v + 1) r»

(6-5.52)
(6-5.53)

ds,

and
Cs 1 \4kaT^
' Si p L u

dp_
]ds.
ds

ίΛΐ

hi

(6-5.54)

The initial conditions (subscript i) for each streamtube at the shock
front are obtained from the Rankine-Hugoniot relations. The Planck
mean absorption coefficient k may be given as a function of T and p,
and an equation of state may be used to express T and p in terms of h
and p. Accordingly, the following power-law relations are used:

L·
and

Pi

=

(If h

(6-5.55)

\pif

kT* _ / p \Yi i h \ßl

Α,Γ* ~\pj

\hj

'

(6-5.56)
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where OL{ , βϊ, and γ{ are assumed to be constant along a given streamline,
but are functions of hi and pi. Since the pressure distribution is assumed
to be that for the adiabatic case, and therefore known, Eq. (6-5.55) may
be used to express integrand of Eq. (6-5.53) in terms of only one
unknown, h. Similarly, Eqs. (6-5.55) and (6-5.56) may be used to
express the integrand in Eq. (6-5.54) in terms of the two unknowns h
and u. As only two unknowns are involved, Eqs. (6-5.53) and (6-5.54)
can be integrated simultaneously by forward finite differences to obtain
h and u along a streamline. The density p and emission AT4 are then
determined from Eqs. (6-5.55) and (6-5.56), respectively. The continuity
equation (6-5.52) is used with the p and u distribution along the streamline to determine the streamline paths y = y(r, r{)y with y(ri, r{) giving
the shock layer thickness at ri.
The radiant-heat flux calculated by this approximate streamtube
method of Hearne et al. agrees well with the results of more detailed
calculations; see Fig. 6-5.8, which compares the computed flux distribution over a hemispherical body with that calculated by Wilson and
Hoshizaki 71 using the integral method described below. Hearne et al.
also carried out calculations for a body of 1-ft nose radius with a conical
afterbody of 35° half-angle. Figure 6-5.9 shows that the gas velocity
will not change by much from the adiabatic case, whereas radiative
cooling will appreciably decrease the enthalpy in the inner part of shock
layer. Profiles of radiant-energy emission across the shock layer are
shown in Fig. 6-5.10 for several distances from the stagnation point.
The hotter, inner part of the shock layer is comprised of gas which
passed through the strong, curved portion of the shock front. The
reduction in shock layer thickness produced by the radiative cooling is
illustrated in Fig. 6-5.11.
Wilson and Hoshizaki 71 have used the integral method of Maslen and
Moeckel 79 to calculate the inviscid, radiating flow in the shock layer
of a blunt body. The integral method involves integrating the equations
of motion across the shock layer, and solving the resulting total differential equations. The profiles of flow variables across the shock layer
are described by polynomials, in a manner similar to the KârmânPohlhausen method for boundary layers. As in the streamtube calculation
described above, this calculation is restricted to transparent shock
layers of blunt bodies traveling at speeds great enough to produce a
large increase in density across the shock front. The resulting small
density ratio e = p^jp^ produces a shock layer thickness which is small
compared with the nose radius. The shock layer thickness is exaggerated
in Fig. 6-5.12, which illustrates the symbols and coordinate system used
in this analysis.
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FIG. 6-5.12. Geometry and notation used for the integral method of calculation,
from Wilson and Hoshizaki.71

First, the dimensional quantities (barred) are normalized according
to the following relations:
u = üjVn ,

p=Plp«Pl>

H =

P = Ρΐβδ,ο »

r EEE f / Z ,

δ = δ/eZ,
K ΞΞΞ Κ/Kref

T/T,ref

and

,

2H/Vl,

(6-5.57)

Here H is the total enthalpy, K = K(x) is the local surface curvature,
K = ß/p is the mass absorption coefficient (Planck mean), and the
subscripts (δ, 0) denote the value just behind the shock front (δ) on
the stagnation streamline (0). In terms of the above nondimensional
variables, the conservation equations are
ë(rp")
dx

+

d(Krf*>) =
dy

(6-5.58)

0)

x-momentum:
du

p.

du

dp

0,

(6-5.59)

j-momentum:

(6-5.60)
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energy:
pU^-

+ Rpv^+

β,ΚρκΤ* = 0.

(6-5.61)

In these equations, K = 1 + eKy, and β0 = 8L/c r e f aTr e f /P^ (β0
becomes equivalent to Γη if reference quantities are taken just behind
the shock front, with L taken as the body nose radius R ~ 8/e).
For application of the integral method, forms of the conservation
equations integrated across the shock layer must be obtained. By
equating the incoming mass flux within a radius τδ to the shock layer
mass flux flowing by the corresponding ^-coordinate, the following
integrated form of the continuity equation is obtained:
(v + l) ( purvdyy

rv+1

(6-5.62)

J n

which reduces to Eq. (6-5.52) if rv is assumed to be constant across the
shock layer (here we are interested in the axisymmetric case, v = 1).
Since rv is retained under the integral of Eq. (6-5.62), the Dorodnitsyn
variable η is now defined by

_

JQUJ

\PJdy _ 1 r" ( r y / p \

(6-5.63)

where S(x) is the transformed shock layer thickness. Now dividing
Eq. (6-5.62) by psusrvw and transforming to the variable 77, the following
result is obtained:

(,-Π)£ΠΤ3Γ)-'.·

<"*>

where

The conservation equations for j - m o m e n t u m and mass are used to
put the ^-momentum equation into an appropriate form for integrating
across the shock layer. First the pressure term in the ^-momentum
equation is written as
d

P

d

I

d

d

P\

y

y

(dP\

Tx = Ty\ n- TATy)^

,<■ c αα\

( 6 " 5 · 66 )

where the last term on the right is obtained by differentiating the
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j - m o m e n t u m equation (6-5.60) with respect to x. In order to obtain
an equation which is good to order €, we need retain only terms of
0(1) in Eq. (6-5.60), i.e., only the pressure term K dp/dy and the centrifugal force term —Kpu2. The continuity equation (6-5.58) may be
expressed in the form

Combining the above equation with the ^-momentum equation (6-5.59),
and evaluating the pressure term according to Eq. (6-5.66), the following
result is obtained:

B [£)>]+S [*(£)'H
/ r γ
rw /

2\ r

vR
vK dr w
ι rw dx

^

dK 1
a / 8p\
dx J ' " dy

n

(6-5.68)
Integration across the shock layer gives, to order e,
dx

u8 dx
8

\ rw / dx

\ rw J ws

dx

rw dx J n

J 0 \ u8 / U 0 \ p J
\ w* /

Veto/*

where

J
'

"

(6 5 70)

-·

'^fSiiï*"

Similarly, combining the continuity equation (6-5.67) with the energy
equation (6-5.61) yields

[(■HH+sIKM
J öy ΙΛ r

dx L\ r w /

w

♦ - f c ) ' ^ + £)'**""-«· <**">
, Tiff

'

Tiff

dX

\ Y-yf

Integration gives

Ë± 4- /2 [J_ *ϋΐ + — ^ ϊ ΐ — (I±-Y —
dx

L ws ifo

+ pL)" £8 ^
\ rw /

Wg

rw

Î/JC

J

\ r w / dx

+ /30S i 1 RKT* dr, = 0,
J

0

(6-5.72)
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where

^fSi;)

(ih)*>·

(6-5·73)

In order to solve the above equations, the appropriate boundary
conditions must be given at the shock front and at the body surface.
For a given shock shape, the values of the flow variables just behind
the shock front are obtained from the Rankine-Hugoniot relations.
Accordingly,
Hg = sin ψ + ξ cos <p9

(6-5.74)

v8 = — cos φ + (f/<0 sin <p,
2

2

pb = (1 - e) cos φ + 0(e ),

(6-5.75)
(6-5.76)

where the angle ξ shown in Fig. 6-5.12 is given by
ξ = Θ — φ = tan - L(l + €K8) dx\

= *fx + °(*2)·

(6"5·77)

In addition, the following expression is obtained from the energy
equation (6-5.61), using the fact that the Rankine-Hugoniot relations
require the total enthalpy to be constant along the shock front:
dH
d-η

μ ψ ί 1 ; ,
(6-5.78)
v
J
(cos (p)(rs/rwy
where the relation 8 dr\ = {r^rw)v dy at y = 8 has been used. As discussed in the preceding section, the temperature at the stagnation point
will go to zero. Since no energy absorption processes are considered,
the static enthalpy will remain zero along the entire body streamline;
therefore
η=1

* U = 0.

(6-5.79)

For this integral method, the ^-velocity and total enthalpy distributions across the shock layer are approximated by polynomials in η.
The velocity is found to be well represented by the linear profile,
u/u8 = a0 + atf,

(6-5.80)

with the condition ujub = 1 at η = 1 providing the relation a0 + ax = 1.
More terms are required for the polynomial representation of the total
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enthalpy profile, as it will vary considerably across the shock layer.
In order to estimate the accuracy of polynomial representations, Wilson
and Hoshizaki use to following two polynomials:

H\Hh = b0 + blV + brf + brf,

(I)
(6-5.81)

H/H8 = b'rf1* + bW'z + btf/2 + b0 ,

(II)

with HjHh = 1 at η = 1.
The integral method involves using the integrated equations of
motion (6-5.64), (6-5.69), and (6-5.72) to determine the integrals 70 , Ily
and I2 as functions of x. The above polynomials are then substituted
into Eqs. (6-5.65), (6-5.70), and (6-5.73) to obtain relations which,
together with the boundary conditions, determine the values of the
aiy bi, and 8 from the Ii at each station x about the body. Equations
(6-5.69) and (6-5.72) are first-order equations which can be solved as
initial value problems starting at the stagnation point. This situation
is the result of the effectively parabolic nature of the governing equations
when terms of 0(e 2 ) are dropped from the j - m o m e n t u m equation.71»79
At the stagnation point Eqs. (6-5.69) and (6-5.72) become singular since
us -+ 0 as x —> 0. However, symmetry arguments show that
dljdx,
dl2/dxy and dS/dx must be zero at the stagnation point. These conditions
with a given shock curvature at x = 0 are sufficient to determine all
stagnation point quantities. In these calculations an assumed shock
shape is used, so that the quantities dhjdx, (dp/dx)s, ub, and v8 are known.
The term involving JQ (ρδ//>) d-r\ in Eq. (6-5.69) is very small and a
suitable approximation can be used for the purposes of the calculation
(see Maslen and Moeckel 79 ). The above discussion outlines the calculation of the ujub and Η/Ηδ profiles. The ^-momentum equation may be
integrated using the known u/us profile to determine the p/p8 profile,
which, together with HjHb and u/us profiles determines ρ/ρδ as a function
of η. Then Eq. (6-5.63) can be inverted to obtain γ(η) and the physical
shock thickness δ.
An iteration procedure was used by Wilson and Hoshizaki to obtain
the shock shape. Their iteration scheme is based on a convergence of
the shock angle, as the solution is more strongly dependent on the
shock angle than on the standoff distance δ. Figure 6-5.13 illustrates
the rapid convergence of the iteration procedure.
Wilson and Hoshizaki carried out numerical calculations for the flow
about a hemisphere and a 30° hemisphere-cone at flight velocities
between 30,000 and 60,000 ft/sec for altitudes of 190,000 and 200,000 ft.
The calculated reduction in the stagnation point radiation flux produced
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Body angle, 0(deg)

FIG. 6-5.13.

Convergence of the shock angle, from Wilson and Hoshizaki.71

by radiative cooling is shown in Fig. 6-5.4. Also, the calculated distribution of radiation flux around a hemispherical body is shown in Fig. 6-5.8.
This normalized distribution was found to be relatively insensitive to
the amount of radiative cooling. Just as for the solutions discussed
above, it was found that radiative cooling produced little change in the
normalized velocity distribution, but significantly changed the total and
static enthalpy distributions. Figure 6-5.14 shows the velocity and
enthalpy distributions calculated using lower and upper emissivity
estimates, and the two profiles for HjHb given by Eqs. (6-5.81). It was
found that profile II gives the best results for moderate radiative cooling
rates (Γη ~ 0.1), whereas profile I gives the best results for large cooling
rates (Γη ~ 1). The application of the integral method to a viscous
shock layer is discussed below in Section 6-6C.
6-5D

PERTURBATION SOLUTIONS FOR WEDGES AND CONICAL BODIES.

Most of this section deals with the general perturbation treatment for
supersonic wedge flow given by Olfe.80 At the end of the section we
consider perturbed conical flow for a transparent shock layer only, as
presented in the appendix of Olfe. 81 Radiative cooling in the shock
layers of wedges and conical bodies is also considered in Section 6-5E,
where a thin shock layer analysis is used to obtain solutions for arbitrary
amounts of radiative transfer.
In the perturbation analysis, the radiative transfer term in the energy
equation is assumed to be a perturbation which is determined by the
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unperturbed (radiationless) flow field. The results obtained here are
therefore strictly applicable only for very small amounts of radiative
cooling. By considering this perturbation limit, the problem of radiating
wedge flow can otherwise be solved in a general manner; i.e., we can
include non-gray absorption coefficients, real-gas effects, precursor
heating, and surface radiation. As shown below, this perturbation
treatment reduces the equations of motion to wave equations with source
terms determined by the radiative transfer. The resulting linearized
equations of motion are simpler than those for the acoustic waves
considered in Section 6-3, since here the radiative transfer is determined
by the unperturbed quantities, rather than by the first-order perturbations. On the other hand, the boundary conditions are more complicated
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in this problem, since the appropriate relations between the perturbed
quantities at the shock front must be satisfied, as well as the tangential
velocity condition at the wedge surface.
By substituting p = p0 + p', p = p0 + p\ etc., the conservation
equations (6-3.1) through (6-3.3), are linearized for steady, twodimensional flow,
du'
dv'
dp
(6-5.82)
dx
dx
dy
p U0

du'

° Jx-dx =
dv'

P

^~dx~

=

dp'
dx '

(6-5.83)

dp'
dy '

(6-5.84)

d f
d_W_
P JL
n
Pouo dx
U
° ~dx~ + p°e° = '

(6-5.85)

where the subscript zero denotes unperturbed quantities, and the
primes denote the perturbation quantities; the coordinate system is
illustrated in Fig. 6-5.15a. The quantity e0 = V · F/p 0 is the net rate
Shock front for non radiating gas

Shock front y s(x) for
radiating gas

Streamline ψ

(a)

FIG. r. 6-5.15.
Olfe. 811

Wedge

(b) Cone

Coordinate systems and notation used for wedge and cone flows, from

of energy emission per unit mass (emission minus absorption), which
is to be computed using the unperturbed quantities, e0 = e0{T0 , p0 ; x, y).
Although real-gas effects such as ionization can be easily included, as
shown in Olfe,80 here we shall restrict ourselves to a perfect gas. For
a perfect gas the static enthalpy perturbation h! is given by
V = yRT'lfr - 1),

(6-5.86)
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where the temperature perturbation T' may be expressed in terms of p'
and p by means of the equation of state,
-ψ- = 7Γ1
o Po

—>
Po

with

Po = PoRTo.

(6-5.87)

With the above perfect-gas relations, the energy equation (6-5.85)
becomes

where a0 = (yp0/Po)1/2 *s t n e isentropic speed of sound, and
€ = (y — 1) p0e0/Yp0 = e0/h0 is the ratio of the net emission rate
e0 = V · F/p 0 to the unperturbed enthalpy h0 . Combining the above
equation with Eqs. (6-5.82) through (6-5.84) gives
d2p'
~ dy2

( M 2 - -1)**and
(M2-

;

av
dx2

=

3y2

de
~p^d~x

_ de
dy

(6-5.89)

(6-5.90)

where M = w0/ao ^s t n e Mach number of the flow behind the shock wave.
Here the supersonic case is considered, M > 1; therefore Eqs. (6-5.89)
and (6-5.90) are wave equations with source terms —p0u0 dejdx and
δβ/ôy, respectively, which are determined by the unperturbed flow field.
An alternative formulation consists of introducing a potential φ defined
hyp = —p0u0 dcp/dx and v = dcpjdy (cf. Section 6-3), so that Eq. (6-5.84)
is directly satisfied. Then the remaining equations of motion yield the
wave equation for φ with the source term e.
The requirement of tangential velocity at the wedge surface provides
the boundary condition
«;'{*, 0 } = 0 .

(6-5.91)

The conservation equations across the (transparent) shock front may be
utilized to obtain the following relations between the perturbations at
the shock front (subscript s):
0s = (v'sluQ) Ψ + Α,
pilp0 = MM

(6-5.92a)

r + By

(6-5.92b)

^/p 0 = K / * / 0 ) J + C ,

(6-5.92c)

4/«o = ( « i / « o ) ß + A

(6-5.92d)
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where Θ'Β is the perturbation of the shock angle. For a perfect gas,
0

=

Γ
2(yM 4 sin 4 a 0 + l)cotcx0
i
4
4
l.2yM sin oc0 - (3y - 1) M 4 sin2 <x0 - (3 - y) M 2 + 2J '

- 2(1 - M 2 sin2 «o)],

^-^a;

(6-5.93b)

_ 2(1 + γΜ2 sin2 OQ) cot a0 - [2(1 + γΜ2 sin2 <*Q) - (y + 1) M 2 ] Î2

where a 0 is the unperturbed angular thickness of the shock layer,
a 0 = 0S 0 — 0W . Equations (6-5.93) reduce to Ω = —2ya0/(y — 1),
Γ = (y— l)/a 0 , A = 0, and Ψ = (y + l)/2 in the limit of a strong
shock [M 2 sin 2 a 0 = (y — l)/2y] and a thin shock layer (oc0 —► 0). T h e
quantities Ay By C, and D depend on the perturbations ahead of the
shock front, and are zero if there are no upstream perturbations. As in
the other shock layer calculations discussed above, we shall neglect
these upstream perturbations (precursor heating), although the quantities Ay By C, and D have been retained in the general solutions given
in Olfe.80
The general solutions of the wave equations (6-5.89) and (6-5.90) are

'<*■» = - w^w S S ^Ψ-άξ d"

(6 5 94)

-·

and

where the integration is taken over the upstream Mach triangle shown
in Fig. 6-5.16. As in supersonic thin-wing theory, the boundary conditions are satisfied by placing sources on or outside the boundaries. The
condition v'{xy 0} = 0 is satisfied by placing sources of strength
e{£, y} = *{£, I V 1} hi the negative η region. The relation between p'
and v' at the shock front is satisfied by placing line sources (appearing
as delta functions in the above equations) along the shock front
η = f tan a 0 and its reflection η = — | tan α0 , with the strength σ{£}
of the line sources determined by the requirement that Eq. (6-5.92b)
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FIG. 6-5.16. Diagram showing the region of radiation sources determining the
perturbations at the point (xf y), from Olfe.80

be satisfied. Carrying out the ξ integration in Eq. (6-5.94) and the η
integration in Eq. (6-5.95), then changing the η integration in Eq. (6-5.94)
to a ξ integration, the following results (including the line sources) are
obtained:

i Γ~(-^)»«>-β1«+£«ΙΦ-7<*-»ΙΙ«
Pi

+ (rqhc) (σ'{&} + σ'{&)]

(6-5·96)

+ (γ^τκ)

(6-5.97)

and

(Ate - "'{«)] .

where
μ = (M2 - l)!/2,

K = (M2 - 1)V2 tan oc0 ,

(X - μγ\
£i - \i + K) '

ξ

= IX + μγ\
* - li + K) '

(6-5.98)
with ξ12 denoting either ξλ or ξ2 .
At the shock front y = x tan a0 = χΚ\μ\ ξχ = x{\ — K)j{\ + K)\
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and ξ2 = x; therefore substitution of Eqs. (6-5.96) and (6-5.97) into the
boundary condition (6-5.92b) gives

€

+-(i+*) (fer) f

< 6 - 5 ·")

I*· l· - T<* - *> I! *■

where Γ" ΞΞ μΓ/γΜ2. The above relation must be satisfied for all values
of x. Therefore, the following expression is obtained by iteration
considering the points x = [(1 — K)j{\ + K)]n ξ12 (which correspond
to the reflection points on the shock front η = ξ tan α0 and on
η = — ξ tan α0 for a Mach wave running upstream from the point ξ2 on
η = ξ tan α0 or from ξχ on η = —ξ tan α 0 ):
°° ιΓ' — \\n

ι

ρ[(1-/Γ)/(1+ΛΓ)]»-^1(2
nn

U [(i-*)/(i+tf)]
[(i-i:)/(i+JO]fi,
fi.2

^

J | j-

(l_^)n

<

/x I L (1 + A ) n

J

|)

/

(6-5.100)
With this equation for σ'{| 1 2 }, Eqs. (6-5.96) and (6-5.97) constitute
solutions for/)' and v\ for a general distribution e{|, η} of radiant-energy
loss throughout the shock layer.
The following expressions for the perturbations u' and p are obtained
by integrating Eqs. (6-5.83) and (6-5.88) with the conditions (6-5.92b)
through (6-5.92d):
v!
1 p'{x,y}
ΊΖΓ = - Ï S S - f c -

+

( 1
W

+

| & \ P'{y cot «p , j }
T")
£

,, . i n n
(6 5 101)
- '

and
Po

7

Po

\γ

Γ J

p0

u0J

yCOi(XQ

(6-5.102)
The temperature perturbation is then determined from the equation of
state (6-5.87), and the shock angle perturbation Θ'Β may be computed
from the velocity perturbation v' at the shock front by means of Eq.
(6-5.92a). The general solution for the unsteady normal shock problem
considered in Olfe51 may be obtained by direct transformation from
the above supersonic wedge solution, as discussed in Olfe.80
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The integrals appearing in the above general solution have been
evaluated for gases of various absorbing properties. First, consider a
transparent gas, for which the emission is given by Eq. (6-2.1); i.e.,

where £ p is the Planck mean absorption coefficient. Here emission from
the wedge surface is neglected, as the surface will generally be appreciably cooler than the gas; see Olfe80 for a discussion of surface
emission and reflection effects. Since the unperturbed flow variables are
constant throughout the shock layer, the transparent gas radiation term
e is constant. Thus integration of Eqs. (6-5.96), (6-5.97), and (6-5.100)
for constant e yields the transparent gas results,

£ - * - i ( i ^ ) f w r ) ( ^ <"■«
'>
and

These formulae agree with those of Zhigulev et al.,82 where only the
special solution for a transparent gas was obtained. The ^-velocity,
density, and temperature perturbations may be computed from Eqs.
(6-5.101), (6-5.102), and (6-5.87), respectively. The resulting temperature perturbation may be expressed in the form

4 1

«*-) fsa f - fr ) il·+* - ■» b£ï) (r^y
-['-(Η£Ϊ)(ΓΤ£Κ)1£Ι·

<«'">

where ys = x tan a0 is the unperturbed shock layer thickness at a distance
x from the wedge vertex. The transparent gas perturbations are plotted
in Fig. 6-5.17 for the limit of a strong shock [M2 sin2 a0 = (y — l)/2y)]
and a thin shock layer (oc0 —► 0). As expected for this limit, the velocity
perturbations are of higher order [for y -> 1 the pressure perturbation
also becomes of higher order than the density and temperature perturbations; see Eqs. (6-5.123)]. The parameter (VTQ/P0U0) appearing in the
above equations is equal to γ/(γ — 1) times the reciprocal of the
Boltzmann number, Bo-1 = aTQ/p0u0h0 .
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We may easily calculate the reduction in radiant-heat transfer to the
wTedge surface produced by the above flow field perturbations. Using the
notation of Section 6-5B, kF oc p n + 1 T^, and integrating across the shock
layer from y = 0 to ya ~ x tan a0 + Jo 0's{x'} àx' ~ x tan a 0 [l + (0'8{x}/2oc0)]y
for small oc0 ,

p

(,+-ιτ) ( , + t ) *

-«-£ÎW„

(6-5.107)
where η == jy/x tan a0 . For a strong shock and thin shock layer, the
above expression becomes

^ = l-[/3 + 4 + V-l 2 ) W ) K"W

0

0.2

Q6

0.4

0.8

1.0

y/ys

F I G . 6-5.17. T h e perturbations across a wedge shock layer in the limit of a strong
shock and a thin shock layer (a 0 —»- 0). Computed for a transparent, perfect gas with
y = 1.67; from Olfe.80
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and
Fw -> 1 - φ - n + 4) Γη{χ}

for y -> 1.

(6-5.108)

Here the definition of the radiation parameter Γη{χ}=(4σΤ%/p0u0h0)(kFxl2)
is based on the mass flow rate p0u0 behind the shock and on the average
distance x/2 traveled in the shock layer by the gas at station x. The
reduced heat transfer Fw for the transparent shock layer of a wedge
is thus given by an expression (6-5.108), which is nearly identical in
form to the relation (6-5.39) for stagnation flow.
Since only relatively thin shock layers are of interest, say oc0 < 25°,
it can be shown 80 that the gray-gas radiative transfer term e is accurately
represented by the one-dimensional expression (k = gray absorption
coefficient),
e = 2 f ^ i ) ( * ^ ° . ) [E2{ky} + E2{k(x tan oc0 -y)}].

(6-5.109)

Substitution of this e function into Eqs. (6-5.96), (6-5.97), and (6-5.100)
gives the following gray-gas perturbations:

-(r^)(^Mril)* 4 (7 + ')!
+*l«(lfS'*(7-')l)]]·

(6 5 110)

-·
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and

+ (ΠΠΒ)[*Η'7-')|-^Ι 0 (7-')Ι]
+

+* K ^ * ( 7

+

')!-*Hi^*(7-')l
+
+ (nhR>(*Mrntr*(7 ')l
<6 5
-*K(ii©"*(7-')l)]i·
· ·'"»
These expressions reduce to the transparent gas results (6-5.104) and
(6-5.105) when the shock layer becomes transparent, i.e., when
Kkx/μ = kys —► 0. Figure 6-5.18 shows that the pressure perturbation
builds up linearly with increasing x and is independent of y for small x
(transparent shock layer), whereas at very large distances x from the
wedge vertex (optically thick shock layer) the pressure perturbation is
constant except within a distance of about two photon mean free paths
of the shock front. The Ez{k[K(x/p) — y]} = E3{k(yB — y)} term in
Eq. (6-5.110) produces this profile at the shock front. The jy-velocity
perturbation shown in Fig. 6-5.19 increases linearly with j , independent
of xy in the transparent regime (dashed line), whereas when x is large,
v' is constant except in boundary regions at the wedge surface and shock
front. It is seen from Eq. (6-5.111) that the wedge boundary profile is
given by the E3{ky} term, whereas the shock boundary profile is given
by the Ε3{Η[Κ(χ/μ) - y]} = E3{k(yB - y)} term.
Since the shock angle perturbation θ'8 is proportional to the value of v'
at the shock front [Eq. (6-5.92a)], reference to Fig. 6-5.19 shows that
— θ'8 will increase linearly with y8 for small kys and will level off to a
constant value when kys > 5, i.e., when the shock layer thickness
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FIG. 6-5.18. T h e perturbation in pressure across a wedge shock layer at various
distances x from the wedge vertex. Computed for a gray, perfect gas (y = 1.67) in the
limit of a strong shock and a thin shock layer (a 0 —► 0); from Olfe.80

*■(&*) v i »

FIG. 6-5.19. T h e perturbation in y-velocity across a wedge shock layer at various
distances x from the wedge vertex. Computed for a gray, perfect gas (y = 1.67) in the
limit of a strong shock and a thin shock layer (a 0 —> 0); from Olfe.80

becomes greater than about five photon mean free paths. The perturbations ü', />', and T" for a gray gas may be determined from Eqs. (6-5.101),
(6-5.102), and (6-5.87), respectively. Figure 6-5.20 shows the perturbations across the shock layer for a gray gas in the optically thick limit.
The perturbation profiles remain constant, except for the temperature
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and density perturbation profiles near the wedge surface, which increase
linearly with x according to
-£- = - P- = - 2 {^-)
(-g-)
kXE2{ky}.
(6-5.112)
TQ
\ y J \ p0u0 J
Po
This linear change in T' and p is produced by the last term of Eq.
(6-5.102), which accounts for radiation losses at constant pressure. In
contrast to the above perturbation near the wedge surface, the temperature perturbation near the shock front depends on the shock wave
properties, and in the optically thick limit is given by

(■%) — ί - - fr1) [ί' + (H£T) [(' - '-r) (Γ^Ρ)

+*('-4·)((2-?-Γ£-'·)]|
- 2 I1 - <r - !> Ö

(Γ?Ρ)| «*^ -^>] '
(6-5.113)

The analysis in Olfe80 also considers radiation from nonoverlapping,
collision-broadened lines which are appreciably self-absorbed. The
resulting perturbed variables have profiles which are similar at different
^-stations, with the perturbations being proportional to y/x (as compared
with the transparent gas case in which the perturbations are proportional
to x).
It should be noted that the perturbation results for different absorption
models and different absorption values may be added to give results
for a more general non-gray spectrum. For this purpose, the above
expressions may be converted to formulae for finite bands by replacing
σΤ$ by the integral of the blackbody radiancy /?$ = πΒν over the frequency bands of interest. In this manner the gray-gas formulae
approximate bands of continuum radiation or bands of well-overlapped
lines. Thus combining the results for different gray bands with the
results for different bands of nonoverlapping lines, a fairly general
spectrum of continuum and line radiation may be represented.
We shall now consider radiation-perturbed flow in a transparent
shock layer of a conical body. In spherical coordinates (see Fig. 6-5.15b),
the conservation equations for steady, axisymmetric flow of a radiating,
transparent gas are
/ dh
v dh\
(dp
u
+
u

'( W

Tü)-( £

v dp\

+ TW

=

ΛΓ

4k

T

„

- *' '

„ ^««„x
(6 5 114)

"·
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1 ν$β
4.5 l·

V\fe u'

L<i^

Οί-^(ΐ)ΐ

k(ys-y)

FIG. 6-5.20. The perturbations across a wedge shock layer in the limit of a strong
shock and a thin shock layer (or0 —► 0). Computed for an optically thick, perfect gas with
y = 1.67; from Olfe. 80

— (pr2u sin Θ) + -^ (prv sin Θ) = 0,
ί du

v du\

pv2

(6-5.115)
dp

(6-5.116)

and

p uI

( Yr + vw+-r==-vëë'
tiV

V

tiV\

pUV

dp
l1 Öp

in\
(6 5 «117)

-·

where u and v now denote velocities in the r and Θ directions, respectively.
For linearization the flow variables may be written in the form
p = p0 + p', p = po + p\ etc.; however, now the quantities for the
nonradiating flow (subscript zero) are functions of Θ. Linearization of
the above conservation equations yields partial differential equations for
the perturbation variables. These equations are reduced to ordinary
differential equations by writing the perturbations as linear functions
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of r; e.g., p' = Ρ(θ) r and p = P(0) r. Including the perfect-gas
equations (6-5.86) and (6-5.87), the resulting equations become
Po(u0H

3PoU +

PoV

+ V J ' ) - (u<P + V ) + v»K* = - 4Αρ,0σΓ04,

+ {p'0 + Po cot 0)V + vQR' + (3u0 + v'0 + v0 cot Θ) R = 0,
v0U' + u0U + (u'0 - 2z;0) V + — P = 0,
-P/-^R=0y
Po

* 0 £/ + z;0F' + (v'0 + 2u0) V +
Po
and

R
P
ti
, * * Λ Λ ^^
— = — - T rt-o ,
6-5.118
Po
Po h«
where the prime now denotes differentiation with respect to Θ.
Now radiative transfer will be important only for strong shock waves,
which yield a small density ratio € = poolp8 · This small density ratio
produces a thin shock layer, since ΘΒ — θ0 ~ Je tan 0O for a nonradiating
conical shock layer. The unperturbed variables may be determined as
functions of Θ from the radiationless conservation equations. In terms
of power series in e,
w0/ws == 1 + h2 tan2 flc(l - V )

+ ->

z;0/ws == — e tan 0C <p + · · ·
/>o//>s == I + H 1 - < P 2 ) +
POIPB = 1

(6-5.119)

2

+έ*(1-9> ) + - >

*o/*e = n / ^ s = 1 + M l - Ψ2) + - i
where φ = (Θ — 0 c )/Jtan 0C ; i.e., φ = y/y8 to lowest order in e.
Substitution of Eqs. (6-5.119) into Eqs. (6-5.118) gives five equations
for the perturbation quantities P, Ry H> U, and V.
At the shock front the conservation equations give the following
strong shock relations to lowest order in € [cf. Eqs. (6-5.92)]:
Rs = 0,
=

=- tan Vc ■,
u0
3
M0
At the cone surface

^ = |_cotöc-^,
Po
3
w0
0g = -j
dr

=- e tan 0C = -x.
2
3 \ u !

ν(Ψ = 0) = 0.

(6-5.120)

(6-5.121)
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T h e solution for each p e r t u r b a t i o n q u a n t i t y has t h e form of a p o w e r

series in e and 991/2; e.g., P = Z m l n i m / V ^ j where the coefficients
pmn are calculated by substitution into Eqs. (6-5.118) through (6-5.121)
and solving to each order in e. T h e following perturbation solutions are
obtained by solving the equations to first (lowest) order, and, in some
cases, second order in e [the boundary conditions (6-5.120) are sufficient
for the determination of the solutions given below; however, higher-order
solutions would require the inclusion of higher-order terms in the
boundary conditions]:
is

ns

ps

us

— βΓη tan 0C φ

l·

y€r n tan 2 0c<P 1 / 2

£ — Μ π + '-τ*")·
f

_ *

_.(ge-*c)

t

2

(6-5.122)

«

\-^ψ-η+4)Γη
where
,
ÄS

yRTs

=

1 7 / 2 . 2n
= £ Koo sin 0C ,

P«
/o —

€

ws = V^ cos 0C ,

A =/E>oo^»3in 2 e c .

Here the definition of Γη involves the values at the shock front,
Γη ΞΞΞ (4σΓ|/ρ8#8Α8)(&ρ 8 #/2). The radiant-heat transfer has been evaluated
as in Eq. (6-5.107) by assuming kP oc ρη+λΤ& (this variation of the absorption coefficient will also affect higher orders of the other perturbations,
since the emission term is constant across the shock layer only to lowest
order).
Equations (6-5.122) show that the velocity and pressure perturbations
are of higher order in € than the temperature and density perturbations.
The corresponding perturbations in a thin, transparent shock layer of a
wedge are

"S

^S

PS

n

8

-ïl =

^ = -4<Γ
ps
ys = l - 2 r

U

,

2e-Tn tan 2 ö w · 99,
us
Fw = 1 - 05 - n + 4) Γη ,
(6-5.123)
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where
hs =

\ = %Vl sin2 0W ,
ps = ^ ,
e
y— 1
/>s = P o o ^ s i n 2 0 w .

us = F«, cos 0W ,

The above expression for Fw agrees with Eq. (6-5.108), and the other
perturbations in Eq. (6-5.123) may be obtained from the previous
wedge analysis by considering the limit of a strong shock wave
[M 2 sin2 a0 = (y — l)/2y] and a thin shock layer produced by a small
value of β[α0 = e tan 0W <^ 1 produced by e <^ 1; i.e., y ~ 1 and
(y — 1) ^ 2e]. The perturbations in flow variables given above for the
wedge and cone cases are plotted on the left-hand sides of Figs. 6-5.21
and 6-5.22, respectively.

F I G . 6-5.21. Radiation-produced changes in the flow variables across the thin,
transparent shock layer of a wedge, calculated (a) for vanishingly small values of the
radiation parameter Γη -> 0, and (b) for the relatively large value, Γη = 1 ; from Olfe. 81

In the next section we start with the thin shock layer assumption and
then carry out solutions for arbitrary amounts of radiative transfer.
6-5E
BODIES.

THIN

SHOCK

LAYER

SOLUTIONS FOR

WEDGES AND

CONICAL

Here we follow the treatment given by Olfe81 for thin, trans-
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parent shock layers of wedges and cones. A more general treatment for
pointed and blunt bodies has been given recently by Wang, 83 who has
carried out calculations for a wedge, cone, and sphere. Wang has also
considered the effects of absorption. 84
In our analysis, the following equation of state is used:

I Pa )

\ps)

(6-5.124)

\hs)

2.5,

,0.5
a=4

0.4

0.6
Φ = y/ys
(b)

FIG. 6-5.22. Radiation-produced changes in the flow variables across the thin,
transparent shock layer of a cone, calculated (a) for vanishingly small values of the
radiation parameter, Γη -> 0, and (b) for the relatively large value, Γη = 1 ; from Olfe. 81

where again the subscript s denotes values just behind the shock front.
For m = 1, Eq. (6-5.124) reduces to the perfect-gas relation. A —1
power has been used for the enthalpy in Eq. (6-5.124); however, the
use of a more general — n power would not change the calculation
procedure given below, but it would yield more complicated formulae.
The emission is assumed to follow the power law

hlL = (±X (JL\

(6-5.125)

Ps
The exponent a is related to the exponents β and β given previously by

oc = ß-l=ß-n

+ 3.
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As mentioned in the preceding section, strong shock waves are
required to produce sufficient radiation to affect the flow. T h e density
ratio e = poo/ps across a strong shock is small, yielding thin shock layers
of angular thicknesses 0S — 0W = e tan 0W and 0S — 0C = ^e tan 0C in
the nonradiating wedge and cone cases, respectively (radiation will
decrease the shock layer thicknesses further). The small density ratio e
may be used as an expansion parameter for the flow variables in the
shock layer, viz.,
h = h0 + ehx+ e2h2 + ··· ,
P = Po + €Pi + *2P2 + *·· >
P=Po + *Pi+e2p2 + " · ,
U = U0 + €«! + €2U2 + ·'· ,

and
v = €νλ +€2ν2 + · · · .

(6-5.126)

In the above expansions the lowest-order terms for the pressure
and velocity are assumed to be the constant, Newtonian values:
p0 = PlVœ sin2 0 W C , u0 = Vœ cos 0W)O , and v0 = 0, where 0 W C
represents the wedge or cone angle, and u and v are the corresponding
velocity components shown in Fig. 6-5.15. The use of Newtonian values
for the pressure and velocity in the lowest-order approximation is
standard shock layer procedure, 85 and gives consistent results in this
radiating flow problem. This invariance (to lowest order) of pressure
and velocity to the radiative transfer is observed in the other shock layer
calculations described in this chapter.
Let us now consider the wedge case, which is described by the steady,
two-dimensional forms of conservation equations (6-3.1) through (6-3.3).
Since the shock layer angular thickness is of order e, we replace y by
η = y je in order to have independent variables x and η which are the
same order of magnitude in the shock layer. The expansions (6-5.126)
are then substituted into the conservation equations, and the coefficient
of each power of e is set equal to zero. The lowest-order terms (e°) in
the energy equation, combined with the lowest-order terms of Eqs.
(6-5.124) and (6-5.125), give

where c = (4aTs/psushs) ks = ABo^k^.
The h0 and νλ terms are
determined by solving the energy equation (6-5.127) together with the
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continuity equation (the momentum equations affect only higher-order
terms in the enthalpy and jy-velocity distributions). Since we are
considering the strong shock limit, M œ sin 6W ^> 1, the shock relations
yield a constant density p3 = p^/e along the entire shock front, and to
lowest order in e the enthalpy will also be constant along the shock
front, hs = V% sin2 0 w /2.
Continuity is conveniently satisfied by introducing the stream
function ψ,
u= ^ ^ ,
p cy

v = - ^ ^ L .
p ex

(6-5.128)
'

v

In order to integrate Eq. (6-5.127), a von Mises transformation of the
independent variables is carried out, (#, η) —► (x, ψ). The derivatives
transform in the following manner:

and

Po e«o W *

\άφίχ '

Using Eq. (6-5.129), the energy equation (6-5.127) may be integrated
to give
(in*

=

l + C0C X

( ~" " s )

(6-5.131)

where the shock position x3 (cf. Fig. 6-5.15a) must now be determined.
In this paper we assume a > 1, which does not limit the usefulness
of this analysis as a is a fairly large positive number for air radiation
in the temperature range of interest; the values oc = 4 and 8 will be
used later for representative calculations.
Conservation of mass may be utilized to relate the shock position
xs to the φ value of the streamline under consideration. To lowest order,
we equate the mass flux through the shock front between 0 and x to
the mass flux in the shock layer at the station x (see Fig. 6-5.15a):
Ροο^οΛ sin 0W =

pudy = ρΒψ

or
*B=

Φ
τ/

a

.

(6-5.132)
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Now a relation between x, y, and ψ is obtained by integrating Eq.
(6-5.128) for u to lowest order,
u

w

o Jo

ctanflwZ/t

,

= cl^T) ψ + ^)

o J o "s

w 1W
,α_1,/

L ,
Γ
1 C0£

"- I +

/etan^w \ .li^-^/A
-

I* - (—ST ) *Ji

)·
(6-5.133)

Using Eqs. (6-5.132) and (6-5.133) to substitute for xe in Eq. (6-5.131)
the enthalpy distribution becomes

Η( 1 + »»)--Φ-,,&)]-"'·-". <"'*>
The shock front position is determined by setting h0/ha = 1 in
Eq. (6-5.134),
* Js =

^s
_ (1 + 2«Γη)<-ι>/« - 1
*etan0 w "
2(« - 1) Γη
'

where .ΓΛ is the radiation
Tn ΞΞ (foTg/psuah8)(kp 8x/2)
ys0 for a nonradiating gas
written in terms of Γη and
shock layer,

(öO.Ui)

parameter given in the preceding section,
= \cx, and xe tan 0W is the shock position
(Γ^ = 0). Equation (6-5.134) may now be
the fractional distance φ = y/ys across the

- ^ = (1 + 2«Tn)-V« {1 - [1 - (1 + 2«ΓΛ)-<«-ΐ)/-] φ } - / ( - ΐ ) .

(6-5.136)

To lowest order p0/ps = (A0/As)-1.
The pressure and velocity components at the shock front may be
determined through order € by applying the conservation equations
across the shock front, which has a slope 0W + (dyjdx) determined from
Eq. (6-5.135),
£■ = 1 + e[2(l + 2*/;)- 1 /« - 1],
Po

(6-5.137a)

^ = 1 - e tan2 0W(1 + 2<χΓη)-1/«,

(6-5.137b)

^ = e tan 0W[(1 + 2<χΓη)-ν« - 1],

(6-5.137c)
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where p0 and u0 are the Newtonian values, ρ^ V\, sin2 0W and V^ cos 0W ,
respectively. Solving Eq. (6-5.133) for ψ(χ, y), v(x, y) is obtained by
differentiating φ with respect to x and substituting for pjp0 = A0/As
using Eq. (6-5.134). For simplicity we express the result in terms of
the enthalpy distribution (6-5.136),
-

= - e tan ew i^~ - 4 r ) ·

(6-5.138)

The quantity hw denotes the enthalpy at the wedge surface:
hw/hB = (1 + 2αΓ η )" 1 /\ It is noted that boundary condition (6-5.137c)
is satisfied, as well as the condition v = 0 on the wedge surface.
As one would expect from the derivation of Eq. (6-5.133) for the
stream function, substitution of φ into Eq. (6-5.128) gives u only to
lowest order, u = u0 . In order to determine u through order e, the
momentum equations must be utilized. First, the pressure distribution
is calculated by considering the ^-momentum equation to lowest order

Multiplying by pjp0u0 and carrying out transformations (6-5.129) and
(6-5.130), this equation becomes (8ρ1/8φ)χ = —ρ8(^νιΙ^χ)ψ · Substituting
vx as a function of x and 0, differentiating with respect to x, and
integrating with respect to ψ gives
1 L

= P(x) -l\+coc\x-

(

^Γ-)!)

1/α

+ c(

£-5-) (1 + *χ*)-ί«+ι>/«.
(6-5.140)

The function P(x) of integration is determined from the boundary
condition (6-5.137a) at the shock front, where ψ = xeu0 tan 9W .
Expressed in terms of the enthalpy distribution, the resulting pressure
distribution is

*-+«Η£)-(ΐ)-τ(ΐΓ[(ΐΓ-']|· <«·»»
The ^-momentum equation to lowest order is

or

£(-£-).--"-«■(£) £ (£■),■

<«'«>
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For the pressure distribution (6-5.141) the right-hand side of Eq.
(6-5.142) is seen to be of higher order. Therefore, UJUQ is a function
of φ only, which is determined by substituting x = ψ/€ΐί0 tan #w into the
boundary condition (6-5.137b). The resulting velocity distribution is

5-<-~Μ·+(ΐΓ-(ΐΓΓ·

(65143

·· »

Let us now compute the ratio Fw of the radiant-heat transfer with
radiative cooling to that for no cooling (at station x)>
r«*M

p
w

J0

= -±-

kTUy
kgT*s 2xe tan 0W

[1 - (1 + 2αΓ„)-ι/«]

(6-5.144)

where the radiant-energy emission has been expressed in terms of the
enthalpy distribution by means of Eq. (6-5.125).
The above calculations for the flow variables and heat transfer have
been carried out for an arbitrary level of radiative cooling, characterized
by the radiation parameter Γη . The results obtained should be valid
for all values of Γη since the assumptions of a thin shock layer and
Newtonian pressure and velocity values to lowest order will not be
violated for any value of Γη as observed from Eqs. (6-5.135), (6-5.138),
(6-5.141), and (6-5.143). In the limit of small radiative cooling, Γη —► 0,
and the expressions derived above reduce to the perturbations given in
Eqs. (6-5.123) for a perfect gas.
Profiles of the perturbations are shown in Fig. 6-5.2la, whereas
Fig. 6-5.21b gives the changes in flow variables produced by a finite
amount of radiation, Γη = 1. For small Γη the profiles vary linearly
with Γη and are independent of a, whereas for larger values of Γη the
changes in flow variables vary less rapidly with Γη , and decrease in
magnitude with increasing a. The dependence on a may be explained
as follows: Γη fixes the radiant-energy emission at the shock front, and
a larger value of a results in a faster reduction of the emission from a
fluid element as it cools during its flow away from the shock front. In
the limit oc —> oo for fixed Γη (as well as for Γη —> 0 at fixed a) the radiantenergy loss from a fluid element will approach zero, and the changes
in the flow variables will accordingly approach zero. In the perturbation
limit Γη —► 0, the cooling is too small to affect the emission, so the
changes produced are independent of a (this result is obvious from the
perturbation calculation, where the emission is determined by the
unperturbed shock layer enthalpy).
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Enthalpy profiles are shown in Fig. 6-5.23 for various values of the
radiative cooling parameter Γη . For small Γη the enthalpy decreases
linearly with Γη , with the rate of decrease becoming much less at large
Γη values. Figure 6-5.24 shows the decreases in heat transfer Fw and

FIG. 6-5.23. Enthalpy distributions produced by various values of radiative cooling
Γη in the thin, transparent shock layer of a wedge; from Olfe. 81
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FIG. 6-5.24. T h e nondimensional radiant-heat transfer Fw and shock layer thickness
yB as functions of the radiative cooling Γη in the thin, transparent shock layer of a wedge;
from Olfe. 81
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shock layer thickness yB with increasing radiative cooling Γη . T h e
radiant-heat transfer decrease is greater than the decrease in shock layer
thickness. In this connection we note that for the perturbation limit
[Eq. (6-5.123) f o r F w , where (β — n + 4) = (a + 1)], the heat transfer
reduction is made up of a —οίΓη term contributed by the change in
enthalpy and a — Γη term contributed by the change in shock layer
thickness, whereas the fractional change in shock layer thickness is
equal to —2Γη . Therefore, for the representative values a = 4 and 8,
the reduction in shock layer thickness y8 accounts for 20 and 11 % of
the total reduction in radiant-heat transfer Fw as Γη —► 0. Although
the absolute reduction in Fw produced by the change in yB increases
with Γη , the fraction of the Fw reduction produced by the change in ya
decreases with increasing Γη from the values given above.
Although the detailed calculations are more laborious, the treatment
for radiating flow over a cone follows the procedure given above for
the wedge. For the cone problem, the expansions (6-5.126) are substituted into the conservation equations for axisymmetric flow [Eqs.
(6-5.114) through (6-5.117)]. T h e solution gives the following equation
for the enthalpy:

(1

+

1^)~*

- fell) (1

+

2»Γη)

fr)—

+

(^1)

(1 + 2οΓη)<«-ι>/- - fc=±) (1 + 2«Γη) +
Χ
^ α }

α

fr)—

l^—l)
'
(6-5.145)

where φ = (Θ — ö c )/(ö s — ö c ), or φ = y/ya to lowest order. By calculating φ as a function A0/As, the enthalpy profiles given in Fig. 6-5.25
were determined. T h e shape of the shock front is given by

* = Ö - W [fc^r) fe) <'+ ^ " » ^ " ·
In terms of the enthalpy distribution (6-5.145), the conical flow analysis
gives the following expression for the velocity and pressure distributions:

ΐ — " - « · ' - =£? Ifch) (£)""'+<■ + ^ (t)
- tzTï) ( 1 + 2 «« r «) ( - 1 ) / "| .

(6-5.147)
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■ A n \-«i <a °'- 1 >/ 01

(6-5.148)

1 e 1

- ( -wt(2^r)( 1+2ar ^- 1,/ "

X (1 + 2οΓη)-ν. [|(1 +

2α Γ η )

- (^-)""j 2 - (2αΓη)^]

+ 2(1 + 2«rnf (2*Γηγ [ι - (A-)] + (-i2L) (i + 2a/;)
X [1 + (a - 2) r j (2<*ΓΜ) [(A)"'"" 1 ' - l]

-(2^Τ)[(^)^^)

+ fe~r)[fc|)o+^ll,

2

+

t± î )]

x Ι(ΐΓ~υ -1]
- 4 (2^Τ)(4^Τ)[(^Γ^ 1, - 1 ]|)·

( 6 - 5 · 149 )

The radiation-induced changes in the flow variables plotted in Fig. 6-5.22
were calculated from the above expressions, after subtracting the
radiationless values given in Eq. (6-5.119). For small radiative transfer
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FIG. 6-5.25. Enthalpy distributions produced by various values of radiative cooling
Γη in the thin, transparent shock layer of a cone; from Olfe. 81

Γη —> 0, the changes in flow variables reduce to the perturbation given
by Eqs. (6-5.122).
The radiant heat transfer ratio Fw at station r on the cone surface
is given to lowest order by

^=-h I1 - 2^iyrn[(1 + 2-r-)ta"1,/" - 1]i ·

(6 5 150)

-·

Figure 6-5.26 shows the decrease in heat transfer and shock layer
thickness with increasing Γη for this cone case. It should be noted that
the enthalpy and radiant-heat transfer expressions given above are
equivalent to those given by Chin and Hearne, 70 who assumed constant
pressure and unperturbed velocities, with the density variations being
accounted for by the use of the Howarth-Dorodnitsyn variable
d
y* = (p/ps) ày.
6-5F SIMILARITY SOLUTIONS FOR SLENDER BODIES. Hypersonic flow
over a slender body may be determined from "small-disturbance"
theory, provided the velocity and pressure perturbations are small
compared to the free-stream velocity [/«, and dynamic pressure p^ U% ,
respectively. Defining r as the maximum inclination angle of the body,
the hypersonic similarity parameter M^r may be introduced. Since the
values of M^r considered are generally not small, the velocity and
pressure perturbations are not small compared to the free-stream sound
velocity and static pressure, respectively; thus small-disturbance theory
is essentially a nonlinear theory.
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The equations of motion (6-3.1) through (6-3.3) may be written in
the following form for steady flow:
dp
dr

.*-£-■

dx

du
dx

dv ,
dr

pv
r

= 0.

(6-5.151)

1 dp
p dr

= 0,

(6-5.152)

î + »-F-= 0.

(6-5.153)

dv , dv
u— + v
ox
dr
pU

dh
dx

dh
pv dy

dp
dx

In Eq. (6-5.151), v = 0 and 1 for the planar and axisymmetric cases,
respectively, with r representing the Cartesian coordinate y in the
planar case, and the cylindrical radius in the axisymmetric case.
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FIG. 6-5.26. The nondimensional radiant-heat transfer Fw and shock layer thickness y*
as functions of the radiative cooling Γη in the thin, transparent shock layer of a cone;
from Olfe.81

Hypersonic flow over a slender body produces a shock angle of order τ,
resulting in velocity perturbations behind the shock which are of order
U^T in the lateral direction and of order U^r2 in the axial direction.
Since the axial velocity perturbation is of higher order, the smalldisturbance equations of motion are obtained from the above equations
by replacing the axial velocity u by the free-stream velocity [/«, (see
Hayes and Probstein 85 for a more rigorous derivation):
U

dp
dp
-8-X+Vd-r+P¥r

dv
r

(6-5.154)
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"-B+'S+T!-*

(6 5 ,55)

-·

If £/oo d( )jdx is replaced by the time derivative d( )/dt, the above equations are transformed to the exact equations of motion for unsteady
flow in the direction r; i.e., these equations may be used to describe
the propagation of plane, cylindrical, and spherical shock waves, for
v = 0, 1, and 2, respectively. "Similarity" or "self-similar" solutions
have been obtained for the propagation of plane, cylindrical, and
spherical shock waves, with the plane and cylindrical cases also
representing hypersonic flow about slender two-dimensional and
axisymmetric bodies, respectively.
In this section we consider the similarity solution obtained by
Romishevskii, 86 who included transparent gas radiation for the axisymmetric problem. A similarity solution for the radiating spherical shock
is given by Elliot87 in the Rosseland diffusion limit. The plane case has
been studied by Wang, 88 who obtains solutions for a gray gas by using
the differential approximation discussed in Section 6-2, as well as
solutions for the transparent and diffusion limits. Except at these limits,
similarity solutions will exist in a gray gas only if the density ahead
of the shock front varies in a prescribed manner. In his analysis for a
transparent gas, Romishevskii also considers the case of varying density
upstream from the shock front; however, here we shall be concerned
only with the most common situation of constant upstream density.
As in the preceding section, the transparent gas radiation is approximated by a power-law formula,
V · F = 4σΤ4£Ρ ~ Chmpk,

(6-5.157)

where the use of the exponents m and k follows the notation used by
Romishevskii. 86 Using the perfect-gas relation h = yp\p{y — 1) to
express Eqs. (6-5.156) and (6-5.157) in terms of p and p only, the
following form of the energy equation is obtained:
Ua

p dp
p dx

+

vp
C/QO dp
v dp
v dp
±± _ U ^ _ _L ££
y dx
y dr
pp dr

=

c pU)

\y — 1/

x

PmPk~m.

(6-5.158)

v

Here we shall consider power-law bodies, r b = Xhxn, with the shock
front position given by the same power law, r8 = X8xn. For the
nonradiating case85 it is found that similarity solutions exist only for
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values of n greater than or equal to n* = 2/(3 + v), the value w*
corresponding to the constant energy or "blast wave" case. For n > 1,
the body slope drh/dx = ηλ^χη~λ increases along the body length from
the value of zero at x = 0 (pointed nose). Therefore the body length
must be less than a critical value in order that the maximum body
slope be small enough for a valid application of small-disturbance
theory. At the surfaces of these concave bodies, p —► oo and T —>■ 0.
For axisymmetric flow, v = 1, so that for \ < n < 1 there exist
similarity solutions which yield convex bodies (decreasing slope) with
blunt noses. For these convex bodies, small-disturbance theory will give
accurate results away from the nose region and away from the fluid
adjacent to the body surface which passed through the blunt nose
region. The similarity solutions for convex bodies give p —► 0 and T —> oo
at the body surfaces.
As trial similarity solutions of Eqs. (6-5.154), (6-5.155), and (6-5.158),
consider the functions

(6-5.159)
where λ = rjxn. Since the (small) shock angle at station x is approximately nrjx, the values of the above variables at the shock front will
equal the appropriate Rankine-Hugoniot strong shock values if we
require
R(XS) = V(XS) = Ρ(λβ) - 1.
(6-5.160)
Substitution of Eqs. (6-5.159) into Eqs. (6-5.154) and (6-5.155) gives
λ [V - (f^r)]

& + *RV + 2RV = 0

(6-5.161)

and

(6-5.162)
which are total differential equations in the variable λ, with the primes
denoting differentiation with respect to λ.
Substitution of Eqs. (6-5.159) into the energy equation (6-5.158)
yields a total differential equation in λ only if the following relation
holds between n and m:

m = gf5D .

(6-5.163)
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Therefore, for a given body shape described by the value of n, a
similarity solution will exist only for a particular enthalpy (temperature)
dependence of the Planck mean absorption coefficient. For the above
value of m the energy equation becomes

= [2 W -V m - 2 C

( __ 1Vb-i J pi'1UT~3^m~2PmRk~'".

(6-5.164)

By combining Eqs. (6-5.161), (6-5.162), and (6-5.164), the following
expressions for the derivatives of V, R, and P are obtained:
dV
( y \r^«1/y)+2n(y-l)(PF/i?)-(y*-l)«2-|
d{X\\) - \ nX/Xs / L
2Φ2 - γ(γ - 1) (P/R)
J'
dR
_ ( R \ Γ?(ν'-1)α,-4ηΚΦ'-Φ«1Ί
</(λ/λ8)
l ηΦλ/λ8 fi
2Φ2 - y(y - 1) (P/P)
J'
dP
</(λ/λ8)

lI y
y \\ [2(y
p(y +
+ 1)
1) ΡΦα
*Φ<*22 -- ΑηΡΥΦ
4nFV9 -- ΡΟ^Λ
Ρ^Λ
2
\VrtJXT)
nX/Xs / L
2Φ
γ(γ
l)(P/R)
L
2<P*-v(v-l)(PIR)
J'

l

°°·10^

(θ-ο.ιοο)

(6

"5·167)

In these equations

oc, = (y + 1) V - 2nV* - 2η(γ - 1) | and
2m
_λ) \ "*P -_ J »^. I. +P _ _ _2nPV
_ _

(6.5.168)

with

^Ι^ΑΜΤ-;-l2

M c

(y-i)*-1 F - u~ As ·

Since the gas velocity behind the shock is nearly equal to J7«, for a
slender body, the radiation parameter W is equivalent to the parameter
Γη introduced in the preceding section.
Equations (6-5.165), (6-5.166), and (6-5.167) may be numerically
integrated, starting at the shock front (λ/λθ = 1 ) where each of the
variables takes on the value of unity, as prescribed by Eq. (6-5.160).
The body surface is reached when the velocity becomes tangential to
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the surface; i.e., when v/U^ = [2η/(γ + l)](r/x) V equals the body
slope nr/x. This condition may be written as Φ = V — [(y + l)/2] = 0,
which produces an infinite slope for R [see Eq. (6-5.166)] and thus an
infinite or zero density at the surface, as mentioned above. Romishevskii
has carried out calculations for (1) the values γ = 1.13, m = 3.5, and
k = 2 corresponding to high temperature air, and (2) the values
y = 1.67, m = 7Γ, and k = 2 corresponding to ionized hydrogen. The
similarity condition (6-5.163) requires the convex body n = ^ for the
air values, and the concave body n = ^ for the hydrogen values. The
computed profiles of density, pressure, and velocity across the shock
layer are shown in Figs. 6-5.27, 6-5.28, and 6-5.29, respectively.

I

^

n=0.80
y I.I3

λ/λ.
FIG. 6-5.27. Density profiles across the transparent shock layer of a slender body for
various values of the radiation parameter W ~ Γη , from Romishevskii. 86

Radiative cooling produces an appreciable increase in density (temperature decrease), resulting in a reduction of the shock layer thickness.
The pressure and velocity are changed very little.

6-6

Radiating viscous flows

So far in this chapter the flows have been treated as inviscid, except
for a brief discussion in Section 6-4 of viscous effects within a shock
front. Since the presence of viscous effects generally implies that heat
conduction is important, we shall be considering energy transfer by
heat conduction, as well as by viscous dissipation, radiation, and convection. The simplest viscous problem, Couette flow, will be discussed
first, then boundary layers and viscous shock layers will be described.
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λ/λ.
FIG. 6-5.28. Pressure profiles across the transparent shock layer of a slender body of
various values of the radiation parameter W ~ Γη , from Romishevskii. 86

H 1.025

λ/λ β
FIG. 6-5.29. Velocity profiles across the transparent shock layer of a slender body for
various values of the radiation parameter W ~ Γη , from Romishevskii. 86

6-6A COUETTE FLOW. Couette flow is defined as steady parallel
flow between a bottom surface at rest and a top surface moving with
the constant velocity U. Choosing a Cartesian coordinate system with
#-axis along the direction of flow and j - a x i s perpendicular to the boundary surfaces, we shall consider the steady-state limit for which there
are no flow variations in the ^-direction. The ^-momentum equation
for steady, viscous, compressible flow is (see, e.g., Schlichting 89 ),
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t

du

du

dp

3 ί

/ du

2 [du

dv

dw ~i\ )

(6-6.1)
where μ is the coefficient of viscosity. For Couette flow, v = w = 0,
and there are no variations in the ^-direction; therefore the above
equation reduces to

Here we shall consider constant μ, so that integration of Eq. (6-6.2) yields
u = Uy/yw ,

(6-6.3)

where yw is the distance between the walls. Thus a linear velocity
profile is obtained independently of the energy equation, and therefore
independently of the radiation, heat conduction, and viscous dissipation.
On the other hand, for μ given as a function of temperature, the energy
equation must be coupled with the momentum equation (6-6.2) to
determine the temperature and velocity profiles.
The energy equation for a steady, viscous, compressible flow with
radiation is
dT ,
dT ,
u—+
c
v
+
c.
pCv
P p w P pw—

dT

dp
dp , dp
d Λ dT\
= u - + v - + w- +
- ( X ^

+ £(»£■)+«(»-£■)-'■* + '*

«*ο

where λ is the coefficient of thermal conductivity, and the viscous
dissipation term Φ is given by
^

r, \(du\2'

, /dv\2

, / dw \ 2 l

, (dv , du\2

, / dw

\*
)i

, dv\2

1 /du ,νν,
\dx
dy
33 \dx

dw \
dz /
(6-6.5)
For Couette flow (v = w = 0, no variations in the ^-direction), the
above equations reduce to

+ \dz
£ + ■dx
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where the temperature Γ, radiation flux Fy and velocity u are functions
of y only. Equation (6-6.6) shows that a fluid element will remain at a
constant temperature in this steady-state limit by means of a balance
of heat conduction and radiation energy losses with the energy produced
by viscous dissipation.
In this section we shall follow Greif,90 who extended the analysis of
Lick 91 to include the viscous dissipation term. All three coefficients
(thermal conductivity, viscosity, and radiation absorption) are assumed
to be constant. Therefore, the heat conduction term in Eq. (6-6.6)
becomes λ d2T/dy2, and the viscous dissipation term takes on the
constant value pU2jy% since the velocity is given by the linear profile
Eq. (6-6.3). Therefore,
, d2T

λ

dF , μϋ2

+

"^-φΓ ν

=

.

,,

r

^

(6 6 7)

~'

The radiation term dFjdy is treated by the substitute kernel method
in which the Ε2(τ) function is replaced by me _nT , as discussed in Section
6-2C. This method yields the approximate differential equation (6-2.23)
for a gray gas, which for constant absorption coefficient k becomes
d2F
dT*
-j-i = 4kam -j- + k2n2F.

(6-6.8)

The radiation flux F is eliminated between the above equations by
first differentiating Eq. (6-6.7) with respect to y and using Eq. (6-6.8)
to substitute for d2F\dy2\ then this combined equation is differentiated,
with Eq. (6-6.7) being used to eliminate the resulting dFjdy term. The
resulting fourth-order differential equation is integrated twice to give
d2T
€—-ST-T*=-cc-

βτ^ξ

+ \ψτ^ξ\

(6-6.9)

Here nondimensional quantities are defined by
ξ=

,

Tι = -ψ- ,

Vw

-

€ΞΞ

(IST) Ufï) ·

f =ητ = nky,

fw = nkyw ,

lo

δ = efl

(6-6.10)

'

*H-ir) (~^r) '

with the values m = f and n = § being used by Greif. In order to
evaluate the constants of integration, <x and ß> we first put Eq. (6-6.7)
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into nondimensional form and eliminate e d2T/d£2
(6-6.9), obtaining

by means of Eq.

(-üL·*)w=8T+Ti-a+i~^+Tfwf·

(6 6 Π)

-·

For dF/dy we use the following integral expression, which includes
radiation from the black walls at temperatures 7\ and Tw at τ = 0 and
T = rw , respectively [cf. Eq. (6-2.22)]:
dF
r
rT
rTw
4
4
- ^ - = Ikam | 2 T - n j Γ *-»<'-*> Λ - Λ J Γ 4 e-nit-r) ^
- Γ 4 e~nT - 7 *

^-W(TW-)] f

(6-6.12)

where the exponential function Ε2(τ) has been replaced by m e~nT. The
above integrals are evaluated using Eq. (6-6.9) for T 4 , and substitution
into Eq. (6-6.11) yields the following expressions for a and β:

+ 8[fw +

(i + , w ) f 1 + ^ | w - ( i + , w ) 5 | J j
(6-6.13)

'-(ïTdi*- , ï + î p + , -> + , [ , - , ' + £L + TFlJ!·
(6-6.14)
The nondimensional heat flux q includes both conduction and
radiation,

« = -^τξ = ΊΡΤξ(-XW

+F

)

= _

Π Τ ) ^ W + Vrf?) ·

(6 6,15)

"

Again differentiating Eq. (6-6.7) and using Eq. (6-6.8) to substitute for
d2F/dy2, the nondimensionalized form of the resulting differential
equation is then subtracted from the derivative of Eq. (6-6.9) to obtain

-,-(■£.)(,-*>
= 2(β-φξ)

for

« = î

and » = f.

(6-6.16)
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The differential equation (6-6.9) may be easily solved for various
limiting cases. First, if e <^ 1 then conduction is important only in
"boundary layers" adjacent to each wall. Furthermore, if the channel
is not optically thick, then δ = er^ <^ 1, and away from the wall
boundary layers Eq. (6-6.9) reduces to
f4

=

a (0) +

ßlO)fwC _ ^ f w i 2 f

(6.6>17)

where a (0) and ßi0) are the values of oc and ß computed for δ = 0. For
application near the walls, a boundary layer equation is obtained by
stretching the coordinate in the manner | = ^/e 1 / 2 , so that the e α2Τ/αξ2
term in Eq. (6-6.9) becomes of the same order of magnitude as the
largest term in the rest of the equation. Therefore, Eq. (6-6.9) becomes
transformed to
^f--T*=άξ2

(0)
a

- j8(0)fwfa + ictfwÄ - -fi

,

(6-6.18)

where the subscript a denotes 1 at the lower wall (ξ± = 0) and w at
the upper wall (fw = 1). We note that the d2T/d£2 term may be written
as (dTldi)[d(dT/di)ldT],
thus Eq. (6-6.18) may be directly integrated
to give
S ( - ^ - ) = S1/2[f (Γ 5 - / « ) - 2fi(T - / a ) ] 1 / 2 .

(6-6.19)

Numerical integration of this equation gives the temperature distribution.
The determination of q from Eqs. (6-6.16) and (6-6.14) requires only
the temperature derivatives at the walls, which may be directly obtained
from Eq. (6-6.19).
Consider now the opposite limit € ^> 1, for which conduction is
dominant. It is evident from Eq. (6-6.7) that pure conduction produces
a linear temperature profile, and viscous dissipation adds a quadratic
term. Thus for e ^> 1 the temperature profile should be adequately
described by the power series
T = a0 + aj + a9J2 + a^\

(6-6.20)

where the coefficients are determined by substitution of this series into
Eq. (6-6.9). This solution corresponds to that for the nonradiating
problem, plus terms proportional to 1/e.
The third limiting solution to be considered is that for large optical
depth, fw ^> 1. Neglecting terms of higher order in l/fw , Eq. (6-6.9)
becomes
hT + T* = a * + j8*fw£ - è<pfwf2,

(6-6.21)
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where
α* = δ? α + Ίχ

(6-6.22)

and

p

=

8(TW - f j

(ft - ft)

|

y _

|

(6-6.23)

These relations for a* and j8* may be obtained from Eqs. (6-6.13) and
(6-6.14) for fw large, or may be obtained directly from Eq. (6-6.21)
by requiring that the gas temperature approach 7\ and Tw at the lower
and upper walls, respectively. These optically thick gas results may also
be derived by directly using the Rosseland diffusion approximation
(6-2.2) in the energy equation (6-6.7), as carried out by Viskanta and
Grosh. 92 The heat flux is determined by substituting the above expression
f o r ß * i n t o E q . (6-6.16):
_9

=

28(fw - fi)

+

TW

2{f%-

Tt)

+

^

_

2 f )e

Tw

An approximate extension of the above thick-gas results to all values
of optical depth may be achieved by introducing the "radiation slip"
concept discussed in Section 6-2F. Greif has added the viscous dissipation term to Probstein's formula 25 (which assumes the separability of
the heat conduction and radiation fluxes), obtaining the expression,

_

=

^Kfw-fj
TW

+

Άη-τ\) +

φ{ι

_

( / -r T W J

Using the methods described above, Greif computed the curves of
nondimensional heat transfer —q versus δ shown in Fig. 6-6.1 for
various values of T W = fw/w, £, and <p. As expected from the above
discussion, good results are obtained (1) for the boundary layer analysis
when δ and e = 8/fw are both small, (2) for the power-series formula
when € = 8/f% is large, and (3) for the diffusion analysis when T W is
large. The radiation slip plus conduction formula for — q is seen to
give good results for all values of T W and δ, although the limiting formulae
obtained above from the substitute kernel formulation will generally be
somewhat better in their ranges of applicability (the radiation-slip
temperature profiles also will be slightly inferior to those calculated by
the substitute kernel method).
The interaction of radiation and heat conduction has been investigated
in the following studies for conditions where viscous dissipation can be
neglected: Greif93 has extended Lick's substitute kernel analysis 91 to
include power-law temperature dependences for the coefficients of
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FIG. 6-6.1. The nondimensional heat flux — q versus the conduction-radiation
parameter δ Ξ= 3λ&/4σΤ£ , for the various values of channel optical depth TW , position
ξ = y/yw , and viscous dissipation parameter <p; from Greif.90

thermal conductivity and radiation absorption. Both Lick and Greif
considered a "picket fence'' absorption model, as well as the gray-gas
model. T h e Goulards 94 have carried out an iterative numerical calculation
using the integral equations obtained for combined radiation and
conduction in an optically thin gas with real-air properties. Numerical
computations for gray gases with constant properties have been
performed by Viskanta and Grosh 95 and by Einstein. 31 Recently Wallace 96
refined the results for the optically thick limit by obtaining a uniformly
valid approximation scheme utilizing the method of inner and outer
expansions. The transient radiation-conduction problem has been
studied by Lick. 97
6-6B BOUNDARY LAYERS. The flow of a gas around a body generally
may be divided into two parts: an outer flow region, where viscosity
may be neglected, and a thin boundary layer adjacent to the body
surface, where viscosity reduces the velocity from the inviscid value to
zero at the surface. For reentry bodies, the boundary layer concept is
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useful at lower altitudes, but it breaks down at higher altitudes where
the reduced density extends viscous effects across the entire shock layer.
Therefore, the viscous shock layer problem described in the next section
will be more widely applicable to the reentry problem, although the
laminar, compressible boundary layer does represent one of the most
fundamental and important flow fields.
Howe's analysis 98 of a transparent laminar boundary layer in the
stagnation region of an axisymmetric body is discussed in this section.
An estimate for the effect of radiation in a transparent boundary layer
was first made by Smith," who neglected convection terms in the energy
equation in order to obtain the simple conduction plus radiation
problem. The transparent boundary layer has also been studied by Scala
and Sampson 42 for axisymmetric flow, and by Koh and DeSilva 100 for
flow over a flat plate. The following authors have used the Rosseland
diffusion approximation to carry out calculations for optically thick
boundary layers: Viskanta and Grosh, 101 Scala and Sampson, 42
Romishevskii, 102 and Rumynskii. 103 Rumynskii has also used the differential approximation in an investigation 104 of the boundary layer for
a gray gas. In addition to his transparent boundary layer analysis, 98
Howe was studied 105 the effect of injecting an absorbing gas into
the boundary layer. Here we consider only the transparent case, but
self-absorption will be included in the next section when Howe's
viscous shock layer calculations are described.
The boundary layer equations are obtained from the conservation
equations by assuming that the boundary layer thickness is small
compared with the linear dimension along the body (the boundary layer
equations are asymptotic equations for very large Reynolds numbers,
Re ΞΞΞ pVL/μ). Accordingly, the conservation of mass equation for
steady boundary layer flow is obtained from Eq. (6-5.58) by noting
that the v-coordinate in the boundary layer is small, giving K ~ 1 ;
therefore
yx{Pur)+^{pm")=0,

(6-6.26)

where v = 0 and 1 for two-dimensional and axisymmetric flow, respectively. Howe considers flow near the stagnation point of an axisymmetric
body (v = 1), with r ^ x a s shown in Fig. 6-6.2.
Since the boundary layer is thin, the momentum equation in the
v-direction gives dp/dy ~ 0. T h e ^-velocity u varies across the thin
boundary layer of width δ from the inviscid flow value at the outer edge
of the boundary layer to the value zero at the body surface, therefore
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p .u

Boundary layer

FIG. 6-6.2. Geometry and notation used for the stagnation boundary layer calculation,
adapted from Howe and Viegas. 72

the term 8(μ dujdy)jdy will be much larger than the other viscous
terms in Eq. (6-6.1). Accordingly, the ^-momentum equation becomes
du

du

d_( du\
dp
dx ' dy \ dy)

(6-6.27)

The pressure gradient dpjdx may be expressed in terms of the velocity
gradient at the outer edge of the boundary layer by means of the
inviscid momentum equation, dpjdx = — peuG dujdx.
In a similar manner the viscous dissipation term Φ given by Eq. (6-6.5)
may be shown to equal (du/dy)2 in the boundary layer approximation,
and the energy equation becomes
8T
Pcvu—+Pcvvdy

dT
dx

dy

λ dT

2
+μ du\

( -3^) (Α
dy)

VF.

(6-6.28)

Substituting for the pressure gradient dpjdx from the momentum equation (6-6.27), and introducing the total enthalpy, dH = d(h -f- \u?) =
cp dT + u du, the following form of the energy equation is obtained:
dH ,
dx

dH = — (-t- dH
dy \ Pr dy

KH>

Pr) dy\ 2 ) \

F,
(6-6.29)

where Pr == c^jX is the Prandtl number. This form of the energy
equation is valid for a reacting gas if the Lewis number Le = cppD/X
is unity, where D is the diffusion coefficient (below we shall consider a
dissociating gas in equilibrium).
The radiation term V · F in Eq. (6-6.29) is equal to 4σT 4 £ p , as given
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by the transparent gas relation (6-2.1). By empirically correlating the
Planck mean absorption coefficient for air, Howe obtains the expression
d

/ o

V · F = cT (-£-)

\nT°

,

(6-6.30)

where p0 is a reference density, and c> d, n, and a are constants appropriately chosen for the regime of interest.
In viscous flow, as the wall (body surface) is approached the velocity
goes to zero, and the gas temperature becomes equal to the wall
temperature, which is assumed to be constant in the stagnation region.
Therefore, we have the following boundary conditions at the wall

(y = 0):

u = 0,

at y=0:

v = 0,

H = Hw.

(6-6.31)

At the outer edge of the boundary layer (taken as j ; = oo in the boundary
layer equations), the variables u and H must approach the inviscid
values. The appropriate inviscid value for ue is obtained from the
modified Newtonian velocity in the stagnation region,
for y-+oo:

with β = 4 Γ 2 ^ ~

u-+ue=ßx,

^

L

Κ

(p e )s

Ψ\

(6-6.32)

J

where R is the body nose radius; the subscript e denotes values at the
outer edge of the boundary layer, and the subscript s denotes stagnation
quantities. The second condition at the outer edge of the boundary
layer is obtained from the inviscid energy equation (since H approaches
the inviscid value), with radiation included:
for y —> oo :

pu —

\- pv —

> — V · F.

(6-6.33)

The conservation equations (6-6.26), (6-6.27), and (6-6.29) are to be
solved subject to the boundary conditions (6-6.31), (6-6.32), and (6-6.33).
First, the independent variables x and y are transformed to s and η by
means of the Levy transformation,
ρβιιβμβν2ν dx

(6-6.34)

^ = ( 2 ^ / / ^ '

(6 635)

s=
Jo

-

where C = ρμ/ρβμβ is assumed to be constant. Furthermore, it is assumed
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that pe/xe = (pe/Os · Since r ~ ' x and ue = βχ, the above equations
become
Βρ-ιι*Χ2{ν+1)

and

The partial derivatives are accordingly transformed by

and

A stream function ψ is defined so that conservation of mass, Eq.
(6-6.26), is satisfied:
3φ

Βώ

- ^ = pvrv'

1^ = ^

( 6 " 6 · 4 °)

The following quantities are also defined:
g(v)

EEE H/He

(6-6.41)

and
/ ( , ) = 0/(2iC)V«.

(6-6.42)

These relations assume a similarity solution, which is shown to exist
by the reduction of the conservation equations to the total differential
equations given below. By differentiating Eq. (6-6.42) and utilizing
Eqs. (6-6.36), (6-6.38), and (6-6.40), we obtain
f(v)

= u/ue ,

(6-6.43)

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to η.
The following differential equations (for constant Pr) are obtained by
transforming the conservation equations (6-6.27) and (6-6.29) to the
independent variables s and η, using the above definitions:
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and
\nT(

Pr ^

*-[^fc]-^[('-^)^]· <«-"5>

It can be shown that the right-hand side of Eq. (6-6.44) may be neglected
because the surface temperature is much lower than Te ,98 The righthand side of Eq. (6-6.45) may be neglected since u\ <^ He in the
stagnation region of a body traveling at the hypersonic speeds of interest.
For a perfect, nonreacting gas, the temperature and density
appearing in the radiation term of Eq. (6-6.45) may easily be expressed
in terms of β(η) by means of (1) the perfect-gas relation for H:
H ~ h = cpT = Heg{r))y since u2 <ξ / / , and (2) the equation of state:
p = pjRT = pcp/RHegfr).
Howe, on the other hand, considers the gas
to be made up of air molecules and air atoms, with the degree of
dissociation being given by the equilibrium value. Therefore, the
relative concentration of molecules and atoms is determined by the
equilibrium constant K(T) = ^>ltom^molecule f ° r dissociation. Since the
specific heats cp of the molecules and atoms do not differ by much in
the temperature range of interest, the temperature and density are
approximately given by the following relations 98
r = l(**(„)-fc|l + ^ y

exp[-|(^-4-)]]-1/2)

(6-6.46)

and

Pb
[lD +

(6-6.47)

Heg(v)-cpT]RTm

In the above equations R represents the gas constant for the molecules,
and /D is the heat of dissociation. The pressure p may be treated as
constant in the stagnation region.
The differential equations (6-6.44) and (6-6.45) are reduced to the
following expressions if the small terms on the right-hand sides are
omitted, and Eq. (6-6.47) is used to eliminate p:
fm+ff'=0

(6-6.48)
a

£+* - [<TTÎWJ U 4 - , J ' " " ' - ° ·
nT -l

(6 6 49)

-·

with T being related to β(η) by means of Eq. (6-6.46). Transformation
of the boundary conditions (6-6.31) at the wall yields
at

η=0:

/ = 0,

/'=0,

g=g*.

(6-6.50)
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At the outer edge of the boundary layer Eq. (6-6.32) gives
for

77—00:

/'->1.

(6-6.51)

The inviscid energy equation (6-6.33) may be transformed to

f
tor

/'
η

-> 00.

jg-+

cTd

r
ί(ν +

1 \____Pln____rTa-1

1} ßHepj

[PQRT{1O

+ Heg

_

Cj)T)\

(6-6.52)

Therefore, combining this result with Eq. (6-6.49) at the outer edge
of the boundary layer, we obtain the condition
for

77-+00:

g'-+0.

(6-6.53)

T o the approximation of this analysis, radiation does not enter into
either the differential equation (6-6.48) or the boundary conditions
(6-6.50) and (6-6.51). Accordingly, the velocity profile u/ue =f is the
same as that for the nonradiating stagnation boundary layer. This
velocity profile may be obtained from the Blasius function F((j), which
is the solution for the flat plate boundary layer, by means of the transformation ξ = VIV2 and /(η) = F(t)lV% giving f'(v) =
F'(vlV2)/2.
Profiles of the total enthalpy ratio gfa) are obtained from the simultaneous numerical integration of Eqs. (6-6.48) and (6-6.49), with
boundary conditions (6-6.50), (6-6.51), and (6-6.53). I n order to start
the numerical integration, the value of g'w is determined by trial and
error so that the boundary condition (6-6.53) is satisfied. The temperature and density profiles are calculated from gfa) by means of Eqs.
(6-6.46) and (6-6.47). Howe 98 has carried out calculations for conditions
corresponding to the flight of axisymmetric bodies of nose radii up to
10 ft, traveling at a speed of 31,000 ft/sec at an altitude of 165,000 ft,
and with a wall temperature of 2000°K. T h e calculated temperature
profiles are given in Fig. 6-6.3, where the thickness of the thermal
boundary layer is seen to increase with increasing body nose radius.
The heat transfer to the wall — qw is obtained (for Le = 1) by adding
the conduction and radiation terms,
λ

8Τ

+

I r8 d ι o \nT°
\ cT (-£-)
dy,

Ύ

(6-6.54)

where the factor \ appears in the radiation term because just half of
the emitted radiation reaches the wall in this transparent gas limit. It is
evident from the wall temperature gradient shown in Fig. 6-6.3 that the
convective heat transfer (conduction term) is essentially unaffected by
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6
8
10
Distance from wall, 17

FIG. 6-6.3. Temperature profiles across transparent, radiating boundary layers in the
stagnation regions of axisymmetric bodies, from Howe. 98

the radiation for the conditions considered. The interaction of the
convective and radiative heat transfer is investigated more thoroughly
below in the viscous shock layer analysis, where a wide range of conditions is considered, and self-absorption is included.
6-6C Viscous SHOCK LAYERS. For the viscous shock layer problem,
we shall first describe Howe's analysis, 72,106 which is similar to his
boundary layer calculation discussed in the preceding section; then a
brief description will be given of the calculations by Hoshizaki and
Wilson, 2a ' 107 who use the integral method described in Section 6-5C.
The analysis by Burggraf108 is also noted.
In Ref. 72 Howe and Viegas consider a shock layer of thickness δ
small compared to the body nose radius R> with calculations being
carried out only in the stagnation region, x = 0(8); see Fig. 6-6.2.
Since the shock layer is not as thin as a normal boundary layer, the
curvature term K = 1 -f (y/R) must be retained in the conservation
equations (although K is near unity, the derivative of K is not negligible).
Conservation of mass is therefore given by

A {pur) + | ( j e ^ ) = o.

(6-6.55)

Howe and Viegas justify replacing the ^-momentum equation by
dpjdy = 0, which is the same result as in the boundary layer analysis.
Accordingly, p = p(x), and ^-momentum equation becomes
du
dx

ß.

du _
3y

dp
dx

p d
dy

("£>■

(6-6.56)
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In the energy equation it is assumed that the radiative transfer term
is given by gray-gas radiation in a plane-parallel shock layer, with the
body surface being black. Since the kinetic energy \{u2 + v2) is much
less than the total enthalpy H = h + \(u2 + v2) in the stagnation
region, the energy equation may be written in the form

'·£+*·£-*5(*-£)+ΛΚΙ,Μ«|'-''>*
- 4σΓ4(τ) + 2σΊΪΕ2(τ)] ,

(6-6.57)

where τ = J^ k dy is the gray-gas optical depth. The effects of diffusion
of dissociated and ionized species are included in the above equation
by requiring that Pr represent an effective Prandtl number which
includes a "reaction conductivity" as well as the ordinary thermal
conductivity.
At the body surface we have the conditions
at y = 0 :

u = 0,

v = vw ,

H = Hw ,

(6-6.58)

which allow for the possibility of a nonzero normal velocity vw produced
by mass addition. If the injected gas is not air, the distribution of foreign
species across the shock layer must be determined by coupling the
appropriate diffusion equation with the conservation equations. The
absorption coefficient k is then given as the sum of the air and foreign
species contributions (see Howe and Viegas72 for this development). In
the hypersonic limit of interest here, the shock relations yield the
following relations for the flow variables at the shock front (subscript s):
at y =8:

u8 = U^

, vs = - eU (l - ~—^ ,

Ps = Poot/2(l - 0 (l - ^ ) , # s = \U\

(6-6.59)

where e = p^jp^ . Since p = p(x), the above expression for ps(x) may
be used to substitute for the dpjdx term in Eq. (6-6.56).
As in the boundary layer analysis of the preceding section, new
independent and dependent variables are defined. Here K is included
in the definition of the independent variables s and η,
s=

psWs^s

(6-6.60)
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and

In order to satisfy the continuity equation (6-6.55) the stream function φ
is defined by

W = pur"' -^

= Kpm

"·

(6 6 62)

"-

The functions g(rf and /(η) are now defined by
g(v)

Ξ

H/Hs

(6-6.63)

and
/ ( , ) ^ 0/(2ί)ΐ/«,

(6-6.64)

which assume that similarity exists. Equations (6-6.61), (6-6.62), and
(6-6.64) give
f'(v)

= u/us.

(6-6.65)

We further define
Γ - ^ ,

β — ^ .

(6-6.66)

with ρ8μ8 being assumed constant in the stagnation region.
Transformation of the conservation equations (6-6.56) and (6-6.57)
yields the following total differential equations, showing that a similarity
solution exists:
(0/7 + # " = ( ^ )

[r

- 2 Pj (1 - «)]

(6-6.67)

and

+ f^2(r)] .

(6-6.68)

In these equations 0, Pry p, T> and Ä are known functions of the enthalpy
ratio β(η), as determined by the equilibrium real-gas properties. The
defining relation for the optical depth τ may be transformed to give the
following approximate relation between r and η:
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The transformed boundary conditions Eqs. (6-6.58) and (6-6.59)
become
at η = 0 :
fw

=

-pwVw^-———^

,

/;

=

o,

gw=^-;

(6-6.70)

at η = η8 :
r

f*=t>«\(v

RU

Ί1/2

+ noti

·

^

= 1

>

^ =

L

( 6 " 6 · 71 )

L (v + i) ps^s J

The shock front coordinate ηΒ is determined by the value of 7; at which
the above equations for / s and / s are simultaneously satisfied. The
shock standoff distance δ is accordingly given by

The convective heat transfer is determined from

and the radiant-heat transfer to the (black) surface is
- qT = - Fw = σΤ$ [2 fB T\t) E2(t) dt - n] -

(6-6.74)

Howe and Viegas have carried out numerical solutions of Eqs. (6-6.67)
and (6-6.68) by first assuming profiles of 0, Pr, p, and Q as functions
of 17, where Q is the entire right-hand side of Eq. (6-6.68). Equation
(6-6.67) is then integrated numerically, with iteration being used to find
the value off"(0) which yields a s o l u t i o n / ^ ) satisfying the boundary
conditions (6-6.71) at the shock front. This solution /(η) is used in
Eq. (6-6.68) to determine £(77) directly by integration, with the value
g'(0) chosen so that the boundary condition gfa8) = 1 is satisfied. The
resulting £(77) and g'(rf profiles are then used to calculate new profiles
of φ, Pr, p, T, and Q. Except for the use of the transparent gas expression
when the shock layer is optically thin, Q is calculated by using a finite
series approximation for the gray-gas integrals appearing in Eq. (6-6.68).
The above numerical procedure is repeated until /"(0) does not change
from one major iteration to the next. Howe and Viegas 72 give a more
complete description of this calculation. From the calculated flow field,
the shock standoff distance, convective heat transfer, and radiant-heat
transfer are computed from Eqs. (6-6.72), (6-6.73), and (6-6.74),
respectively.
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Figure 6-6.4 shows the computed enthalpy profiles, which are
compared with the profiles determined by the one-dimensional analysis
of Yoshikawa and Chapman 2 discussed in Section 6-5A. Although both
analyses give good results for the radiation-cooled outer half of the
shock layer, Howe's profiles show lower enthalpy and larger enthalpy
gradients produced by convective transport in the viscous, heatconducting region near the body surface. Figure 6-6.5 shows flow-field

• Ref. 106, for appropriate
conditions listed below
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FIG. 6-6.5. Flow-field profiles for U = 32,000 ft/sec at 110,000 ft altitude, p8 = 10 atm,
and R = 5 ft; from Howe and Viegas.72
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profiles at a flight velocity (32,000 ft/sec), which is low enough for
ionization to be negligible and the shock layer to be transparent. For
the conditions given, the flow field is seen to be comprised of an
inviscid shock layer attached to a boundary layer at the wall. As shown
in Fig. 6-6.6, the effect of an increased flight velocity is to yield (1) a

0
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0.6

0.8

1.0

F I G . 6-6.6. Flow-field profiles for U = 50,000 ft/sec at 190,000 ft altitude, pB = 1 atm,
and R = 5 ft; from Howe and Viegas. 72

broadened boundary layer produced by ionization and (2) increased
radiation, which reduces the enthalpy ratio. The boundary layer becomes
further smeared out as the pressure is reduced.
The coupling of radiation and convection is illustrated in Fig. 6-6.7,
where Nu is the Nusselt number, Nu = —qcxcpwIXw(Hs — Aw), and
Re8 is the Reynolds number, Res = pwusx/^w . Radiative cooling is seen
to appreciably reduce the convective heat transfer, with the reduction
increasing with increasing flight velocity and body radius (the reduction
is very small at the flight velocity of 31,000 ft/sec considered in the
boundary layer analysis of Section 6-6B). The ratio qT/qT>0 of actual
radiant-heat transfer to that calculated for a transparent shock layer
with no radiative cooling is plotted versus body nose radius in Fig. 6-6.8
(points were also given in Fig. 6-5.4). The ratio qTlqTt0 decreases more
rapidly at 40,000 ft/sec than at 50,000 ft/sec as the result of real-gas
properties. The effect of mass addition has been considered by Howe
(especially in Howe 106 ). Mass addition will appreciably reduce the
convective heat transfer, and will slightly increase the radiant-heat
transfer because the shock standoff distance will be slightly increased.
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1

Velocity U * 10 , ft/sec

FIG. 6-6.7. Heat transfer parameter for convection with radiation coupling, for
T w = 1500°K and pB = 1 atm, from Howe and Viegas. 72
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FIG. 6-6.8. Ratio of actual radiant-heat transfer qT to the radiant-heat transfer qTt0
for a transparent shock layer with no radiative cooling, for T w = 1500°K; from Howe
and Viegas.72

T h e radiation will be further increased if the injected gas is a stronger
emitter than air; however, this increase will not be large, as the injected
gas will remain in the relatively cool portion of the flow field near the
body.
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Howe's analysis considers only the stagnation region. Hoshizaki and
Wilson,23"107 on the other hand, have calculated radiative cooling effects
throughout the entire shock layer, considering hemispheres and
hemisphere-cones. They use the integral method of Maslen and
Moeckel, 79 extended to include viscous terms and the radiative transfer
term. As a detailed description of the integral method was given in
Section 6-5C in connection with the inviscid shock layer calculation of
Wilson and Hoshizaki, 71 only a very brief description of the application
to the viscous shock layer is given here.
First, we shall describe Hoskizaki and Wilson's transparent gas
calculation. 107 The conservation equations are simplified by neglecting
convective terms of 0(e 2 ) and higher (e = />oo/ps)> and by neglecting
viscous terms of 0 ( 1 /Re) and higher. The resulting equations are
equivalent to the boundary layer equations plus curvature terms. As in
Howe's analysis, the mass diffusion of species is included in a total
conductivity along with the ordinary thermal conduction. The integral
method involves integration of the ^-momentum and energy equations
across the shock layer, with the continuity equation being used to
evaluate the ^-component of velocity, and the ^-momentum equation
being used to change the pressure gradient term into a form suitable
for integration. The large profile variations in this viscous shock layer
case are accounted for by representing the x-velocity and total enthalpy
profiles by fifth- and sixth-order polynomials, respectively, as compared
with the first- and third-order polynomials given in Eqs. (6-5.80) and
(6-5.81) for the inviscid case. As in the inviscid calculation, the shock
shape is assumed, and the integrated momentum and energy equations
are solved at each station x about the body, starting at the stagnation
point. The shock shape is then calculated and compared with the
assumed shape, with the entire calculation being repeated until satisfactory convergence is obtained. The calculated velocity and enthalpy
profiles at various stations around a hemisphere-cone are given in
Fig. 6-6.9 (computed for the same flight conditions as the inviscid
profiles in Fig. 6-5.14). The profiles in the stagnation region agree quite
well with those of Howe. The effects of radiative cooling on the
distributions of convective and radiant heat transfer around a hemispherical body are shown in Fig. 6-6.10.
In their most recent calculation, Hoshizaki and Wilson23, included the
effects of non-gray absorption and mass addition. Absorption was found
to be important for the flight conditions appropriate for an Apollo-type
entry.
A recent analysis for the stagnation region has been carried out by
Burggraf,108 who has used the method of matched inner and outer
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FIG. 6-6.10. Convective and radiant-heat transfer around a hemisphere, calculated
for U = 50,000 ft/sec at 190,000 ft altitude, and R = 5 ft; from Hoshizaki and Wilson. 107

expansions. The conservation equations in the shock layer are approximated by the boundary layer equations (cf. Section 6-6B). Burggraf
finds that the coupling between the velocity and enthalpy produces an
inner expansion which is characterized by powers and logarithms of
the Reynolds number, rather than the usual square-root dependence.
The analytical results are compared with solutions obtained by direct
numerical integration of the boundary layer equations.
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